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Abstrat

The main topi of this work is related to the opportunity of exploiting the thermo-

aousti e�et of pressure pulse generation to detet high energy neutrinos in un-

derwater environment, in the framework of neutrino astronomy, a promising �eld

of investigation in the multi-messenger approah. Possible impats of neutrino as-

tronomy involve astrophysis (nature and behaviour of osmi engines and explosive

events in the Universe), partile physis (aelerator mehanisms, interation ross

setion of partiles above the threshold that an be explored in the laboratory,

hints of new physis beyond the standard model) and osmology (top-down mod-

els of ultra-high-energy partile generation, dark matter and osmi neutrino bak-

ground). Neutrino �ux preditions ompute a very low number of neutrino events

at high energy, therefore a natural target is required when devising a osmi neu-

trino detetor. A straightforward hoie is onsidering submarine apparatuses (or,

alternatively, in-ie apparatuses), so that the oeani mass an work, at the same

time, as the target for neutrino interation, the medium for signal transmission and

the sreen for atmospheri muon �ux redution. If harged leptons are produed in

neutrino interations, the Cherenkov radiation, emitted as a onsequene of the pas-

sage of ultra-relativisti partiles in water, an be deteted through photo-multiplier

tubes. A Cherenkov telesope is thus a regular arrangement of photo-multiplier tubes

in the abyss. The aousti tehnique aims to omplement the Cherenkov tehnique

in underwater neutrino telesopes, in order to extend the e�etive volume of dete-

tion up to several tens of kilometers ube. This beause sound attenuation length

is bigger than light attenuation length, allowing a overage of a larger sensitive

volume with a smaller number of sensors. The aousti tehnique for partile de-

tetion is based on the thermo-aousti mehanism, aording to whih interating

partile deposit their energy, induing a perturbation of the thermodynami equi-

librium of the medium that propagates as a pressure wave, detetable by means of

hydrophones. In order to develop a projet for a neutrino aousti telesope, detailed

studies of the thermo-aousti e�et are required. The �rst stage is the validation of

the tehnique, gained through test measurements with proton beams and supported

by detailed analysis and simulation. The next step onsists in moving to the neu-

trino ase, taking advantage of the expertise ahieved with protons. Monte Carlo

simulations allow to predit properties and behaviour of neutrino-indued aousti

pulses. The work disussed in this thesis douments the e�orts in the understanding

of neutrino-indued aousti signal; the outome of the simulation an provide hints

and lues to elaborate detetion algorithms and reonstrution strategies, in order

to evaluate the feasibility of the appliation of the aousti tehnique in submarine

neutrino telesopes.
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Introdution

When talking to someone who is not a physiist, it is very di�ult to explain that

one an be an astronomer without putting eyes on telesopes. And things get even

harder sine astronomy, that is the branh of siene that deals with stars and distant

objets above us, an be investigated deteting sub-atomi partiles underwater.

The traditional piture of the astronomer is Galileo Galilei (Figure 1), who did

astronomy looking through his own telesope, a self-made optial instrument on-

taining an arrangement of lenses and mirrors, to fous and magnify distant objets

far away in the sky. And far away in the sky meant the Moon, or Jupiter with its

satellites, or maybe a quik look outside the Solar System, to some luminous traks

in the Milky Way.

Sine then, a great amount of progresses have been made in the �eld. Distanes

have beome larger: beyond planetary distanes in the Solar System at the astro-

nomial unit sale (1 AU = 149.60·109 m), investigations inlude the parse sale (1

p = 30.857·1015 m) - distanes to nearby stars - up to distanes to nearby galaxies

at the mega-parse sale.

To investigate in depth the lose-by elestial sites, as well as remote and hidden

regions in the very far Universe, the modern astronomer an ount on very sophis-

tiated apparatuses, in whih not only traditional optis with lenses and mirrors

is involved. Nowadays, to get a most omplete desription of a elestial objet, as-

tronomers put together data and results from very di�erent experiments, ombining

di�erent experimental tehniques.

Modern observations are made in all parts of the spetrum, inluding X-rays and

radio-frequenies, using both terrestrial and orbital instruments and spae probes.

Modern astronomy is, in one word, multi-wavelength: optial astronomy (light in

the visible band) is omplemented by radio astronomy and X-ray astronomy, as

impressively shown in Figure 2. Investigations performed olleting eletro-magneti

radiation onstitute astronomy with photons.

But this is not enough, yet. Astronomy an be performed even without photons.

Not only the photons, in fat, an arry out information from the far Universe:

osmi rays and neutrinos an be added in the list of messengers able to give indiret

observations of the sky. And moving apart from partile physis, one an onsider

also the role of gravitational waves in the astronomial researh.What presented is

the multi-messenger approah, that onnets astronomy with astrophysis and

partile physis, and opens new windows in Cosmology and in the theory of gravity,

giving some hints of new physis beyond the Standard Model.

The multi-messenger approah is mainly a omplementary soure of information

for photon-astronomy, but the ase of neutrinos is slightly di�erent. Beause of their

3



Figure 1: Galileo e Milton, by Cesare Aureli (1844-1923), marble. Physis Department,

"Sapienza" Università di Roma (photograph ourtesy of A. Biagioni). John Milton was so

impressed by his meeting with Galileo Galilei that he realled the Italian sientist and the

mirale of his telesope in his masterpiee, Paradise Lost.

peuliar interation properties, in fat, neutrinos not only an provide additional

information to omplete the piture produed by all-wavelength photon astronomy,

but they an o�er unique opportunities to look further away and deeper inside

astrophysial objets.

As skethed in Figure 3, and as it will be presented in more details in Chapter

1, photons interat both with matter and with radiation, and therefore they are

absorbed during their propagation through the interstellar medium. The same an be

stated onerning partiles suh as protons, neutrons and nulei. Charged partiles,

in addition, are de�eted by magneti �eld.

On the ontrary, neutrinos only interat weakly, having no eletri harge, nei-

ther nulear harge. Total ross setion is small, and probability of interation goes

with target density. Therefore, moving inside the low-density interstellar matter and

propagating through the intergalati spae, they have really a little hane to meet

a target partile and interat. This means that their journey, from the astrophysial

soures, where they have been generated to the Earth, where they will be possibly

olleted by our detetors, has arried on unperturbed. In other words, neutrinos

possess pointing properties and preserve diretional information, enlarging the hori-

zon of investigations.
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Figure 2: Multi-Wavelength Milky Way. The piture is built up olleting results from

several observations, obtained with di�erent experimental tehniques. Piture taken from

http://mwmw.gsfc.nasa.gov/, additional information and detailed referenes are

available therein.

The other side of the oin onerns neutrino detetion. Sine a partile an be

deteted only if it interats with the detetor, produing a signature of its passage,

the identi�ation of the weakly-interating neutrino beomes a tough task to a-

omplish. In partiular, onsidering the ase of osmi neutrinos, a twofold problem

has to be faed. A very massive detetor is required to o�er a signi�ant target for

neutrino interation and, at the same time, detetor e�etive surfae has to be large,

in order to ollet the largest number of events, sine the predited �ux of osmi

neutrinos is very low, and dereasing with inreasing neutrino energy. The most

straightforward hoie to ful�ll both requirements is thus ruling out a traditional

laboratory and exploiting natural targets, as oeani mass or Antarti ie.

Going into details of detetion tehniques, and onsidering, for instane, the

submarine environment, the onrete solution is a huge underwater infrastruture

made up of a regular disposal of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), able to ollet the

Cherenkov light emitted as a onsequene of the passage in water of the harged

leptons produed in neutrino interation with nuleon target in water. This solution,

labeled as "Cherenkov" or "optial" tehnique, onstitutes the present development

in the �eld of osmi neutrino detetion and it is pratial up to instrumented

volumes of about 1 km3, orresponding to an energy threshold for neutrino events

of about 1016−17eV .

Future developments inlude the aousti tehnique, that is a valid and promis-

ing strategy to omplement and extend Cherenkov apparatuses, in order to get an

e�etive volume of detetion of several kilometers ube and to open the possibility of
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Figure 3: Neutrino-Astronomy. The sketh points out the main motivation for looking at

neutrinos in the frame of multi-messenger astronomy. On the left side, a far away os-

mi aelerator is depited, assumed as soure of osmi messengers, as harged partiles,

gamma-rays and neutrinos. Gamma-rays (photons) are a�eted by eletro-magneti inter-

ation and may be absorbed during their propagation. E�ets of eletro-magneti intera-

tion on harged partiles (protons and nulei) produe partiles absorption and de�etion

by magneti �elds, ausing the loss of pointing proprieties. On the ontrary, neutrinos are

weakly interating, and therefore they an travel unperturbed through the low-density inter-

stellar medium, able to reah the Earth, where they eventually may be deteted, preserving

diretional information on the osmi soure and opening a new window of observation for

astronomy.

investigating neutrino events with energy above 1018eV . Sine the aousti tehnique

is still in a pioneering stage, detailed studies on the opportunity and the feasibility

of the aousti solution for neutrino detetion are needed, and suh investigations

onstitute the main topi presented and disussed in this thesis.

In a literary sense, a telesope is something "to see at a distane", and there-

fore every instrument designed to make distant objets appear nearer is a telesope.

This is why we all "telesopes" the deep-sea infrastrutures, made up of PMTs or

hydrophones, able to identify the passage of partiles produed in neutrino intera-

tions: a neutrino signature in the very depths of the oean ould provide indiations

of something happening very far away in the Universe.

The material presented in this thesis is organized in �ve hapters.

Chapter 1 is on the sienti� motivations for neutrino astronomy, in the frame

of multi-messenger astronomy and in onnetion with astrophysis and osmology.

Some attention will be payed to the possible high-energy neutrino soures; a setion

will be dediated in partiular to the so-alled "GZK" neutrinos. The last part of the

hapter onentrates on the hallenge of neutrino detetion, giving a short essay on

the experimental tehniques involved. As a onlusion, a report on the experiments

presently operating and on future projets is given, paying attention in partiular

to underwater telesopes.

Chapter 2 goes deeper into details of the aousti tehniques for partile dete-

tion, starting from the Askaryan formulation of the thermo-aousti mehanism. The

hapter develops the quantitative aspets of the topi, and gives some indiations
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on tehnologial resoures onneted to sound propagation in the sea, inluding a

list of ativities operating in the �eld of aousti detetion of high energy neutrinos.

Right after the desription of the thermo-aousti mehanism, the next step

onsists in investigating the performanes of the aousti detetion. This is the main

goal of the ativity desribed inChapter 3, whih is dediated to test measurements

performed with proton beams at the ITEP aelerator failities. The hapter inludes

a desription of the experimental set-up, an aount on data analysis and a disussion

on the full simulation hain (from the Monte Carlo of the aousti soure up to the

aousti pulse omputation). The last part is a report on the results: investigations

on the performanes of the simulation, a omparison between aquired and simulated

pulse, a omparison with results from past experiments at proton beams. In addition,

ombining results from data analysis and Monte Carlo simulation, it is possible to

get some indiation on parameters that stayed undetermined during the data taking.

The material presented in Chapter 3 is a onlusive report on the ITEP test beam

experiment and it represents a good starting point for future developments, both

in alibrations (aquired experiene and software ahievements an be used to plan

experiments at test beams) and in the study of the neutrino ase.

Some preliminary results onerning neutrinos are presented in Chapter 4, that

inludes expeted signals from neutrino-indued hadroni showers. Preditions are

ompared with results proposed by others groups operating in the �eld of aousti

detetion of high energy neutrinos.

Chapter 5 is for onlusions and perspetives, with strong realls to what stated

in the previous hapters.

In addition, three appendies are inluded, where spei� disussions on soure

odes and results are aounted. Appendix A presents a detailed report of the

simulation ode reproduing the ITEP test beam, inluding a general desription of

the Geant4 toolkit. Appendix B goes deep into details on the Geant4 Monte Carlo

simulation results. In Appendix C, the full APulse ode used to ompute aousti

pulses is inluded.
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Chapter 1

Neutrino Astronomy and

Neutrino Detetion

1.1 Astro-Partile Physis, the Multi-Messenger Approah

and Neutrino Astronomy

As already underlined in the Introdution, one of the most promising perspetive

in the astrophysial researh is the opportunity of a multi-messenger approah [1℄

[2℄. Astrophysis, partile physis and osmology an pro�t from suh investigations.

Conerning High Energy Astrophysis, astro-partile physis is a well estab-

lished �eld of researh [3℄ [4℄, o�ering the opportunity to investigate the nature and

behaviour of the so-alled "osmi aelerators", where ultra-high-energy partiles

are produed. Supernovae remnants (SNRs), galati miroquasars, pulsars, gamma

ray bursts (GRBs), ative galati nulei (AGNs) are some examples of astrophysial

objets and phenomena from whih a �ux of high energy partiles is expeted. The

detetion of astro-partiles onstitutes a probe of the aeleration mehanisms tak-

ing plae in the ore of osmi engines. The topi is onneted with physis of stars

and stellar evolution, quantum and lassial eletrodynamis, plasma physis and

magnetohydrodynamis, physis of galaxies, speial and general relativity. Gravita-

tional theory also plays a role sine blak holes, binary systems and explosive events

in the Universe are onneted with gravitational waves emission (Setion 1.1). Ad-

ditional details on osmi ray soures will be listed in Setion 1.2, paying attention

in partiular to neutrinos.

Partile Physis omes into play sine osmi engines, as the ones listed above,

an aelerate partiles up 1020 eV and beyond (Figure 1.1), and suh energies will

never be available in human-made aelerators1. In this sense, astro-partile physis

omes bak to its origin, when partiles oming from the sky were the only soure

for investigations in the sub-atomi zoo. The history dates bak to 1912, with the

�rst evidene of osmi radiation experiened by Vitor Hess, and extends up to

1At present, the highest-energy partile aelerator is LHC - Large Hadron Collider (http:
//lhc.web.cern.ch/lhc/) at CERN, that is designed for proton-proton ollisions, foreseen at
an energy of 7 TeV per beam. LHC represents the frontier in the �eld of partile aelerators, and
onsidering the urrent tehnologial skills and knowledge, LHC limits seem to be very hard to
overome.
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Figure 1.1: Cosmi ray spetrum. Piture by S. Swordy [5℄.

the '50s, when the �rst aelerators entered in operation. In the meantime, several

disoveries ourred, as in evidene in Table 1.1, taken from [6℄. An historial review

on osmi rays is in [7℄.

Partile Year Disoverer Method

e− 1897 Thomson Disharges in gases

p 1919 Rutherford Natural radioativity

n 1932 Chadwik Natural radioativity

e+ 1933 Anderson Cosmi Rays

µ± 1937 Neddermeyer, Anderson Cosmi Rays

π± 1947 Powell, Ohialini Cosmi Rays

K± 1949 Powell Cosmi Rays

π0 1949 Bjorklund Aelerators

K0 1951 Armenteros Cosmi Rays

Λ0 1951 Armenteros Cosmi Rays

∆ 1932 Anderson Cosmi Rays

Ξ− 1932 Armenteros Cosmi Rays

Σ± 1953 Bonetti Cosmi Rays

p− 1955 Chamberlain, Segrè Aelerators

anything else 1955→today various groups Aelerators

mν 6= 0 2000 KAMIOKANDE Cosmi Rays

Table 1.1: Disovery of elementary partiles. The leading role of osmi radiation is in

evidene. Table from [6℄.
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It is of interest that the last line in Table 1.1 turns bak to osmi rays. Indeed, it

must be notied that neutrino physis has lots to do with osmi rays, and most of the

present understanding omes from astrophysis and osmi radiation experiments [8℄

[9℄ [10℄, providing in return further upshots for the astrophysial researh.

Additional information on astrophysis probes of partile physis an be found

in [11℄.

The open questions onerning the origin of osmi rays and aeleration meh-

anisms give also the opportunity to set up a link with Cosmology, in partiular

when taking into aount ultra-high-energy partiles (energies above 1018 eV). The

existene of suh partiles oming from the Universe is a fat, and the researh

ativity looks for Standard Model interations and for hints of new physis (strong

interating neutrinos, violation of the Lorentz invariane) [12℄ [13℄ [14℄. In partiular,

top-down models, as annihilation of WIMPs (Weakly Interating Massive Partiles),

Z-burst mehanisms and deay of topologial defets and of any other omponents of

super-symmetri matter or massive non baryoni dark matter, are in the list of phe-

nomena than onnets ultra-high-energy osmi ray detetion with the early stage of

evolution of the Universe [15℄ [16℄. In this �eld, also, osmi neutrinos play a ruial

role in supporting osmologial theories and providing extensions of the Standard

Model, as widely aounted in [17℄.

The quik glane given in this setion is enough to identify astro-partile physis

as a rih and multi-disiplinary �eld of study, with several interlinked and orrelated

ativities, and with a dominant position �lled up by neutrinos. The importane of

neutrinos, beside the already mentioned fats onerning astrophysis of osmi en-

gines, neutrino physis and osmology, beomes deisive ifAstronomy is aounted.

Astro-partile physis, and neutrinos in partiular, in fat, an make available a new

point of view in astronomy.

The astronomer is the artographer of the sky, in a sense that for both the

purpose is to draw up a map where the main features are loated. Therefore, astron-

omy is strongly onneted with the opportunity of investigating the origin of osmi

messengers. In this frame, the role of neutrinos in the multi-messenger approah of

the astrophysial researh an get ruial, beause of neutrino peuliar interation

properties: as weakly interating neutral partiles, in fat, they are not absorbed in

their propagation, nor de�eted by magneti �eld (Figure 3 in the Introdution).

If a osmi neutrino is deteted, and if the neutrino diretion is reonstruted, the

neutrino origin an be extrapolated traking bak the way from the detetor to the

soure.

Nevertheless, it must be underlined that when the pointing information annot

be available, the so-alled di�use �ux of events (onsidering harged osmi rays,

photons, neutrinos and gravitational waves) is still of major importane, as the

listed above topis in Astrophysis, Partile Physis and Cosmology widely dou-

ment.

In the following, I will disuss some features of the physis of osmi radiation,

in partiular onsidering some experimental aspets in the framework of the multi-

messenger approah. Information are reported with no laim to be exhaustive, but

with the only purpose to give a glimpse on the most relevant topis related to

neutrino astronomy and astrophysis.
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Protons/harged nulei As known from elementary physis, harged partiles

do not travel along a straight line, if they move in a region of spae where a magneti

�eld is present, and this is the ase of the galati environment. Therefore, as a

onsequene of galati magneti �elds, our Galaxy is �lled up with a so-alled di�use

�ux of osmi rays, for whih the pointing properties are lost. As a onsequene, the

opportunity to extrat astronomial details is ruled out, but the di�use �ux of osmi

rays still provides a fruitful soure of information for physial researh, as widely

disussed in [18℄.

For a bak-of-the-envelope omputation, we an follow the formulation used in

astro-partile physis of the gyroradius, or Larmor radius rL, in the relativisti ase:

rL[cm] =
1

300
· E[eV ]

Z · B[G]
(1.1)

Here E is the partile energy in eV , B is magneti �eld in Gauss, Z is the atomi

number. Taking for instane a proton (Z = 1), seleting B = 3µG (average value

in the Milky Way2), and assuming that the thikness of the galati dis is approx-

imately 150 p, it an be omputed that an order of magnitude of 1018−19 eV in

energy is required to esape the magneti on�nement [21℄. It must be added that,

as far as we know, there is no evidene of any galati soure able to aelerate par-

tiles up to energies above the omputed threshold [22℄. Therefore, onsidering the

Larmor radius, we an state that the energy of galati osmi rays is not enough

to let partiles esape from the "magneti trap" due to the galati magneti �eld.

With analogous reasoning, we an move away from the Milky Way and onsider

the ase of a harged partile produed in some outer galaxy. The aelerated partile

an esape the magneti on�nement of the soure galaxy and reah our detetors

only if its energy is high enough that the orresponding gyroradius exeeds the radius

de�ning the size of the soure galaxy. Assuming for the magneti �eld and size of

the outer galaxy the same values onsidered for the Milky Way, we thus expet to

detet extra-galati partiles if energy is of the order of 1018eV or above (the so-

alled "ankle" in the osmi-ray spetrum) [23℄ [24℄. Cosmi ray propagation in the

magneti �eld of a spiral galaxy is illustrated in Figure 1.2.

Sine a large gyroradius means an - almost - straight line trajetory, ultra-high

energy partiles preserve diretional information on the astrophysial soure, and

therefore they an be onsidered for astronomial observation. In other words, for

what onerns osmi rays, astronomy is possible only with ultra-high-energy parti-

les, that are supposed to have extra-galati origin.

The possibility of employing ultra-high-energy osmi rays for astronomy has

been reently on�rmed by the latest results from the Pierre Auger Observatory

[26℄, that show evidene of some anisotropy in the high energy osmi ray distribu-

tion. Moreover, onsidering the diretional information assoiated with the deteted

high energy events, the Auger Collaboration has been able to reonstrut the po-

sition of the osmi ray soures on a sky-map. In some signi�ant ases, these re-

onstruted positions stay in oinidene with Ative Galati Nulei (AGNs) [27℄.

2Di�use studies have been arried on to explore the detailed features of the galati magnet-
is �eld. Theoretial models, numerial simulations and hints from observations provide re�ned
information on partile propagation and on high-energy osmi ray trajetories [19℄ [20℄.
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Figure 1.2: Cosmi rays propagation in the galati magneti �eld. Examples of trajetories

of nulei for di�erent ratios of energy over harge: E/Z = 1 EeV - solid lines - and E/Z = 10

EeV - dotted lines - (1EeV = 1018 eV ). The dashed lines indiate the spiral arms of the

galaxy. At the lower energies partiles start to be trapped by the spiral struture of the

regular galati magneti �eld. Piture taken from [25℄.

The �rst Auger sky-map (Figure 1.3) onstitutes a preliminary validation of the hy-

pothesis that states AGNs as the most important andidate soures for high-energy

extragalati osmi rays. Pierre Auger Observatory results thus open onretely the

opportunity of osmi-rays astronomy.

Figure 1.3: Pierre Auger Observatory sky-map (galati oordinates). Cirles are entered

around the arrival diretions of 27 osmi ray deteted events with energy E>57 EeV. Aster-

isks identify the positions of the 442 AGN (292 within the �eld of view of the Observatory).

The solid line draws the border of the �eld of view of the Observatory. The dashed line is

the super-galati plane. Darker olour indiates larger relative exposure. Centaurus A, one

of the losest AGN, is marked in white. From [27℄.
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When onsidering osmi rays with energy above 1019eV and reent results of the

Pierre Auger Observatory, an additional omment should be aounted, onerning

the so-alled GZK ut-o�. Some details and a list of referene will be given in Setion

1.2.

Photons Conerning photon-astronomy, the limit is not of ourse onneted with

pointing properties of partiles: as already disussed in the Introdution, traditional

astronomy is basially astronomy with photons. Neutrinos step forward when on-

sidering the problem of the opaity of elestial objets to eletro-magneti radiation.

It must be notied that one of the main motivation for multiwavelength observa-

tions in modern astronomy is to overome the ase of osmi objets not transparent

to visible light. Combining information from the full eletro-magneti spetrum, is

it possible to approah a omprehensive understanding of elestial sites and phe-

nomena. Chek, for instane, [28℄ [29℄ [30℄, and [31℄ for a general desription of the

multiwavelength approah.

Still, there are regions in the Universe (very far away or very dense sites in

elestial objets) that annot be "seen", in a sense that no eletro-magneti radiation

of any wavelength an esape, sine photons are very "fragile" omponents, absorbed

in interations with matter and radiation. This means that phenomena suh as the

inner dense ore of osmi sites or the burning of astrophysial engines annot be

explored with photon astronomy. On the ontrary, poor interating neutrinos an

travel unperturbed through matter and radiation, and an help in disovering or

exploring "hidden" aelerators. A ommon ase of this kind is the Sun: despite the

fat it is one of the �rst investigated objets in the sky, the ore is optially thik,

that is not observable in photons. Only neutrinos, emitted as a onsequene of the

burning mehanisms in the stellar ore, an esape from the inside and be deteted,

o�ering an alternative point of view on the star. A popular example is the piture

of the Sun in neutrinos, or neutrino heliograph, provided by the Super-Kamiokande

experiment (Figure 1.4).

Figure 1.4: Neutrino Heliograph measured by Super-Kamiokande. Piture taken from the

Kamioka Observatory Pamphlet 2006, Institute for Cosmi Ray Researh, the University

of Tokio, Japan (available on line at http://www-sk.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/lib/ -

in Japanese). Additional information on the Super-Kamiokande neutrino heliograph an be

heked in [32℄.
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Conerning high-energy gamma astronomy, the most important onnetion with

neutrino-astronomy is related to the opportunity of investigating the nature and be-

haviour of gamma aelerators. In partiular, neutrinos an work as a valid tool to

solve the hadroni/leptoni puzzle. The point is that gamma rays an be produed

in osmi aelerators by two mehanisms: a leptoni mehanism, with eletrons a-

elerated in osmi engines and photons produed as a onsequene of synhrotron

emission, bremsstrahlung, inverse Compton sattering, and a hadroni mehanism,

following the model aording to whih primary aelerated partiles are protons.

Suh primary protons interat with ambient matter in the soure and produe pions,

present in both speies (harged and neutral); pion deays give birth to muons and

photons, respetively. Muon interations at the soure are then aompanied by the

prodution of neutrinos. Considering the mixing properties of neutrinos, and sine

a full-mixing is expeted, a �xed ratio of neutrinos and gamma is predited. Suh

proesses of neutrinos and gamma prodution are usually referred to as astrophysial

beam dumps [33℄. Therefore, high-energy gamma ray astronomy and neutrino astron-

omy are losely assoiated, and often go hand in hand when onsidering expeted

or observed �uxes of events from astrophysial soures.

In this framework of a speial relationship between gammas and neutrinos, it

is ruial the role of experiments like H.E.S.S. (High Energy Stereosopi System)

[34℄ and MAGIC (Major Atmospheri Gamma-ray Imaging Cherenkov Telesope)

[35℄. Both experiments exploit the Cherenov imaging tehnique to detet gamma-ray

indued partile showers in atmosphere. Traing bak the deteted events, several

gamma-ray soures are identi�ed in the sky.

Theoretial models predit di�erent spetra of photon emission and energy dis-

tribution, depending on whih is the assumed the dominant mehanism of gamma-

ray prodution in the astrophysial soure, onsidering the leptoni or the hadroni

desription. Therefore, observations arried on with gamma-ray telesopes may dis-

riminate between the two pitures. An example is disussed in [36℄, and illustrated

in Figure 1.5. If results of gamma-ray telesope observations are in favour of the

hadroni mehanism, a guaranteed and preditable neutrino �ux from the identi�ed

gamma-soure is expeted as a onsequene. At the same time, a neutrino dete-

tion from gamma ray soures would support the hadroni desription, o�ering an

important piee of information about the aeleration phenomena inside the osmi

engines.

In addition, one of the most interesting results of gamma-ray telesopes is that

they have disovered several unidenti�ed soures, that is several sites in the sky

emitting gamma-rays and not identi�able with other known objets. Most of these

disoveries are loated in the galati plane, in proximity of the Galati Centre.

See, for instane, referenes [37℄ [38℄ for disussion on disoveries arried on by the

MAGIC experiment; [39℄ for an aount on the up-to-date list of H.E.S.S. soures

with no-other ounterpart and [40℄, that is a olletion of the H.E.S.S. Collaboration

ontributions at the 30th International Cosmi Ray COnferene - ICRC2007. Disov-

ering a neutrino ounterpart oming from suh unidenti�ed gamma-ray soure would

help a lot in the identi�ation and would provide fundamental hints to understand

the physis behind the observations.
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(a) Hadroni-dominated senario.

(b) Leptoni-dominated senario.

Figure 1.5: Hadroni versus leptoni origin of the gamma-ray emission from Supernova

Remnant RX J1713.6-3946. Gamma-ray spetral energy distribution. The upper plot shows

the omputation for a hadroni-dominated senario (gamma-ray emission from π0 deay);

the lower plot omputes the expetations for a leptoni-dominated ase. In both plots,

models are ompared with observations from experiments at di�erent wavelengths. The

outome of the presented study appears to support hadroni mehanisms. Details in [36℄.
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Gravitational Waves As disussed in [41℄, the list of gravitational waves soures

has lots in ommon with the list of neutrino soures (Setion 1.2), and, in analogy

with the neutrino ase (Setion 1.2.1), the signal expeted in gravitational wave

detetors is very faint. Therefore, it is straightforward to plan ollaborations between

neutrino telesopes and gravitational waves observatories, in order to join e�orts and

resoures, and employ a ross-alibration proedure to inrease the signal-to-noise

ratio and the event seletion. See, for instane, [42℄ for a report on oinident events

from LIGO3 and IeCube and [43℄ for a feasibility study onerning the set up of

a ollaboration between VIRGO4 and ANTARES. For details on neutrino telesope

experiments, see Setion 1.3.2.

1.2 High Energy Neutrino Soures

Entering the details of neutrinos, the starting point an be onsidered the fun-

damental works of Gaisser, Halzen and Stanev (1994) [44℄, Halzen (2000) [45℄ and

Learned and Mannheim (2000) [46℄. These reviews o�er a large aount on physi-

al motivations for neutrino astronomy and astrophysis, and a detailed report on

expeted neutrino soures and on proesses and phenomena whose predited onse-

quene is a �ux of neutrino events. Keeping in mind the wide amount of material

disussed in the above ited referenes, a summary table approah has been hosen

to present here the topi of osmi neutrino soures. Information is listed in Table

1.2. Some details and a list of additional referenes are given in the next.

Bottom-Up Models Top-Down Models

(Aeleration) (Annihilation/Deay)

Galati

WIMPs

SNRs

TDs

Pulsars/PWNe

Z-bursts

Miroquasars

Extra-Galati

AGN

GRB

GZK

Table 1.2: Cosmi Neutrino Soures. Listed items are grouped in three sets: bottom-up

models, that identify the osmi aelerators, with the two sub-sets of galati and extra-

galati soures; top-down models, that inlude tips from osmology and proesses of new

physis; osmogeni neutrino �ux, due to the GZK ut-o� of the osmi-ray spetrum.

About the grouping given in the table, the term "bottom-up" realls to aeler-

ation proesses, sine it refers to the fat that, through several repeated interations

with matter and radiation, partile energy raises from a lower value up to the �nal

higher value. On the ontrary, the term "top-down" underlines that the emitted par-

tile omes from a single proess of deay (or annihilation). In general, aeleration

3LIGO is Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observer, loated in U.S.A. http://www.
ligo.caltech.edu/

4VIRGO is the interferometri gravitational wave observatory in Italy http://www.virgo.
infn.it/
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models mainly re�et preditions of standard model physis, while top-down models

require hints of new physis.

GZK neutrinos �ll a separate ell in the table, sine they onstitute the so-alled

osmogeni di�use �ux of events, and annot be assoiated to a spei� soure or

loation in the Universe.

Conerning aeleration models, the referene proess that allows partiles to

gain energy through ollisions with plasma nebula is the so-alled Fermi mehanism,

that was originally proposed by Fermi in 1949 [47℄ [48℄. The Fermi hypothesis has

been revised and extended in the years, inluding the ontribution of shok waves in

plasma [49℄ [50℄, but substantially it is still regarded as the fundamental explanation

of the osmi rays aeleration in astrophysial environments.

The subdivision in galati and extra-galati soures helps to make up a ata-

log of andidate emitting neutrinos sites in the Universe, and it is important mainly

to look for orrelations with results and disoveries from other experiments (Pierre

Auger Observatory, MAGIC, H.E.S.S.). A report on galati soures, and gala-

ti soure andidates in orrelation with gamma-astronomy, is disussed in [51℄. A

summary on extra-galati soures of high-energy neutrinos is in [52℄.

SuperNova Renmants (SNRs) Supernova remnants are what is left behind af-

ter a supernova, that is the giganti explosion onstituting the very last step of stellar

evolution. Shok waves in supernova remnant environments ful�ll the onditions for

the ourring of the Fermi mehanism. Supernova remnants are, at present, the best

andidate galati soures for osmi ray aeleration up to energies of about 1015eV
[53℄. Neutrino �uxes are predited aording to astrophysial beam dump model.

Pulsars/Pulsar Wind Nebulae (PWNe) A separate ase of supernova rem-

nant is represented by pulsar wind nebulae, or plerions. The pulsar is a rapidly

rotating neutron star, resulting from the gravitational ollapse of the stellar matter

during a supernova event, and surrounded by a nebula of relativisti partiles and

magneti �ux. Aording to theoretial preditions, partiles aelerated in pulsar-

driven SNRs an reah higher energies (up to about 1018eV [54℄). More on aeler-

ation in PWNe and neutrino �ux preditions in [55℄ and [56℄.

Miroquasars X-ray binaries are systems made up of a ompat objet (blak

hole, neutron star) and a ompanion non-ompat star, with mass transfer phenom-

ena, through aretion dis, from the non-ompat to the ompat objet. Miro-

quasars are X-Ray binaries whit jet emission.

Theoretial models predit shok waves in the miroquasar environment, with

a subsequent partile aeleration, and neutrino prodution as the e�et of astro-

physial beam dumps. An estimate of the �ux of neutrino events from galati

miroquasars is omputed in [57℄. The results of this study indiate miroquasars as

very promising soures of neutrinos with energy of the order or 100 TeV.

Miroquasars take their name from the fat that, beause of the presene of

the aretion dis and of relativisti jets, they an be onsidered small sale repro-

dutions of quasars. Sine physis proesses in miroquasar environments resemble

phenomena ourring in ative galati nulei (AGNs), exploring miroquasars with
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neutrino probes an give the opportunity to ahieve a better understanding of suh

phenomena, providing some hints in the omprehension of the physis of quasars

and AGNs.

Ative Galati Nulei (AGNs) The AGN uni�ed model assumes a super-

massive blak hole (M ∼ 108M⊙), plaed in the enter of the ative galaxy, and

haraterized by the presene of aretion dis and jet emission. AGNs onstitute

the most e�ient ontinuous soure for osmi ray aeleration and ultra-high-energy

partile emission. Both leptoni (eletro-magneti interations) and hadroni (strong

interations) aeleration proesses are predited with, in the latter ase, an expeted

(and orrelated) �ux of gammas and neutrinos. Neutrino-astronomy, thus, ould

provide the hane to investigate the inner ore of the AGN engine, that is supposed

to be the most powerful energy soure in the Universe [58℄. Nevertheless, still large

unertainties in the number of neutrino events are present, beause, as in evidene in

Figure 1.8, preditions from di�erent models of AGNs produe variations in results

[59℄ [60℄.

Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) The term gamma-ray burst is referred to an im-

pulsive phenomenon of violent gamma-ray emission, representing the most energeti

transient soure emitting radiation in the Universe. GRBs onstitute a fasinating

topi in astrophysis, sine the origin of suh phenomena is still not ompletely

resolved. For a review of gamma-ray bursts, hek [61℄.

Neutrino emission is predited in oinidene with gamma emission[62℄; GRBs

observations in neutrinos would help in the understanding of the proesses involved.

It is of importane, thus, to hek for oinidenes of neutrino events with gamma-ray

burst alerts. Conerning, for instane, the ANTARES neutrino telesope, a Gamma-

Ray Burst trigger has been implemented, to get satellite triggered data taking. The

ativity is ongoing, and it is doumented in [63℄. Again, the purpose is in the line

with the plans of ross-alibrate the detetor, in order to plae neutrino telesope

data side by side with outomes from di�erent experiments.

Top-down models have been proposed in the framework of the so-alled GZK

"puzzle", that is to o�er an explanation for super-GZK partiles, going beyond

the Standard Model of partile physis. The topi is strongly onneted with several

aspets of neutrino physis and osmology. A general disussion on top-down models

is presented in [64℄.

WIMPs (Weakly Interating Massive Partiles) The name WIMP identi-

�es a generi lass of partiles introdued to solve the Dark Matter puzzle in the

Universe. A WIMP is a massive, long-lived and weakly interating partile, trapped

in the ore of the Sun, or of the Earth, or in the Galati enter. WIMP partile-

antipartile annihilation would produe a �ux of neutrinos, whose energy would be

a signi�ant fration of the WIMP mass [65℄. Deteting suh a neutrino signature

would plae neutrino telesopes in the �eld of indiret searh of dark matter.

Preditions on neutrinos from WIMPs su�er the multipliity of hypothesis pro-

posed in the frame of supersymmetry, produing, as a onsequene, a huge amount
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of unknown parameters in the models. In the rih auldron of supersymmetri the-

ories, the neutralino appears to be the best andidate to play the role of WIMP in

osmology; but still large unertainties exist onerning the neutralino mass.

Results onerning WIMPs annihilation investigated with the AMANDA neu-

trino detetor are presented in [66℄. Prospets on indiret dark matter searh with

the ANTARES neutrino telesope are disussed in [67℄.

Topologial Defets (TDs), Reli Partiles and other Top-Down Models

Magneti monopoles, massive reli partiles and topologial defets are in the list of

phenomena assimilable to WIMPs, in a sense that deay or annihilation proesses

ould produe a �ux of ultra-high-energy partiles and neutrinos [68℄ [69℄. Conern-

ing unertainties in the preditions, the same warnings advaned about the WIMP

ase are valid, beause of the large number of unknown parameters in the several

aounted models.

Z-bursts Roughly speaking, the Z-burst proess onsists in the annihilation of

ultra-high-energy neutrinos on reli neutrinos of the osmi neutrino bakground

CνB5, with the resonant prodution of the Z-boson [72℄ [73℄ [74℄. Ultra-high-energy

osmi rays (E > 1020eV ) are predited as a onsequene of the Z boson deay,

o�ering an explanation for ultra-GZK deteted events, and providing a soure for

neutrinos in the PeV region (see Figure 1.9).

An important limit of this model onsists in the fat that, sine the energy of

the CνB is very low, neutrinos with energy of the order of 1021eV are required to

drive the resonant prodution of Z bosons. Therefore, in some sense, the problem

moves upstream: the Z-burst mehanism has been devised to explain the ourrane

of high-energy osmi rays but, in order to have neutrinos energeti enough for the

Z resonane, it asks for the existane of ultra-high-energy neutrino soures.

GZK-Neutrinos At last, after so many mentions in the above paragraphs, I am

going to deal about the GZK ut-o�, that plays a ruial role in the physis of

ultra-high-energy osmi rays, and assume a deisive importane when onsidering

neutrinos. Indeed, as already pointed out, a lass of theories (the top-down models)

has been devised to fae the onsequenes of the GZK ut-o� on the �ux of osmi

ray events at Earth.

The �rst formulation of the GZK e�et dates bak to 1966 with the work of

Greisen [75℄, Zatsepin e Kuzmin [76℄, from whih the proess takes its name. After

the disovery of the CMBR (note 5), in fat, the question was to investigate if the

presene of a di�use low-energy bakground radiation, �lling isotropially the entire

Universe, ould be a limit for osmi ray propagation.

5Analogous to the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground Radiation (CMBR), the osmi neutrino
bakground (CνB) is a Big-Bang reli isotropi di�use bakground of very low energy neutrinos.
The CνB temperature is estimated at about 1.95 K, to be ompared with the value of about 2.7 K
haraterizing the CMBR. The reason beause the neutrino bakground is ooler (and therefore,
less energeti) than the photon bakground is due to the fat that CνB is "older" than CMBR,
sine neutrino deopuling ourred about 2s right after the Big Bang, while photons deoupled
about 380000 years later. More on the early Universe in [70℄ [71℄.
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Going into details, the point is that, aording to partile physis, high-energy

protons an interat with low energy photons, with resonant prodution of ∆+

baryon, whose deay gives birth to pions (photopion prodution), turning into muons,

and therefore into neutrinos in the �nal state. A shemati representation of the pro-

esses involved is given in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: GZK e�et: high-energy proton interation with CMBR, with resonant pro-

dution of ∆+ baryon. A shemati representation of the deay hain that gives birth to

neutrino prodution. Neutrino mixing assures the presene of all the three �avour states in

GZK neutrino events.

Considering relativisti kinematis,a bak-of-the-envelope omputation6 results

in the value Ep,th ∼ 5 · 1019 eV for the order of magnitude of the energy threshold

of the proess. In addition, one an estimate the mean free path of protons with the

formula: λ = (σ ·n)−1 (σ is the average ross-setion of the proess; n is the CMBR

photon density), getting an order of magnitude of some tens of mega parses. The

onlusion onerning osmi ray detetion is that the osmi ray spetrum should

manifest an abrupt steepening (ut-o�) at energies around Ep,th. Indeed, if ultra-

high-energy protons are produed somewhere in the Universe further away than

the distane de�ned by λ, they annot travel up to the Earth, beause they will

experiene, on average, resonant interation with bakground photons.

It must be notied that gamma-rays also su�er of interation with CMBR. In this

ase, the proess is a pair prodution mehanism (reation of an eletron-positron

pair), whose threshold is at about Eγ,th ∼ 1014.

In reent years, a lot of debate has arisen about the GZK-e�et, beause of

the so-alled GZK "puzzle", that is the paradox of registering ultra-GZK events, in

ontrast with the preditions of the theory. In partiular, results from the AGASA

experiment7, showing events beyond the GZK threshold [77℄, have opened way to

speulations to overome the onstraints of the GZK. An aount on ativities and

disussions about "GZK and surroundings" is doumented in [78℄.

Nowadays, as already antiipated, latest results of the Pierre Auger Observatory

on�rmed the GZK ut-o� [79℄, attesting a derease of the osmi ray �ux at energies

above about 4 · 1019 eV, in agreement with the last released outome presented by

the HiRes8 experiment [80℄. Results are shown in Figure 1.7.

6More aurate omputations should take into aount the details of the CMBR energy spe-
trum and the tails of the energy distribution of bakground photons

7AGASA is Akeno Giant Air Shower Array, a surfae detetor in Japan, in operation in the
'90s. AGASA reported a osmi ray spetrum with evidene of violation of the GZK preditions.

8The HiRes experiment is a �uoresene experiment studying UHE osmi rays.
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Figure 1.7: Evidene of the GZK ut-o� from results of the Pierre Auger Observatory [79℄.

Upper panel: di�erential �ux as a funtion of energy. Lower panel: omparison with results

of the HiRes experiment, and with a spetrum with an index of 2.69.

It is important to underline that the on�rmation of the GZK e�et is assoiated

with a guaranteed ultra-high-energy neutrino �ux (GZK-neutrinos). As illustrated in

Figure 1.6, neutrinos are predited as a onsequene of protons interation with os-

mi mirowave bakground radiation (CMBR). Therefore, ultra-high-energy osmi-

rays physis is strongly onneted with neutrinos, and the limits of proton propaga-

tion translate into a great opportunity in neutrino physis. Deteting GZK-neutrinos

would substantiate Auger results and ontribute in solving the GZK puzzle.

1.2.1 Neutrino Flux Preditions

Figure 1.8 (energy range: 1011−1020 eV) and Figure 1.9 (energy range: 109−1025

eV) report the expeted �ux of neutrino events aording to di�erent preditions

and models. I deided to inlude both pitures, beause the �rst one gives details

on the aeleration senario, while the seond one present spei� information on

top-down models at extreme energies. Results are represented in logarithmi sale,

the horizontal axis is energy, the vertial axis is energy �ux, given as di�erential

neutrino �ux multiplied by E2
ν .
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It is in evidene that neutrinos expeted from AGN models beome dominant

over atmospheri neutrinos9 for energies above 1014 eV, therefore in the range aes-

sible to Cherenkov telesopes (Setion 1.3.2). Neutrinos from Gamma Ray Bursts

(GRBs) are predited in the same energy range; they an be distinguished from AGN

events onsidering the diretionality and the harateristi time evolution of GRB

neutrino signature, and implementing a satellite alert, in oinidene with satellites

reords, as disussed above.

As it will be aounted in Setion 1.3.2, the Cherenkov tehnique works at its

best up to about 1017 eV, that is when the aousti tehnique an start operating.

This energy range orresponds to the value at whih GZK and top-down models

beome dominant over AGN models. The top-down senario beomes the only one

available at energies above 1021 eV.

1.3 The Challenge of Neutrino Detetion

The fat that neutrinos are weakly interating is, at the same time, a great

opportunity for disoveries in astrophysis and astronomy, and a giganti obstale

for detetion. In addition, to make things more di�ult, neutrino �ux preditions

ompute a dereasing number of events as neutrino energy inreases (Setion 1.2.1).

In one sentene, neutrinos are very hard to detet, but high-energy osmi neutrinos

are even harder.

The strategy to ath neutrinos onsists in olleting a signature of the passage

of the partiles. This imply that neutrinos should interat in the proximity of the

detetor, or inside the detetor volume. Therefore, the �rst requirement a osmi

neutrino detetor should ful�ll is to be huge, in order to interept the faint �ux of

neutrino events at high energies. Moreover, it has to be massive, sine a large amount

of target nuleons are neessary to provoke a neutrino interation, beause of the

small neutrino-nuleon ross setion. This two onsiderations drive to the onlusion

that a natural target as to be employed, as oeani water (or antarti ie), sine no

human-made laboratory ould ever be large enough to host suh an apparatus.

Seondly, if a neutrino interation has ourred, the telesope should be able

to identify the produts of the interation. As it will be aounted setion 1.3.1, a

neutrino-nuleon interation an result in hadrons and leptons. Detetion tehniques

di�er sine they onentrate in disovering signatures of di�erent seondary produts

of neutrino interations. In all ases, however, the signal revealing the presene of

seondary partiles has to be transmitted through the detetor volume, in order to

be olleted and reorded: light, in ase of optial Cherenkov telesopes, or sound in

ase of the aousti tehnique (or radio signals, when onsidering the radio detetion

in ie). The water volume thus operates as the medium for signal transmission. As it

will be disussed in Setion 1.3.3, how di�erent light and sound propagate in water is

one of the aspets that de�nes the energy range of appliation of the two tehniques.

9Atmospheri neutrinos are neutrinos produed as seondary partiles as a onsequene of
primary osmi ray interations in atmosphere. They onstitute the bakground events for neutrino
telesopes. Seondary neutrinos are also those one oming from interations of osmi rays with
matter in the galaxy.
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Figure 1.8: Neutrino Flux Preditions (I). (1-4 and 6) AGN models; (5) GZK; (7) GRB; (8)

topologial defets. The shaded regions labeled as "atmospheri" and "galati" identify

the theoretial bounds on bakground events from Earth atmosphere and Galati dis;

"extragalati" indiates a di�use �ux from non-resolved extra-galati soures. Plot is

taken from [46℄, details therein.

Figure 1.9: Neutrino Flux Preditions (II). The plot is taken from [81℄; numbers identify

the referenes for eah omputation presented. Extragalati soures and proesses listed

in Table 1.2 are present. pγ2.7 K indiates the GZK neutrinos."ATM" refers to atmospheri

neutrinos.
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In addition, plaing a neutrino telesope in the abyss (or deep in ie) provides

a sreen against bakground events. Considering, in fat, the ase of the optial

tehnique, the goal is to detet the muon trak resulting from neutrino-indued

muon passage in water. The bakground is given by atmospheri muons, produed

as seondary partiles in osmi ray interations in Earth atmosphere, and mimiking

a neutrino-indued event. The water mass above the detetor stops a large amount

of atmospheri muons, preventing them to reah the sensitive volume.

Therefore, in the sense disussed in this setion, a natural target as the oeani

mass plays a triple ation: it is, at the same time, the target for neutrino interation,

the medium for signal transmission and the sreen for bakground events redution.

1.3.1 Neutrino Physis and Neutrino Interations

In the framework of the Standard Model, neutrinos weakly interat with nuleons

by deep inelasti sattering, through harged urrent (CC) and neutral urrent (NC)

proesses:

νℓ(ν̄ℓ) + N → ℓ−(ℓ+
) + X (1.2)

νℓ(ν̄ℓ) + N → νℓ(ν̄ℓ) + X (1.3)

with ℓ indiating the leptoni �avour (ℓ = e, µ, τ), N the target nuleon, X the

hadroni asade originating in the interation. The bar refers to anti-neutrinos.

Almost 80% of the initial neutrino energy stays in the leptoni hannel [82℄. Figure

1.10 displays ross-setions for νN interations at high energies.

Figure 1.10: Neutrino-nuleon ross setion at high energies. Cross setion inreases with

energy [82℄.
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For what onerns harged urrent interations (Equation 1.2), both the harged

lepton and the hadroni shower leave a signature in the detetor. If there is a muon

in the �nal state, the expeted signature is a long trak. Showers, both hadroni

and elero-magneti, are expeted as a signature of eletrons and tau leptons10.

Cherenkov neutrino telesopes are mainly tuned to detet muon traks in the ap-

paratus, as it will be presented in Setion 1.3.2. The hadroni omponent (and the

asading omponent in general) may be aessible through aousti detetion.

Considering neutral urrent interations (Equation 1.3), the neutrino in the �nal

state esapes unperturbed from the instrumented volume, and annot be deteted.

The only detetable produt is the hadroni shower, that is what the aousti teh-

nique aims to identify.

1.3.2 Optial Cherenkov Telesopes - toward the km3

The optial Cherenkov telesopes onstitute the present-generation detetors for

high-energy neutrinos in ie and water. Cherenkov neutrino telesopes look for muons

produed in harged urrent neutrino interations (Equation 1.2).

Entering the details, the seondary muon is an ultra-relativisti partile travelling

in a medium (water or ie) in whih the refrative index n is larger than 1, so that

the light speed in the medium c = c0/n (c0 is light speed in vauum) is smaller

than partile speed. The onsequene is oherent emission of Cherenkov11 light, due

to polarization and de-exitation of atoms in the medium. The geometry of the

emission is �xed by the refrative index. The wavefront is a one surfae, whose

axis is oinident with the partile trak, and whose aperture is de�nite. Figure

1.11 skethes the phenomenon of Cherenkov radiation emission, fousing on the

Cherenkov angle cosφ =
1

nβ , with β = vµ/c de�ning the speed of the ultra-relativisti

partile. In ase of high energy osmi neutrinos induing ultra-relativisti muons in

water, n ≃ 1.35, β ∼ 1 and thus φ ∼ 41◦.

The onsequene of the preditable geometry of the Cherenkov emission is that a

partile trak with a de�nite diretion of propagation manifests with a unique signa-

ture on a detetor made up as a regular grid of light olletors, or photo-multipliers

tube (PMTs). The partile trak diretion an be reonstruted omparing time of

arrivals of photons to the PMTs. Data analysis onsist in seleting hits on photo-

tubes, in order to identify the Cherenkov one, and thus the orresponding muon

trak that has indued it. One that the muon trak diretion has be identi�ed,

pointing properties of the telesope are assured by the fat that in relativisti neu-

trino interations, the muon diretion is almost ollinear to the primary neutrino

(θν−µ ∼ 1.5◦/
√

Eν [TeV ] [85℄), and therefore to the astrophysial soure.

The �rst proposal to employ the Cherenkov tehnique for neutrino detetion in

submarine environment dates bak to the '60s, by Markov and Zheleznykh [86℄. An

artist view of a sub-marine Cherenkov array is in Figure 1.12.

10Tau leptons an be distinguished from eletrons beause of tau typial signatures, as a on-
sequene of tau deay. More on this (the so-alled "double-bang" events) an be heked in [83℄.
Additional details on di�erent lepton signatures in optial neutrino telesopes are aounted in the
IeCube Preliminary Design Doument (PDD) [84℄.

11The proess takes its name after the Russian sientist P.A. Cherenkov, who �rst desribed it.
He was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physis in 1958, "for the disovery and the interpretation of
the Cherenkov e�et" (http://nobelprize.org).
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Figure 1.11: Geometry of the Cherenkov radiation emission. The Cherenkov angle is in

evidene. Image from Wikimedia Commons.

In the following, I will give a quik review on existing Cherenkov neutrino tele-

sopes, with a list of referenes.

The preursor of underwater neutrino experiments is the DUMAND projet -

Deep Underwater Muon and Neutrino Detetor [88℄ - operating from 1976 to 1995.

The goal of the projet was to install a neutrino detetor in the Pai� Oean. The

e�orts were mainly foused on the optial Cherenkov tehnique, arrying on both

theoretial and experimental studies, but the DUMAND projet has been also where

the �rst investigations on the feasibility of the aousti detetion were developed, in

order to test the e�ieny of the tehnique for neutrinos in submarine environment.

The DUMAND experiment never saw the light of the day, beause of lak of funding,

but still the ativities arried on inside DUMAND onstitute a rih repository of

information for people in the �eld, and have been used as a referene by the next

experiments.

The �rst onrete realization of a Cherenkov telesope is Baikal [89℄, a Russian

experiment loated in the Lake Baikal, in Siberia. The projet started in the '80s,

but the �rst full prototype was ompleted in the '90s and, with several stages of

improvements, it has turned up to the urrent status (NT200+) sine 2005. To-

gether with the development of the optial Cherenkov tehnique, feasibility studies

on aousti neutrino detetion are ongoing. For additional details are available in

the latest status report of the Baikal experiment [90℄.

In the mean time, two other loation started to ath the sientists attention for

the deployment of a neutrino telesope: the Mediterranean Sea and the Antartia.

Conerning the South Pole, AMANDA - Antarti Muon And Neutrino Dete-

tor Array [91℄ - is the �rst neutrino telesope to exploit antarti ie for Cherenkov

detetion of osmi neutrinos. In AMANDA, holes have been drilled in ie, and

PMTs are deployed inside. See [92℄ for details on the AMANDA experiment and a

summary on AMANDA results.
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Figure 1.12: An artist view of a submarine neutrino Cherenkov telesope (ANTARES).

Optial modules are photo-multipliers tubes, hosted in glass spheres. A luster of three

spheres onstitutes a "�oor", hanging to a "string", the linear struture anhored to the

sea bottom. The ANTARES telesope is made up of 12 strings, eah one with 25 �oors.

To omplete the piture, a muon trak passing through the apparatus is added, with its

Cherenkov one. Image from the ANTARES experiment web site [87℄.

AMANDA extension, IeCube, is presently under-onstrution, with the goal to

have one ubi kilometer instrumented volume in the South Pole. A detailed report

on the IeCube ativities an be heked at the full-doumented web-page [93℄ and

the latest fats onerning the experiment are in 2008 IeCube update [94℄.

IeCube will omplement its predeessor AMANDA not only inreasing the in-

strumented volume for neutrino Cherenkov detetor, but also developing auxiliary

detetors, like the IeTop air shower array experiment [95℄, and exploiting the aous-

ti and radio tehniques. For this purpose, several R&D ativities are ongoing in the

IeCube site, some details on radio and aousti projets in ie will be given in the

next setion and in Setion 2.4. The plan, as it will be disussed in Setion 1.3.3, is

to work for a hybrid detetor, where several di�erent detetion tehniques are put

together, in order to join e�orts and win the hallenge of neutrino astronomy.

In the Mediterranean Sea, three European projets are working at the develop-

ment of a submarine neutrino observatory. The �rst one to appear is NESTOR

[96℄, in Greee. Reent updates on the NESTOR ativities are reported in [97℄,

mainly devoted to developments of tehnologies and infrastrutures for the marine

environment.

ANTARES - Astronomy with a Neutrino Telesope and Abyss environmental

RESearh [87℄ - is the �rst full prototype neutrino Cherenkov telesope operating in

the Mediterranean Sea. The detetor, loated o�shore Toulon, Frane, has been om-

pleted in June 2008, data taking and analysis is urrently on-going and results are
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forthoming. The ANTARES ahievements onstitute a fundamental step toward a

ubi kilometer detetor in the Mediterranean Sea, for what onerns both tehnial

solutions and data analysis. Aousti ativities in ANTARES are also present, some

referenes will be given in Setion 2.4.

The ativity of the NEMO Collaboration - NEutrino Mediterranean Observa-

tory [98℄ - started with multi-disiplinary investigations of the submarine environ-

ment. In several sea-ampaign, in ollaboration with oeanographers, geophysiists,

oeanographers, extensive studies have been arried on onerning geologial (orog-

raphy of the sea bottom), oeanographi (sea urrents), biologial (�shes, bateria,

bio-fouling), physial (temperature and salinity pro�le; natural radioativity of sea

water) and optial (light attenuation length [99℄) properties of the abyss, in order to

omplete site seletion ativity, that is performing aurate measurement to iden-

tify the optimal submarine loation for the deployment of a Cherenkov neutrino

detetor.

In parallel with the study of the deep-sea environment, the NEMO Collaboration

has developed tehnologial solution (mehanis and eletronis) for the projet of

an underwater neutrino telesope. NEMO "phase-I" is the test of instrumentation

devies, mehanial strutures and eletronis of data transmission in the test-site,

o�shore Catania, Siily (Italy). The ativity was arried on with the deployment of

the "mini-tower", a saled prototype of the NEMO projet design solution.

The Catania test-site hosted also the OνDe station - Oean Noise Detetion

Experiment, for the real-time monitoring of the aousti bakground. More on this

in Setion 2.4.

The NEMO experiment is now entering its "phase-II", onsisting in the deploy-

ment of a full sale struture (the NEMO "tower") o�shore Capo Passero, Siily,

in the submarine site that has been seleted by the Collaboration (3500 m depth).

NEMO phase-II will inlude hydrophones, for a �rst operative approah to aousti

neutrino detetion (see Setion 2.4).

The next step for what onerns the European projets is to onverge, and up-

grade toward a "km3" - ubi kilometer detetor. The progress up to the "km3"

is the mandatory solution for getting signi�ant results in neutrino astronomy and

astrophysis. The three European ollaboration, NESTOR, ANTARES and NEMO

enter as "pilot projets" the European km3Net Consortium [100℄, joining ad-

vanements in researh and development. The goal is to onnet people working in

the �eld of high-energy neutrino telesopes, so that they ould share experienes

and ooperate, in order to arry on a unique projet for a ubi kilometer detetor

in the Mediterranean Sea [101℄. Indeed, a northern hemisphere neutrino observatory

is a desideratum, to omplement IeCube observations and get a full-view of the

sky-map, as it is shown in Figure 1.1312.

12Beause of the tiny neutrino-nuleon ross setion (Figure 1.10), the probability that a high-
energy neutrino in the energy range 1 − 10TeV − 1 − 10PeV , aessible to Cherenkov telesopes,
would interat in the detetor volume is not negligible only if it enters the detetor from below
(up-going event), after having rossed the full Earth mass. To make things simpler, we an say that
down-going muon traks are bakground (atmospheri muons), while up-going muon traks are
signal andidates (to be distinguished from bakground atmospheri up-going neutrino events, that
mimi astrophysial signature). Therefore, Cherenkov telesopes mainly look downward, having
approximately a 2π sensitivity: PMTs are downward oriented and seletion and reonstrution
strategies in data analysis are implemented to keep up-going trak and to rejet down-going traks.
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Figure 1.13: Field of view of a neutrino telesope at the South Pole (top panel) and in

the Mediterranean Sea (bottom panel), in galati oordinates. A 2π downward sensitivity

is assumed, having as a onsequene invisible regions in the sky. Some andidate neutrino

soures are indiated in the map. It is lear that, on the ontrary of the South Pole tele-

sope, a Mediterranean observatory would have aess to the Galati enter, that is a very

promising objet of investigation [101℄.

The multi-disiplinary ativities of the km3Net Consortium are organized in

working pakages, overing all the main features in the design study of a neutrino

submarine telesope: physis analysis and simulation, to investigate the performane

of di�erent detetor options; shore, sea-surfae and deep-sea infrastruture, to arry

one site-seletion ativity, and to develop deployment and reovery proedures; de-

sign of the optial modules; design of the readout and data aquisition system; inter-

ations with assoiated sienes, as biology, geology, oeanography. The enumerated

ativities are in the list of items presented and disussed at the VLVnT Conferenes

- Very Large Volume Neutrino Telesope. Conferene proeedings provide additional

information on the topi and doument the joint e�orts arried on towards a km3

detetor [102℄ [103℄ [104℄.

1.3.3 Radio and Aousti Detetion - beyond the km3

An additional step further, beyond the km3, is provided by the so-alled alterna-

tive tehniques (radio and aousti detetion), in order to omplement and extend

neutrino telesopes, and inrease detetor apabilities up to energies of the order of

the GZK events (∼ 1017−18 eV) and above [105℄ [106℄. Indeed, the neutrino �ux in

this energy range is predited so low, that a kilometer ube detetor would be not

enough to interept the ourrene of an event, and therefore a larger instrumented

volume should be designed.
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The Cherenkov tehnique is not adequate for suh an extension, beause the

deployment of mehanial strutures with optial modules (PMTs), over a volume

larger than a ubi kilometer, would imply not a�ordable osts and not likely to

overome tehnial onstraints, sine the km3 already represents the boundary, for

what onerns eonomial and tehnologial resoures. Distanes between photo-

tubes, in fat, are determined by the value of the e�etive attenuation length of

light (between 20 and 50 m, onsidering ie and oean water [46℄): a larger spaing

would ause a loss of time oinidenes between hits on PMTs, and would degrade

or prelude the reonstrution of the Cherenkov one.

Therefore, the key point to progress beyond the km3 is onsidering the propa-

gation of signals in water and ie, and sound and radio signals share the appealing

property to have a large attenuation length: under ertain onditions, the range is of

the order of the kilometer, for both radio and aousti pulses. Di�erent from the ase

of optial modules in a Cherenkov grid, the onsequene is that aousti and radio

modules an be positioned with muh more spaing between adjaent elements, of-

fering thus the opportunity to have a very large instrumented volume with a redued

number of sensors, with sensible saving of osts and resoures.

Therefore, the implementation of radio and aousti solutions for neutrino de-

tetion represents the future of high-energy neutrino telesopes, and this is why

experiments and ollaborations in the �eld are arrying on investigations on the

topi, as listed in the previous setion.

The ARENA Workshops (Aousti and Radio EeV Neutrino Ativities) are

expressly dediated to the development of radio and aousti tehniques, and to

their appliation for neutrino detetion. The proeedings of the onferenes are a

valid tool to get an update on the progresses of the tehniques and on the status of

the several projets ongoing in the �eld [107℄ [108℄ [109℄.

The onlusive goal of all these studies is the prospet for a hybrid detetor

(optial-aousti in water, or optial-radio-aousti in Antarti ie, simulation is

ongoing, Figure 1.14). The tehniques should overlap in the energy range below 1018

eV, as illustrated in Figure 1.15, meeting the requirements for a ross-alibration of

the telesope13.

In addition, these future omposite infrastrutures may be omplemented with

auxiliary apparatuses (for instane, IeTop) and external ollaborations (oini-

denes with gravitational wave observatory events, gamma-ray burst alerts and

satellite triggered aquisition), to ross-alibrate the detetor and inrease the op-

portunity of event detetion.

1.3.3.1 Radio Detetion

The pioneer of the radio tehnique proposal was Askaryan, in the '60s, with

the disovery of what is now known as "Askaryan e�et" [114℄ [115℄. It onsists in

oherent emission of Cherenkov radiation in the radio band from eletro-magneti

showers propagating in dieletri media, as a onsequene of the ourrene of a net

negative harge exess [116℄.

13A remark: the opportunity of overlap and ross-alibration in hybrid detetors is already
exploited in the Pierre Auger Observatory (surfae detetor and �uorese tehnique) [110℄.
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Figure 1.14: A projet for an hybrid detetor (optial-radio-aousti) in the South Pole.

The simulated performanes of a so-equipped apparatus are explored in [111℄. See also [112℄.

Figure 1.15: Detetor masses for di�erent energy range and neutrino detetion tehniques.

109 tons is about the mass ontained in a ubi kilometer detetor in water; 1012 tons is the

mass of water in a ube of approximately 10 km per side. Underwater/ie area identi�es the

energy range aessible with optial Cherenkov telesopes. The overlap between optial and

radio/aousti tehnique is in evidene. The label "air shower" refers to the opportunity,

available in Auger Observatory, to look for neutrino-indued horizontal air showers at ultra-

high energies [113℄.

Radio tehnique an be applied to ultra-high-energy neutrinos, sine the emitted

radiation an reveal eletro-magneti showers produed in harged urrent neutrino

interations (Equation 1.2)14. The Askaryan e�et is expeted to have measurable

signatures in ie, salt and sand; it has been veri�ed with laboratory tests [118℄ [119℄.

14In addition, several projets are operating to measure Cherenkov oherent radio emission from
extensive osmi ray showers in atmosphere, omplementing observations of surfae array detetors
(KASCADE [117℄, Pierre Auger). More on this in the proeedings of ARENA Workshops.
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In the following, I will report on the status of some of the projets involved in

radio detetion of ultra-high-energy neutrinos. Additional information is available

in the Conferene Proeedings of the ARENA Workshops.

The main �eld of ation is Antarti ie, where a lot of work is ongoing onern-

ing signal simulation, expeted detetor performanes, development of tehnologial

solutions. An important role is played by in situ measurements of ie properties, to

better understand the e�et of environmental parameters on signal prodution and

propagation. Most of the ativity arried on at the South Pole onsists in IeCube

related projets and experiments.

The RICE experiment (Radio Ie Cherenkov Experiment) is an array of anten-

nas deployed in ie. Five years of data taking allowed the RICE experiment to set

upper bound on the di�use ultra-high energy neutrino �ux [120℄. The suessor of

RICE is AURA - Askaryan Under-ie Radio Array, urrently under onstrution

and operates inside the IeCube Collaboration [121℄.

A di�erent onept is onsidered in the ANITA experiment - ANtarti Im-

pulsive Transient Antenna, a balloon born apparatus, �ying over the Antartia at

about 35 km height, and able, in this way, to inspet up to 1.5 · 106 km2 of ie

surfae. A prototype instrument, ANITA-lite, has already been launhed, in 2004,

and has been operative for about 18 days. ANITA-lite experiment was suessful,

for what onerns both tehnologial solutions and data taking. Data olleted with

ANITA-lite test �ight allowed the ollaboration to put limits on osmi neutrino

�ux detetable with the radio tehnique (Figure 1.16) [122℄. A seond �ight with

a larger apparatus has been ompleted in 2006-2007. Data analysis is in progress,

preliminary results suggest an agreement with the projeted sensitivity in Figure

1.16. Improvements to the detetor are ongoing, additional data taking is foreseen.

Figure 1.16: Limits on ultra-high-energy neutrino �ux. Results from ANITA-lite data anal-

ysis are ompared with onstraints omputed by other experiments, and with some theo-

retial models. In addition, the plot reports the projeted sensitivity for the full ANITA

experiment. Details in [122℄.
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The FORTE satellite - Fast On-orbit Reording of Transient Events - observed

the Greenland ie for about 2 years (about 3 days of net exposure), searhing for

oherent Cherenkov emission from eletromagneti showers, as signature of neutrino

interations [123℄. FORTE results enabled to put a limit on ultra-high-energy neu-

trino �uxes, reprodued in Figure 1.16.

A separate group of projets onerns the opportunity to searh for signatures of

neutrino interations in the lunar regolith, that is the layer of sand and dust overing

the Moon surfae. Results of the GLUE experiment - Goldstone Lunar Ultra-high

energy neutrino Experiment - have been obtained with 120 hours of livetime with

two radio antennas at the Goldstone radio observatory [124℄. The GLUE limit is

shown in Figure 1.16. More on lunar Cherenkov neutrino detetion, inluding an

historial overview on past experiene and a report on future projets, is in [125℄.

A review on the priniples of aousti tehnique, and on the status of neutrino

aousti detetion is aounted in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2

Aousti Detetion

2.1 The Thermo-Aousti Model and Aousti Neutrino

Detetion

A proposal on aousti detetion of partiles and on the opportunity to apply

the tehnique to the neutrino ase was advaned by Askaryan [126℄ [127℄. The idea is

based on the thermo-aousti (or hydrodynami) mehanism of energy dissipation,

aording to whih partile energy losses in matter indue a loal heating, that

perturbs the thermal equilibrium of the medium and propagates as a pressure wave.

The onept an be applied to high energy neutrino detetion, onsidering par-

tile asades resulting from neutrino interations with nuleons (Setion 1.3.1). As

a onsequene of neutrino interation, neutrino energy is transferred to partiles in

the shower and, as the shower develops in matter (at about the speed of light),

energy is almost instantaneously deposited along the shower axis, produing a fast

loal heating of the medium and a density variation. The perturbation manifests as

a bipolar pressure pulse (ompression - thermal expansion - followed by rarefation),

propagating in the medium at the speed of sound.

The volume interested by the propagation of the partile asade is where en-

ergy deposition ours (perturbed region) and onstitute the aousti soure gen-

erating the pressure wave. Considering neutrino interation in water, and assuming

energy deposition ourring over a ylinder with longitudinal extension L ∼ 10 m
and radial extension r ∼ 10 cm (order of magnitudes of the shower development in

water), the harateristi time of the hydrodynami mehanism an be estimated as

τhydro ∼ r/v ∼ 10−4 s (v ∼ 1500 m/s is the sound speed)1. Sine partiles in the

shower propagate at about the speed of light c ≃ 3 ·108 m/s (ultra-relativisti parti-

les), the harateristi time of energy deposition is about τdep ∼ L/c ∼ 10−7 s, that
is muh smaller than τdep, having as a onsequene that energy deposition in the

shower volume an be approximated as instantaneous. This hypothesis introdues a

simpli�ation in the analytial formulation of the pressure wave propagation (Se-

tion 2.2).

1For what onerns harateristi time, the thermo-aousti mehanism is the most e�ient
proess of energy (heat) dissipation.For omparison, onsidering proesses due to kinemati visos-
ity η ∼ 10−6 m2/s, harateristi time is of the order of τη ∼ r2/η ∼ 104 s.
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In priniple, both hadroni and eletromagneti asades are detetable by the

aousti tehnique, sine in both ases neutrino interation result in a loal energy

deposition ful�lling the onditions of the thermo-aousti model. Nevertheless, in

pratie, the so-alled LPM e�et has to be take into aount. The LPM e�et

was originally disussed by Landau, Pomeranhuk and Migdal [128℄ [129℄ [130℄. It is

a suppression proess reduing the bremsstrahlung and pair prodution ross setion,

for high-energy eletrons and photons, respetively. As a onsequene, onsidering a

asade of high-energy partiles, modi�ations are introdued in the shower devel-

opment: the eletro-magneti part of the shower elongates, and the energy density

along the partile traks dereases. The onsequenes of the LPM e�et on aous-

ti detetion are straightforward, sine pressure pulse amplitude depends on energy

density (and not on energy itself). In addition, the LPM e�et introdues large

�utuations for what onerns the longitudinal pro�le of the partile asade [131℄.

This auses unertainties in the modeling of the shower development, that is in the

desription of the aousti soure.

LPM threshold is the energy at whih the LPM e�et starts to be signi�ant; it

depends on the medium density, order of magnitude for water is ELPM ∼ 102 TeV
[132℄. In short, the LPM e�et alters the shower propagation, and it is muh more

signi�ant as the energy of the primary neutrino inreases.

To keep apart ompliations due to the LPM e�et, only the hadroni omponent

of asades will be investigated when onsidering expeted signals from neutrino-

nuleon interations in water. The study will be limited to the ase of aousti pulses

from neutrino-indued hadroni showers, as it will be disussed in Chapter 4.

Aousti pulses in water are registered by means of hydrophones (by analogy,

devies employed in-ie are named "glaiophones"). Typially, the sensitive element

is made up of piezo-eletri eramis, materials responding with eletri polarization

to mehanial soliitations. The design of aousti modules, and the alibration of

sensors, onstitute an important part of the ativity arried on by groups working

in the �eld of aousti neutrino detetion. Indeed, aousti sensor tehnology is on

the shelf (ommerial hydrophones), but several di�erent prototype are under study,

espeially for what onerns the the power onsumption and the sensitivity at large

pressure (large depth in water and ie), in the frequeny band where neutrino-

indued signals are expeted.

2.2 The Wave Equation

Following the aount given by Askaryan in [133℄, a quantitative approah to the

thermo-aousti mehanism in water leads to the non-homogeneous Wave Equa-

tion (seond-order linear partial di�erential equation in the unknown pressure):

∇2p(~r, t) − 1

v2

∂2p(~r, t)

∂ t2
= − β

Cp

∂2q(~r, t)

∂ t2
(2.1)

where v is sound speed, β is thermal expansion oe�ient, Cp is spei� heat oef-

�ient, p(~r, t) is the pressure signal, q(~r, t) is the energy deposition density (soure

term), de�ning the boundary ondition of the problem.
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The general solution of the Wave Equation is the Kirho� integral:

p(~r, t) =
β

4πCp

∫

1

|~r − ~r ′|
∂2

∂ t2
q

(

~r ′, t − |~r − ~r ′|
v

)

dV ′
(2.2)

handling the propagation aording to the Green formula (retarded potential).

Under the hypothesis of instantaneous energy deposition, the soure term q(~r, t)
an be expressed so that q̇(~r, t) = q(~r )δ(t), assuming t = 0 as the time of our-

rene of neutrino interation, that is oinident with the time when the aousti

soure pops up. In other words, the aousti soure does not evolve in time, and

time evolution (time derivative) is simply propagation at the speed of sound, tak-

ing into aount the relation between time and distane R = v · t. The Kirho�

three-dimensional integral thus redues to a surfae integral (Poisson formula):

p(~r, t) =
1

4π

β · v2

Cp

∂

∂ R

∫

S~r,R

q(~r ′)

R
dσ′

(2.3)

Integral is omputed over spherial surfaes (S), with radius R and enter at the

hydrophone position ~r.

Γ =
β·v2

Cp
is the Gruneisen oe�ient; it expresses a measurement of the ef-

�ieny of the thermo-aousti mehanism, in a sense that it evaluates how muh

of the deposited energy is transferred via the propagation of a pressure wave. The

Gruneisen oe�ient is related to environmental parameters, and to thermal expan-

sion oe�ient in partiular, beause the generation of the aousti perturbation

strongly depends on heat onversion into thermal expansion.

As in evidene in the Poisson formula, the Gruneisen oe�ient determines the

amplitude of the resulting aousti pulse, and therefore it spei�es an indiation

about measurable pressure signals in a de�nite environment. In other words, the

Gruneisen oe�ient an be onsidered as a parameter to quantify the performanes

of the aousti tehnique in a spei� site. Considering aousti waves in water, the

Gruneisen oe�ient inrease with water temperature (Setion 3.4.3), and therefore

warm waters are to be preferred. This orresponds to an opportunity in favor of the

Mediterranean Sea, whose temperature is higher than values registered in the oeans.

Considering a neutrino-indued shower as an emitting line (ylindrial aousti

soure), eah portion of the perturbed volume, that is eah segment along the shower

trak, an be onsidered as a point-like soure, emitting sound. The several soure

element do not ombine onstrutively everywhere, and the so-alled aousti pan-

ake represents the interferene �gure haraterizing the aousti pulse propagation

from an emitting line [134℄. The aousti "panake" generation is illustrated in Figure

2.1. As a onsequene of the aousti panake, amplitude and shape of the result-

ing pulse strongly depend on the hydrophone position, that is where the reeiver

is loated with respet to the aousti soure. This is a key-point for what onern

signal identi�ation in the sub-marine environment, in partiular when modeling a

mathed �lter to selet the signal from the bakground. Investigations on this topi

are arried on in Setion 4.3.
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Figure 2.1: Aousti "Panake". Eah element along the shower trak behaves as a point-

like soure. Construtive interferene (between the Huygen's wavelets) de�nes a "panake"

perpendiular to the original neutrino diretion. The typial opening angle is about 5 de-

grees. This shemati desription is more appropriate under the assumption of instantaneous

energy deposition. Piture by the ACoRNe Collaboration [135℄.

2.3 Sound in Water: Aousti Pulse Propagation

Moving apart from the analytial assumptions of the Askaryan model to the

onrete ase of experimental tehniques to detet aousti signals from partiles

in the sub-marine environment, things beome di�ult, sine sound propagation

is "spoiled" by the fat that sea water is not an ideal �uid, but haraterized by

absorption and sattering phenomena.

Absorption is onneted with losses due to shear visosity mehanisms. Satter-

ing is aused by sea water inhomogeneities, suh as bubbles, plankton, partiulate

matter. The ombined e�et of sattering and absorption de�nes sound attenuation.

A quantitative measurement of attenuation omes from the attenuation oe�ient

α, that is a funtion of frequeny f and of environmental parameters. α is typially

expressed in [dB/km℄, representing how muh the sound signal redues, with respet

to the initial value, for inreasing distanes from the generation point.

Several parametrization have been proposed to aount the e�et of environ-

mental parameters on attenuation oe�ient [136℄ [137℄. See also the Enylopedia

of Aoustis [138℄, for an introdution on underwater sound, essential oeanography

and an aount on sound propagation.

A very approximated desription an be given onsidering Figure 2.2, that re-

produes attenuation oe�ient α in [dB/km℄ versus frequeny. Considering the

reported values, we an desribe the dependene of attenuation with frequeny a-

ording to the very simpli�ed model:

α[dB/km] ∝ f2
(2.4)

with a oe�ient of proportionality of the order of 10−9 (the oe�ient of propor-

tionality an be assumed approximately onstant in the frequeny range of interest

(f = 10 − 100kHz), taking into aount the stability of water properties at large

depths).

The formula above assures that, for frequenies in the range of some tens of

kHz, aousti pulses attenuate of a few dB after a propagation of the order of the

kilometer (attenuation length, that is 1/α is about 1 km at frequeny f=20 kHz, as

antiipated in Setion 1.3.3).
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Figure 2.2: Attenuation oe�ient, from [134℄). The label "frequenies of interest" identi�es

the range in the frequeny band where neutrino-indued aousti pulses are expeted.

The e�et of attenuation an be introdued in the omputation at di�erent levels

of auray. Learned's solution [139℄ onsists in introduing the visosity in the model

through the Stokes formulation of the �uid equation of state. With suh assumptions,

d'Alembert wave equation 2.1 thus beomes:

∇2

(

p(~r, t) − 1

ω0

∂p

∂t

)

− 1

v2

∂2p(~r, t)

∂ t2
= − β

Cp

∂2q(~r, t)

∂ t2
(2.5)

with ω0 ≈ 1012s−1 the harateristi attenuation frequeny.

The solution of the wave equation is omputed in the frequeny domain through

Fourier transform. The result an be expressed as a onvolution with a smearing

funtion, that aounts for attenuation e�ets, and results in a "gentle" power-law

ut-o� at large distanes.

Askaryan's approah in [133℄ is pretty similar, with the important di�erene that

the "smearing funtion" does not ome from the solution in the frequeny domain

of the wave equation with losses, but it is seleted assuming an exponential ut-o�

model. Askaryan results obtained inluding or negleting the attenuation term in

the omputation show an agreement within 20-30%.

An exponential ut-o� in the frequeny domain is the solution adopted also by

the ACoRNe Collaboration [140℄:

A(ω) = e−α(ω)·R
(2.6)

with R distane from the shower axis, α(ω) the attenuation oe�ient as a funtion

of frequeny. Computation with the ACoRNe strategy provides the same outome

of the Learned's approah, but it is muh more faster.
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It is important to underline that the solution of the wave equation given by the

Poisson formula (Equation 2.3) does not onsider the frequeny dependene expli-

itly, therefore it does not take into aount sound attenuation. Sine the APulse

ode (Setion 3.4.2) used to ompute pressure pulses in the simulation is based on

the Poisson formula, attenuation is not inluded in the simulations disussed in this

work.

An additional remark should be added onerning the hydrophone transfer fun-

tion. The spetral ontent of olleted signals, in fat, is altered non only by sound

propagation (transfer funtion of the medium), but also by the frequeny response

of the transduer. In this framework one an plae the importane of hydrophone

alibration proedures, in order to get an aurate model of aousti sensors used

for data taking.

2.4 Listening to Neutrinos - a Review on Aousti De-

tetion Ativities

In the following, I will give a short report on some of the ativities ongoing in the

�eld of aousti detetion, inluding referenes. Additional information and details

an be found in the Conferene Proeedings of ARENAWorkshops. As antiipated in

Setion 1.3.2, most of the projets are related to Cherenkov neutrino telesopes, and

are developed to explore the feasibility of the aousti detetion, and the opportunity

of integration of aousti devies into optial detetors.

Starting from in-ie experiments, the IeCube ativity in the �eld of aousti

detetion is SPATS - South Pole Aousti Test Setup [141℄. SPATS has arried on

several studies on the design of aousti devies suitable for the South Pole environ-

ment. Piezo-eletri aousti sensors have been deployed in ie, and the development

of tehnologial solution is ongoing. In addition, SPATS data taking allows investi-

gations on environment parameters and ambient aousti noise.

The SAUND experiment - Study of Aousti Ultra-high energy Neutrino De-

tetion - employs an existing large hydrophone array infrastruture in the US Navy

Atlanti Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC), loated nearby Bahama

islands, in the Atlanti Oean. SAUND-I (�rst phase of operation and data tak-

ing) has been an important test-benh for neutrino aousti detetion, in partiular

onsidering data aquisition and data analysis. Data olleted using a sub-set of 7

hydrophones allowed to set the �rst experimental upper limit for the �ux of ultra-

high-energy neutrinos with aousti tehnique (Figure 2.3) [142℄. Sine 2005 SAUND

has upgraded to phase II, onsisting in the opportunity to employ a larger number

of hydrophone in the AUTEC array. First results of SAUND-II onerns ambient

noise monitoring [143℄.

A similar experiene is that one of the ACoRNe Collaboration - Aousti COs-

mi Ray Neutrino Experiment [135℄. The group, operating in the United Kingdom,

has the opportunity to employ the existing military array in Rona, north of Sotland,

as a test-benh for hydrophone alibrations and data analysis. At the same time,

the group is arrying on extensive simulations of neutrino interations and neutrino-

indued aousti pulses in sea water. Their work onstitutes the starting point for

my studies on the simulation of aousti pulses in the neutrino-ase (Chapter 4).
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Figure 2.3: Di�use neutrino �ux limit from SAUND. The plot inludes, also, results from

other experiments (RICE, GLUE, FORTE, see Setion 1.3.3.1) and preditions of theoretial

model (AGN, GZK, topologial defets, Z-bursts, WB - Waxman and Bahall limit). Dashed

lines, labeled "A" and "B", orrespond to the alulated sensitivity of two Monte Carlo

simulated aousti arrays, with two di�erent optimized geometry [142℄.

The ACoRNe group is also employed in some studies of sensitivity preditions

from simulations of large sale hydrophone arrays [144℄, setting some upper limits on

high-energy neutrino �ux. Results have been presented at ARENA 2008 Workshop,

and will be inluded in the onferene proeedings. The ativity is going on in the

framework of km3Net.

Aousti investigations inside the ANTARES Collaboration are arried on by

the AMADEUS projet. The pilot AMADEUS ativities onsisted in the opera-

tion of an Autonomous Module for Aousti DEtetion Under the Sea. Experiene

gained with the �rst tests allowed the group to design a more omplex experiment

to be integrated into the ANTARES optial telesope, for what onerns both the

mehanis and the ontinuous data aquisition. The projet has been realized im-

plementing six aousti storeys (three on ANTARES IL07 - Instrumentation Line,

and three on ANTARES Line12); data taking is urrently ongoing. The hydrophone

on�guration and the hydrophone type is not the same in every storey. Di�erent pos-

sibilities onerning the devie type (ommerial sensors or self-made hydrophones),

the devie orientation and the mehanial struture hosting the aousti modules

are being explored. The goal of these ANTARES Modules for Aousti Detetion

Under the Sea is to perform long-term studies of aousti bakground noise and to

develop algorithms of data analysis. The status of the AMADEUS projet has been

presented at the ARENA 2008 Workshop; onferene proeedings are forthoming.

In addition, the work disussed in [145℄ has been developed in the framework of

the ANTARES Collaboration.
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Conerning the NEMO Collaboration, several ativities, related to the oppor-

tunity of aousti detetion of ultra-high-energy neutrinos, have been approahed.

Aousti studies in the framework of NEMO phase-I inlude OνDE - Oean Noise

Detetion Experiment [146℄. The main goals of the OνDE test station, operating

o�-shore Catania, Siily, in the NEMO test-site, from January 2005 to Deember

2006, onsisted in in situ investigations on hydrophones and hydrophone data a-

quisition, and in on-line monitoring of underwater aousti noise. The station was

made up with four hydrophones, arranged in a tetragonal geometry, operating in

the frequeny band [30 Hz - 40 kHz℄. Data analysis allowed to produe a detailed

desription of the aousti noise bakground in the Catania site, evidening some

seasonal variations of the PSD (Power Spetral Density), that may be orrelated

to environmental parameters and human ativities. Some initial tests on the apa-

bility aousti soure traking have been performed. Considering the lassi�ation

introdued by Urik [147℄, aousti data olleted with OνDE show that the average

sea-noise level, in the monitored site, in the frequeny band [20-43 kHz℄, is between

Sea State 0 (SS0 - absene of sea surfae agitation) and Sea State 2 (SS2 - low sur-

fae agitation and absene of identi�able aousti soure), Figure 2.4. The average

aousti sea noise measured in the same frequeny band is 5.4 ± 2.2(stat) ± 0.3(syst)

mPa RMS. This result an provide an indiation on detetable neutrino-indued

signals, as disussed in Setion 4.3.

Figure 2.4: OνDE - Sound Pressure Density (SPD) of sea noise. The plot reports the average

sea-noise reorded with the OνDE experiment. The blak urves indiates respetively the

expeted SPD of the sea in onditions of Sea State 0 and Sea State 2 ([146℄.

The researh follows a multi-disiplinary approah, with signi�ant links with

bio-aoustis. A ollaboration with CIBRA2 has produed important results on-

erning marine mammal population in the Ionian Sea [148℄, having notable eho in

national and international press [149℄.

2CIBRA is Centro Interdisiplinare di Bioaustia e Rierhe Ambientali - Multidisiplinary
Center for Bio-aoustis and Environmental Researh - University of Pavia, Italy http://www-1.
unipv.it/cibra/.
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As antiipated in Setion 1.3.2, NEMO phase-II onsists in the deployment of

a full-sale NEMO-tower prototype in the Capo Passero site, Siily. The tower will

be made of 16 �oors, eah one equipped with four PMTs and two hydrophones

(plus two additional hydrophones at the tower base). This on�guration of aousti

sensors responds to the need of aousti positioning, but it is at the same time

a preious opportunity to implement aousti aquisition and investigate aousti

neutrino detetion performanes.Aousti positioning is the urrent tehnology to

measure and monitor the position of mehanial strutures in underwater neutrino

telesopes. Considering a submarine grid of Cherenkov light sensors (PMTs), sea

urrents and other mehanial soliitations may ause a displaement of mehanial

strutures with respet to their nominal position. Be informed of the atual position

of optial modules in the grid is mandatory, in order to orretly ompute time of

arrivals of PMT hits and to reonstrut partile traks. Hydrophones in the NEMO

phase-II tower will thus perform a double funtion: they will be the devies used to

arry on the aousti position system, and they will allow a �rst approah to aousti

neutrino detetion, onstituting a test-benh for testing reonstrution strategies and

data analysis algorithms.

Additional ativities arried on in the framework of the NEMO Collaboration

are hydrophone alibrations, simulations of neutrino-indued pulses (this work) and

implementation of reonstrution algorithms and noise rejetion strategies [150℄.

2.5 Sound in the Sea beside Neutrinos

The exploit of aousti signals in water to detet high energy partiles is, of

ourse, the latest frontier in underwater marine researh. The siene of sound in

water is onneted to well-established appliations and tehnologial develop-

ments in multi-disiplinary �elds of ativity, as navigation, �shing, ommuniation,

oil industry, defense. Conerning more aademi topis, underwater sound is an im-

portant tool of investigation for geology (seismology and volanology), limatology

and biology (marine mammals). The ase of the OνDE projet, presented in Setion

2.4, is a signi�ant example of this kind of multi-disiplinary researh.

An interesting aount on sound in water, with popular disussion on physis and

appliations and a lot of introdutory material, is available on the web at Disovery

of Sound in the Sea, http://www.dosits.org/ (September 2008). The web site, mainly

developed by University of Rhode Island's (URI) O�e of Marine Programs (OMP),

inludes a list of additional resoures.
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Chapter 3

Investigating the Performanes of the Aousti Tehnique

The ITEP Test Beam

As soon as the idea of aousti detetion of partiles was proposed - by G. A.

Askaryan (1957) [126℄ - and the possibility of applying the aousti tehnique to

ultra-high-energy neutrinos was advaned [127℄1, the next step was to investigate

the e�etiveness of the thermo-aousti mehanism and the validation of the meth-

ods, testing the model with experimental measurements. The ativities arried out

with proton beams by L. Sulak, J. Learned et al. in 1979 [152℄ plae in this frame-

work; their results still onstitute a referene for people in the �eld. More reent

ontributions at proton aelerator failities an be found in [153℄ [154℄ [155℄. When

starting to approah the topi of aousti neutrino detetion in underwater neutrino

telesopes, we thus moved in the same diretion, planning and performing experi-

mental measurements at proton beams.

Our �rst intent was to enter the topi and get familiar with tools and tehniques

onerning aousti detetion of partiles. Of ourse, some preliminary ativity was

needed. Beside the delve into the subjet, and the building of the theoretial foun-

dation through artiles and reviews, the �rst step performed was toward the un-

derstanding of the proedures onneted with aousti pulses aquisition. Saying in

other words, the �rst part of the work was dediated to hydrophones, in order to get

on�dent with instruments and methods and gain pratie in data aquisition pro-

edures. At this purpose, we went for alibration measurements at the Underwater

Aoustis Laboratory of CNR IDAC - Institute of Aoustis "O. M. Corbino" [156℄.

Using their tehnial failities and their preious ollaboration, we have been able

to measure the hydrophone sensitivity response in the frequeny domain.

With the experiene gained at IDAC, we got ready for protons: our alibrated

hydrophone was used to ollet pressure pulses generated as a onsequene of proton

beam dumping in water. The suess in registering aousti signals from protons

represents a good on�rmation of the thermo-aousti model and of the feasibility

of the aousti tehnique for partiles detetion. First outomes from data analysis

produe results in agreement with expetations on energy alibration. The study

of the beam pro�le is a �rst attempt in investigating some unknown or unertain

variables in the experimental setup using results from data analysis.

1Referenes [126℄ and [127℄ are both ited in [151℄.
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The ativity in the �eld of aousti detetion has started in 2003; a report has

been inluded in my master thesis [157℄ (in Italian) and has been presented at the

ARENA 2005 Workshop [158℄. The main topis faed in this �rst work are, as already

introdued, hydrophone alibration in the frequeny domain (IDAC data) and �rst

results on hydrophone energy alibration, using intense low-energy proton beams as

aousti soure. Data aquisition took plae at the protosynhrotron medial faility

in ITEP - Institute of Theoretial and Experimental Physis, Mosow, Russia [159℄.

Details on the experimental setup and on data aquisition are given in Setion 3.2.

Despite the large amount of information already olleted, the work was still in a

preliminary phase, sine detailed analysis and deep understanding of the phenomena

were missing and further developments were needed. Most of the researh arried on

during my PhD was thus dediated to the topi, with the purpose to omplete the

study of the ITEP test beam, improving the data analysis and pro�ting from the

support of simulation tools. The ativity is widely doumented in this hapter. The

material has been presented also at the ARENA 2008 Workshop [160℄2.

3.1 Why protons - The Bragg peak

Before desribing data analysis and simulation algorithms and entering the ore

of the topi, the �rst question to answer is why protons, or in other words, what

are the motivations for performing hydrophone energy alibration at proton beams.

These motivations ome from proton therapy studies for aner treatment and the

dose-depth pro�le of protons in water.

Ideally, as explained in [161℄, the objetive of any aner treatment method is to

remove or destroy the tumor while preserving at the same time the healthy tissue

as muh as possible. As learly seen from Figure 3.1, di�erent from other kind of

radiation exploited in tumor therapy, protons deposit most of their energy at the

end of the path, in the so-alled Bragg peak. Therefore, proton energy deposition

pro�le satis�es the required ondition to onentrate the dose where needed, avoiding

irradiation of ritial organs in the viinity of the tumor.

3.1.1 The Bragg Peak: a Simpli�ed Physial Model

Typial energies of protons in medial beams are in the range 50-300 MeV.

Detailed studies of proton interating properties, both with data and with Monte

Carlo simulations, have been widely arried out in the �eld of medial physis and

proton-therapy.

Following the aount given in [163℄, a quantitative approah to understand the

Bragg peak behaviour omes from the simpli�ed physial model, valid for proton

energy in the medial range. Equation 3.1 estimates the average rate of loss of

energy, or Linear Energy Transfer (LET) for a single proton passing through water:

∣

∣

∣

∣

dK

dλ

∣

∣

∣

∣

[

MeV

g/cm2

]

≈ 1

0.098 · k + 0.0277
(3.1)

2The Conferene took plae in Roma University "Sapienza", Italy, in June 2008. The proeed-
ings of the onferene will be published by Elsevier Siene on Nulear Instruments and Methods
in Physis Researh, Setion A (NIMA) [109℄.
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Figure 3.1: Dose-depth pro�les for di�erent types of radiation. Protons deposit most of

their energy at the end of the path, in the so-alled "Bragg Peak". Piture taken from [162℄.

Here, k ≡ E[MeV ]/100 and E is proton instantaneous kineti energy. Protons lose

most of their energy just before they stop, as shown in plot [a℄ of Figure 3.2.

The exat depth at whih protons stop, that is where the Bragg peak is expeted

and most of the energy is released, is dependent on the initial energy of the partiles

in the beam. Therefore, by modulating proton energy at the injetor, it is possible

to ontrol the position of the Bragg peak. Equation 3.2 is a good parametrization to

alulate the average range of protons in water, i.e. the stopping depht orresponding

to the position of the Bragg peak:

< R > [g/cm2
] ≈ 4.90 · k2

+ 2.77 · k (3.2)

Here, k ≡ E[MeV ]/100 and E is initial energy of inident protons. Taking the

value ρ = 1g/cm3 for water density, and onsidering the ases E = 100MeV and

E = 200MeV , Equation 3.2 gives an expeted range of about < R >≈ 7.67 cm
and <R>≈ 25.14 cm, respetively. Results for the omputation at di�erent initial

energies are shown in Figure 3.2, plot [b℄.

It must be underlined that the proesses here desribed, involving a large number

of partiles, are stohasti, and therefore a "straggling" has to be onsidered, both

in kineti energy and in range, both depending on proton injetion energy. Order of

magnitude of the root mean square (RMS) spread is 1 MeV and several millimetres,

respetively.

In addition, Multiple Coulomb Sattering (MCS) proesses have to be taken into

aount, sine they ause an inrease angular spread and transverse size for protons

propagating in water, as shown in Figure 3.3, where the range for protons (the Bragg

peak plaement) is put in evidene at di�erent injetion energies.

The last feature to onsider is the average transmission, i.e. the fration of proton

beam transmitted as a funtion of injetion energy K0 and depth in water λ, T =

T (K0, λ). Here again we see from Figure 3.4 that most of the partiles stop at the

Bragg peak.
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Figure 3.2: [a℄ LET for protons in water versus instantaneous kineti energy. [b℄ Range

for protons in water, versus inident kineti energy. Data are ompared with results from

simulation; approximation is omputed with Equations 3.1 and 3.2, respetively [163℄.

Figure 3.3: E�et of Multiple Coulomb Sattering on transverse proton beam size versus

depth in water, for di�erent initial energy values. Results from Monte Carlo simulations

[163℄.

Figure 3.4: Fration of transmitted protons versus depth in water, for di�erent values of

kineti energy at the injetion [163℄.
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3.1.2 The Bragg Peak as Aousti Soure

The onnetion between protons and aousti pulses is related to the opportunity

for the Bragg peak to work as aousti soure.

Considering an intense proton beam, the Bragg peak is in fat a tiny region

in the water volume where a large amount of energy is deposited in a very short

time. In other words, in the position identi�ed by the Bragg peak, there is a highly-

loalized and almost instantaneous energy deposition, thus ful�lling the onditions

of the thermo-aousti mehanism for pressure pulse generation. The approximation

of instantaneous energy release holds on beause partiles in the beam propagate at

about the speed of light c ≈ 3 ·108 m/s, and thus several orders of magnitudes larger

than the speed of sound in water, v ≈ 1.5 · 103 m/s. Reasoning in terms of time, the

interval during whih the energy deposition ours an be estimated as τdep = R/c
with R longitudinal extension of the aousti soure (the range of protons), while the

time sale of the thermo-aousti mehanism depends on hydrodynamial transport:

τhydro = r/v, with r lateral extension of the soure. Sine for protons in medial

beams R ≈ 10−1 cm and r ≈ 10−2 cm (see Figure 3.3) we get τdep ≈ 10−9 s and

τhydro ≈ 10−5. As a onlusion, then, the Bragg peak an be onsidered as a ase

of aousti soure from whih we expet detetable pressure pulses aording to the

thermo-aousti mehanism, and for whih the Poisson formula an be applied. This

last point is very important, sine it allows to de�ne the omputation algorithm for

simulation.

The last omment onerns the shape of the Bragg peak as aousti soure, sine

it is expeted to be axially symmetri along the diretion of partiles propagation,

the same as it is the ase of neutrino-indued asades.

3.2 Data-Taking at the ITEP aelerator faility

The seond question that needs an answer is: where do our data ome from?

Or, what was the experimental setup we met and used in ITEP during our data

aquisition?

Here I will report in short some information on the data taking, paying attention

in partiular to important fats to understand the basi operations performed to get

the omparison between data and simulations. Additional details an be found in

[157℄ and in [158℄.

An important omment must be added. As it will be lear in the following,

the most important soure of unertainty in results is due to indeterminay in the

knowledge of some features that de�ne the experimental setup.

Going on with data analysis and with the building of the simulation frame, it has

beome evident that a more deep understanding and ontrol of some parameters

would have been neessary to provide a better desription, and therefore a better

reprodution, of the experiment in the simulation. As it will be underlined in the

onlusions, this reasoning provide the �rst reommendation and guidane for future

experiments with alibration beams. The study arried on with the ITEP beam

has thus allowed to establish the diretives to follow for a better modelling of the

phenomena.
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3.2.1 Geometry

Figure 3.5: Sketh of the experimental setup at the ITEP protosynhrotron faility. The

relevant elements of the data taking are in evidene. Details in the text.

Figure 3.5 is a sketh of the experimental setup in ITEP. The beam line ends

into a plasti tank whose shape is a parallelepiped and whose dimensions are Lx =

94.5 cm, Ly = 50.2 cm, Lz = 52.3 cm (assuming x as the beam axis diretion and

z along the vertial). Dimensions listed above refer to the outer sides of the tank,

while the inner walls are overed with phono-absorber material. The tank is ≈ 90%

�lled with fresh water. Taking into aount the lak of information onerning the

inner volume of the tank and the atual amount of water inside the tank, one an

estimate unertainties in the geometry of the order of some perents. Nevertheless,

these unertainties do not a�et the modelling: as it will be shown in the next

(Setion A.2), the Monte Carlo simulation piks out the essentials of the setup, and

does not involve tank boundaries, making these unertainties unimportant.

As shown in Figure 3.5, three piezo-eletri hydrophones are plaed inside the

tank, but only hydrophone H1 will be onsidered in the further analysis. A mehan-

ial support, designed to redue re�etions, holds up the hydrophones in the middle

of the tank, at about the same vertial measurement of the beam line. Hydrophone

H1 is plaed where the Bragg peak is expeted: measuring distanes from the pro-

tons entrane point in the tank, the value is �xed at 7.5 cm for injetion energy

E = 100MeV , and 25.5 cm for injetion energy E = 200MeV . The hydrophone is

maintained at 10.5 cm from the shower axis.

The most important fat to notie is that in the simulation the hydrophone

is treated as a point-like reeiver, negleting its spatial extension, that is of some

entimeters in diameter, therefore the same order of magnitude of unertainties in

the hydrophone position itself. These unertainties an therefore a�et the results

of the simulation. The "tuning" of the hydrophone position in the omputation will

play a relevant part in the omparison between experimental pulses and simulated

ones (Setion 3.6.3).
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3.2.2 Environmental Parameters

Sine water in the tank is the target medium of our experiment, a detailed

monitoring of environmental parameters, suh as water temperature, water salinity,

atmospheri pressure, should be imperative. Regrettably, this ontrol was laking

during the data taking The only information available is on water temperature at

the very beginning of the aquisition session (T = 18.1 C◦), but data taking lasted

all night long, and ambient temperature sensibly dereased.

As it will be disussed in Setion 3.4.3, information on environmental parameters,

and on temperature in partiular, is ruial to alulate the Gruneisen oe�ient,

that determines the aousti pulse amplitude. This laking of information produes

additional unertainties in the preditions.

3.2.3 Aquisition

Data have been aquired with hydrophones onneted to an osillosope. Sam-

pling frequeny is fEXP = 10MHz, orresponding to a sampling period of tEXP =

100 ns.

An event is a single ourrene of the phenomenon of protons injetion and

energy deposition in water, and subsequent pressure pulse generation and reording

with hydrophone. Eah event orresponds to a single aquisition �le and it is made

of 104 samples. Eah aquisition �le registers time in seonds and amplitude in Volt.

In Figure 3.5 there is an indiation of energy and ollimators. As already men-

tioned above in the text, the two values seleted for the injetion energy of protons

in the beam are E = 100MeV and E = 200MeV .

Conerning ollimators, they have been plaed just before the entrane point of

protons into the water tank. The reason for this is to ollimate the proton beam, re-

duing irregularities in the beam pro�le. Available values for the ollimator diameter

are d = 2 cm, d = 3 cm, d = 5 cm.

The beam intensity is measured via a Beam Current Transformer (BCT); the

number of protons is proportional to the amplitude value ABCT registered by the

BCT:

Nprotons = 2 · 10
8 · K · ABCT [Volt] (3.3)

where K is a parameter regulated by mahine settings. As skethed in Figure 3.5,

the number of partiles injeted for eah event is of the order of 1010 protons per

spill.

A run is a olletion of events, eah one with the same harateristis for what

onerns intensity saling fator K, injetion energy and ollimator applied. For

eah on�guration (K, E, d), several events have been olleted, produing a large

amount of raw data.

Equation 3.3 gives the number of partiles extrated from the protosynhrotron

and not the number of partiles entering the tank, sine protons measured via the

BCT have to pass through the ollimator, that redues the intensity. This means that

we do not have a diret measurement of the atual number of protons interating

in water, and thus responsible for the aousti soure. This lak of information,

together with the indetermination assoiated with the beam pro�le, provide the

most important soure of unertainty in the analysis.
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3.2.4 Beam Pro�le

The beam pro�le in time was attested as a cos2(t) funtion, with full-width-half-

maximum (FWHM) of 68 ns. These data have not been onsidered in the further

analysis, sine energy deposition is taken as instantaneous in the simulation.

Information available on the beam pro�le in spae is partiles having an axially

symmetri Gaussian distribution along the beam axis. Unfortunately, no further de-

tails were provided, in partiular on the "size" of the beam (the "sigma" of the

Gaussian distribution). The Gaussian hypothesis itself represents only an ideal ase,

beause �utuations and irregularities in the proton extration an our. The ol-

limator plays a role, also, sine it may not be entered at the beam axis. These

unertainties prevent to determine the distribution and the number of protons de-

positing energy in water, and therefore limit our potential to make preditions about

the aousti soure and thus the aousti pulse itself.

As it will be lear in the next, modelling the beam pro�le is therefore a ruial

point: most of the investigations in the Monte Carlo simulation will be dediated

to the aousti pulse dependene on the proton beam distribution in spae (Setion

3.6.2).

3.2.5 Hydrophone

The hydrophone onsidered in data analysis is manufatured by BENTHOS3.

Sine it is a dediated prototype, no o�ial data sheet is aessible, and the only

available information is that obtained during the IDAC alibration measurements.

A short desription of the alibration proedure at IDAC inludes a mention of the

IDAC alibrating soure produing a sine wave pulse, whose frequeny was in the

range (5.00−25.0)kHz, sweeping with a step of 0.5kHz, for a total of 41 data points
in the sensitivity/frequeny plane.

In priniple, the knowledge of the hydrophone transfer funtion is mandatory to

get the response in Pasal from the registration in Volt, but unfortunately, beside

the IDAC test measurements, no further study on the transduer alibration has

been arried out. Therefore, sine a detailed model of the hydrophone and of the

hydrophone response in the frequeny domain is not available, some assumptions

are needed to proeed.

Typial information from spei�ation sheets for high-depth hydrophones assures

a �at frequeny response up to about 50 kHz, where mehanial resonanes start

to our (see, for instane, Figure 3.6). These sensitivity plots give grounds for my

assumption of a simpli�ed model with a onstant value for the hydrophone transfer

funtion. The assumed onstant value is the average value from the IDAC alibration

set, that is about −173 dB re 1 V/1 µPa. Sine at �rst stage what is important is to
onvert Volt to Pasal, the simpli�ed hydrophone model seems enough to assure a

good omparison of experimental data with simulations.

3http://www.benthos.com/
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Figure 3.6: Reeiving sensitivity for hydrophone RESON TC4042. Hydrophone onsidered

in data analysis is fairly similar. A produt of the same series has been employed both in

the IDAC test and in the ITEP test. Piture taken from [164℄.

3.3 Signal Proessing on Hydrophone Data

To take into aount the losing in sensitivity at higher frequeny, I apply a seond

order Butterworth �lter on voltage aquired data. Signal proessing has been per-

formed testing the ut-o� frequeny at three di�erent values (50,100 and 150 kHz)
and omparing the results (Figure 3.7 and 3.8). Motivations for �ltering the data

are as follows: the frequeny ontent above the ut-o� threshold should be rejeted

sine, as it is beyond the hydrophone sensitivity, should not have a physial mean-

ing onneted with aousti phenomena, but should have an intrinsi mehanial

(resonanes) or eletrial origin.

In modelling the protons interation in water and the pressure pulse generation,

it is more interesting to examine some sample ases, rather than the whole set of

raw data. A seletion on raw data has thus been onduted, taking into aount

only those runs with the largest K, in order to have a large number of protons

interating in water, a subsequent great amount of deposited energy, and therefore a

pressure signal well separated from noise. As a onsequene of this seletion, I keep

on onsidering 6 runs only, one for eah ouple of values (E,d = energy, diameter of

the applied ollimator)4.

Sine eah run represents a sample on�guration, the next step onsists on om-

puting the average signal for eah run, that is the average event for a spei�ed

aquisition ondition. Of ourse, this proessing, performed with a dediated sript

(run.sh sript, that runs exeutable �les ompiled from read., sum. and aver-

age.) has the onsequene of smoothing the signal, anelling some of the random

noise of the single aquisition. Additional smoothing is ahieved with the �ltering

proedure on the average signal, as disussed above.

Figure 3.7 shows the results of the desribed proedure of signal proessing on

hydrophone data. Figure 3.8 display the same signal in the frequeny domain. Figure

4Seleted runs are shematially referred to as: E1d2, E1d3, E1d5, E2d2, E2d3, E2d5.
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3.9 (time domain) and Figure 3.10 (frequeny domain) ompare aousti pulses on

the same plot, to point out di�erenes due to on�guration settings (E, d). Details in

aptions; �ltering, Fourier transform and visualization are performed with Otave5.
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Figure 3.7: Signal Proessing on Experimental Data - Time Domain. The plot illustrates

the e�ets of signal proessing performed on hydrophone data, taking the ase of run E2d5

(injetion energy E = 200 MeV, ollimator diameter d = 5 m). The horizontal axis is

time, time origin is at the proton injetion into the tank. The blak line is raw data. Line

in magenta is the result after averaging all events in the run. Blue, green and red lines

represent the average signal after the apply of a seond order low-pass Butterworth �lter

with a ut-o� frequeny of 50, 100, 150 kHz, respetively. Data �ltering and visualization

are performed with Otave.
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Figure 3.8: Signal Proessing on Experimental Data - Frequeny Domain. Signals displayed

in Figure 3.7 are shown in the frequeny domain. The frequeny sale extends up to the

Nyquist frequeny (fN = 5 MHz = 1

2
fs, where fs is sampling frequeny), but the display is

up to 625 kHz
(

fs

16

)

, to better evidene the lower part of the spetrum. The vertial axis is

the absolute value of Fast the Fourier Transform (FFT) in logarithmi sale (omputation

arried out with Otave). The e�et of �ltering is in evidene. The peak at about 150 kHz

is interpreted as mehanial resonane of the hydrophone.

5GNU Otave is a high-level language, primarily intended for numerial omputations, mostly
ompatible with Matlab (MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, In., http:
//www.mathworks.com/). More about Otave on [165℄.
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Figure 3.9: Hydrophone Data - Comparison of Aousti Pulses (time domain). For eah run

(Note 4), the average event is proessed aording to proedure desribed in Setion 3.3.

Seleted ut-o� frequeny in the �lter is 50 kHz. Volt-to-Pasal onversion, as disussed in

Setion 3.2.5, is inluded. To better ompare results, time axis is translated for eah signal, in

order to plae the origin at the pulse entre t0 = [t(Amin)+ t(Amax)/2](see parametrization

introdued in Setion 3.6.3).
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Figure 3.10: Hydrophone Data - Comparison of Aousti Pulses (frequeny domain). The

frequeny ontent of signals in Figure 3.9 is plotted. See aption of Figure 3.8 for omments

on horizontal and vertial axes.

3.4 Monte Carlo Simulation

The employment of the Monte Carlo simulation gives the opportunity to om-

plete the data analysis, going in depth into the understanding of the phenomenon

of thermo-aousti mehanism of aousti signal generation.

Introduing a shemati view, the simulation hain an be split up in two main

setions, one dediated to the Monte Carlo simulation of the aousti soure (A-

Soure), the other one aimed at the omputation of the aousti pulse from a known

energy deposition sheme (APulse).

Additional minor elements an be onsidered in the simulation hain, depending

on the level of details one wants to inlude. For instane, the environment desription

an be taken into aounts, at several levels of approximation. The �rst stage is the

ase onsidered in my ode, that is the parametrization of the Gruneisen oe�ient
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as a funtion of water temperature, salinity and depth. Details will be presented in

Setion 3.4.3. Figure 3.13 reports the blok diagram of the simulation hain, as

skethed above.

Advaned environment desription implies a detailed point-to-point simulation

of the medium in whih propagation takes plae, onsidering a �eld of temperature

and salinity, and thus a �eld of sound veloity.

A parallel development evaluates the e�et of attenuation, that beomes important

at larger distane from the soure. Therefore, onsiderations on attenuation are

postponed in Chapter 4, when the neutrino ase is examined.

Further omponents in the simulation, that get important when starting to de�ne

aousti detetor prototypes, require advaned hydrophone modelling, beyond the

simple solution desribed in Setion 3.2.5, to predit the reeiver response.

3.4.1 ASoure: The GEANT 4 Monte Carlo Simulation Code

Keeping onentrate on the two major simulation steps, let's start with desribing

the ASoure ode.

The goal is to reprodue the aousti soure, that is the pattern of energy de-

position in the volume interested by partiles interation. Considering the ase of

protons involved in the ITEP test beam, energy deposition is omputed with Monte

Carlo tehniques to take into aount protons propagation and interation in water.

3.4.1.1 Geant4

The tool employed to get the energy deposition map that works as aousti

soure is Geant4 (GEometry ANd Traking) [166℄ [167℄6. This simulation frame-

work, developed at CERN, represents the evolution towards C++ objet-orienting

programming of the GEANT projet, originally advaned at CERN in the '90s and

written in Fortran, to simulate the passage of partiles through matter. As the name

itself explains, the ode is best suited for reproduing a omplex experimental setup

where partile propagate and interat. Appliations inlude high-energy physis (a-

elerator physis and simulation of detetor response), spae and radiation, medial

physis (inluding proton therapy and hadron therapy for aner treatment). A

large international ollaboration of people works to build and improve the ode.

The web-page [168℄ widely douments the onepts, the struture, the usage and

the appliations, with examples and tutorials. User Manuals are available, as well.

3.4.1.2 Geant4 Simulation of the ITEP Test Beam

A detailed disussion on the Geant4 simulation of the ITEP test beam is a-

ounted in Appendix A. Attention is given to the struture of the main program,

and to the so-alled Mandatory User Classes, that are required to de�ne the ge-

ometry (sensitive volumes and materials), the physis proesses and the primary

generator properties. This last point, in partiular, assumes a key-role sine, as it is

investigated in Setion 3.6.2, di�erenes in the primary generator settings determine

di�erenes in the energy deposition, and therefore in the aousti soure.

6The Geant4 version used to build the ITEP appliation is geant4-09-00-path-01 (28-August-
2007).
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Results of the ASoure simulation are shown in Figure 3.11 (geometry only)

and 3.12 (geometry and partile traks), details in aption.

Figure 3.11: Geant4 Simulation - Geometry only. The outermost blak ontour is the mother

volume, whih is set visible. The blue ontour identi�es the water basin, entered at the

mother volume. The grey ontour next to the water basin indiates the lead sreen; the

ylindrial hole that plays the role of the ollimator is in evidene. The ubi red ontour

inside the basin delimits the sensitive detetor. As explained in Appendix A, subdivision

in ubi ells is set invisible to speed up visualization. The piture is produed with the

Geant4 graphis tool DAWN Event Display (http://geant4.kek.jp/~tanaka/). The
axes of referene are added.

Optional User Ation Classes are implemented to manipulate the outome of the

simulation and produe the output �le, in the form of a "map" of energy density

rhoEmap, that "feeds up" the APulse ode.

3.4.2 APulse

The APulse ode is the next step in the simulation hain. Output from ASoure

beomes input for APulse.

The algorithm of omputation is based on the Poisson formula (see Chapter

2). The idea is to reprodue a disrete omputation of the integral solution as ex-

pressed in Equation 2.3. I tried several versions, implemented in di�erent programing

languages; the urrent version I use is written in C.

In the following I will analyze the APulse ode in details. The main topis are

listed in the sketh reprodued in Figure 3.13, that is the blok diagram illustrating

the algorithm of omputation implemented in APulse and integrated in the full

simulation hain. The soure ode used to produe the results shown in this Chapter

is inluded in Appendix C.

The input �le, that is the aousti soure rhoEmap, is passed as the argument

of the APulse program.

The main system of referene S omes from the frame of referene in whih the

aousti soure is spei�ed. In the ase of the ITEP test beam Monte Carlo, the
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(a) Geant4 Simulation: side-view

(b) Geant4 Simulation: front-view () Geant4 Simulation: view in perspetive

Figure 3.12: Geant4 Simulation - Geometry and Partiles: visualization of the full simulation

of the ITEP appliation. Results refer to Run E2d5n3N4, with proton injetion energy E =

200MeV and ollimator diameter d = 5cm; 104 primary protons are simulated, distributed

aording pro�le n = 3 (see details in Setion A.4 and Table 3.1). Geometry presented

in Figure 3.11 is ompleted with the add of partile traks, both primary protons and

seondary partiles produed in protons interations with water. Aording to Geant4 olor

legend, blue lines are proton traks (positive partiles), red lines are eletron traks (negative

partiles), green lines are photon traks (neutral partiles). Results are presented from three

di�erent points of views, obtained hanging the amera angle settings, in order to o�er a

full desription of the simulation. The most important fat to notie is that, as already

underlined in Setion A.2, the sensitive detetor is large enough to ontain most of the

partile trajetories, that is most of deposited energy. Only some low-energy photons an

esape from the shower ore, arrying away a small amount of energy, whose ontribute

an be negleted. In Sub�gure [a℄ and [℄ the e�et of the ollimator is in evidene. Protons

are generated following the seleted beam pro�le; the lead sreen stops the ones that are

produed outside the diaphragm window. Proton traks development in the water tank is

in agreement with the Bragg peak behaviour: range and �utuations are as expeted for a

200MeV injetion energy value, aording to the Simpli�ed Physial Model presented in

Setion 3.1.1 . Sub�gure [b℄ shows that shower development is axially symmetri. Pitures

are produed with the DAWN Event Display.
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Figure 3.13: Computing the Aousti Pulse: the Simulation Chain. The sketh represents

the blok diagram for the omputation of simulated aousti signals. The three main bloks

(ASoure, APulse and Gamma) are in evidene.

ASoure de�nes a set of Cartesian oordinates (O, x, y, z) entered in the middle

of the water tank (target volume), as illustrated in Figure 3.11.

The referene system S
′

is a set of spherial oordinates (H, R, θ, φ) plaed
at the hydrophone position H = (xH, yH, zH), given in the system S. Range of

variables is:










R = (Rmin, Rmin)

θ = (0, π)

φ = (0, 2π)

(3.4)

Hydrophone position H = (xH, yH, zH) is spei�ed inside the soure ode.

Defaults values are hydrophone nominal position at the ITEP test beam (see 3.2.1,

page 50): zH = 0, yH = 10.5 cm, xH depending on proton injetion energy, sine

hydrophone is plaed where the Bragg peak is expeted. In system of referene S,
this is xH = −39.75 cm for E=100 MeV, xH = −21.75 cm for E=200 MeV. The

hydrophone is assumed point-like.

A detailed omparison between simulated pulses and aquired ones requires a deeper

inquiry on hydrophone position. As underlined in Setion 3.2.1, in fat, the order of

magnitude of indetermination on hydrophone position, due to the spatial extension

of the hydrophone itself, is not negligible with respet to to the order of magnitude

of distane between the aousti reeiver and the aousti soure. In Setion 3.6.3,

investigations on hydrophone position are arried out, in order to study the e�et

on signal shape.

The seletion of the system of referene S
′

is motivated with the hoie of taking,

as a point of referene for the APulse algorithm, the formulation in Equation 2.3,

where the pressure pulse p(~r, t) is omputed operating a two dimensional integration

and a derivative.
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Integration surfaes are spherial surfaes entered at the hydrophone position

~r = H. R variable identi�es the radius of the integration spheres. It is onneted

to the time variable:

t =
R

v
and R = v · t (3.5)

with v propagation speed of the perturbation, assumed as onstant (propagation

in a homogeneous medium). The R variable thus de�nes the time evolution of the

aousti pulse at the �xed hydrophone position.

To better understand the topi, we an onsider eah portion of the extended aous-

ti soure as a point-like soure itself, that generates a perturbation travelling as a

pressure wave in the homogeneous medium, at the assumed onstant speed of sound.

Elementary ontributions sum up, onstituting the aousti pulse, and the sum de-

pends on loation in spae where the total perturbation is measured. Under the

assumed hypothesis of instantaneous energy deposition, eah portion of the aousti

soure pops up simultaneously, and therefore the only ause produing a di�erene

in time of arrival on the reeiver is the di�erent distane that eah ontribution has

to travel. In other words, the time evolution of the perturbation is due to the fat

that di�erent ontributions oming from di�erent portions of the aousti soure

an reah the reeiver at di�erent times, depending on the distane between the

hydrophone and the soure point. The R (distane) interval (Rmin, Rmin) is thus

onneted to the t (time) interval (Tmin, Tmin) (Equation 3.5). R interval must be

large enough to inlude the whole aousti soure, so that every ontribution to the

total aousti signal has the time to reah the reeiver.

The variation dR (indiated as rstep in the APulse ode) plays a role when

omputing the derivative as di�erene quotient. The smaller it is, the more aurate

the omputation, sine it is onneted (through Equation 3.5) with dt (tstep), that
is the sampling time of the simulated signal, and, of ourse, a smaller sampling

time means a better desription of the pulse shape. However, the dR value has

a lower onstraint, given by ASoure settings in de�ning the detetor geometry.

Considering the APulse ode, the onstraint is the grid parameter, whose value is

the side of the sensitive ell, that is the binning of the omputation in the Geant4

Monte Carlo simulation. If rstep is set smaller than grid, e�ets of disretization

beome pronouned, sine we go below the maximum allowed resolution.

Conerning the angular variables, integrating over spherial surfaes in spher-

ial oordinates means performing a two dimensional integral in θ and φ. As listed in

Equation 3.4, the interval of de�nition of angular variables inludes the whole solid

angle. N and M parameters in the APulse ode de�ne the angular step (thetastep

and phistep): dθ =
π
N , dφ =

2π
M . The larger are N and M , the smaller are dθ and dφ,

and therefore the more aurate is the omputation of the integral over spherial

surfaes. On the other hand, the inrease of angular resolution has, of ourse, an

e�et on omputation time, that thus grows with N and M7.

7As it will be shown in Chapter 4, if the distane between the aousti soure and the aousti
reeiver inreases, it is not neessary to integrate over the whole solid angle, sine the angular ex-
tension of the soure is redued with hydrophone plaed far away. In this ase, a re-normalization
fator has to be inluded, to take into aount the orretion. At the same time, if distane be-
tween the soure and the reeiver inreases, a larger angular resolution is required to get a better
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It is important to underline that passing from the Poisson Formula to the APulse

algorithm, omputation moves from a ontinuous to a disrete spae of parameters.

As it will be lear further on, this has an e�et in omputing the Jaobian of the

transformation.

After the setting of all the relevant parameters, we ome to the ore of the

omputation algorithm.

The �rst ation onsists in opening the input �le and sanning it in order to

get a measurement of the geometri boundary in x, y and z of the aousti soure.

This operation is essential, sine it allows to alloate and initialize the three dimen-

sional rhoE array, hosting the energy deposition map. Eah element of the array

rhoE[i][j][k] ontains the energy density value in the sensitive ell identi�ed by the

indexes [i][j][k]. This part of the soure ode is strongly depending on the ASoure

details, sine features onerning the reading of the input �le and the alloation of

the rhoE array are determined by the input �le format8.

One that the rhoE is orretly de�ned, it is ready to be �lled with information

from the ASoure. Therefore, the input �le is sanned a seond time. The goal is

to onvert information on the ell position as given in the input �le in a set of array

indexes [i][j][k], in order to properly set the rhoE array elements. This operation

determines the energy density map used in alulating the pressure pulse.

The next ation in the omputation algorithm is the main loop where the

integration and the derivative are performed.

In short, we an �gure this loop as a "pointer" of inreasing length (length inreases

in steps of dR), applied at the hydrophone position, moving all around over spherial

surfaes, sanning the spae. If the pointer interepts a ubi ell in whih energy

deposition density is not equal to zero, the density value is kept and aumulated.

Just before the inrement in the pointer length, derivative is omputed between two

adjaent spherial surfae, with the di�erene quotient method, giving rise to the

bipolar pulse. Sketh in Figure 3.14 is a shemati representation of this proedure.

In details, looking at the APulse ode, omputation in spherial oordinates

is arried out through three nested loops, in whih the values R, θ and φ, identi-
fying the urrent position of the pointer, are alulated. Then, the ode heks if

the urrent position is interepting a loation in spae where some energy may be

deposited. If the seleted position points outside the aousti soure boundary, the

loop moves forward to the next position for the pointer. Otherwise, the ontent of

the orresponding rhoE array element is taken and it aumulates in the F variable,

that represents the integral I(R) on the spherial surfae of radius R. The following

lines are extrated from the ode in Appendix C.

for (iR=0;iR<nbinR;iR++)
{

R=Rmin+rstep*iR;
for (itheta=0;itheta<=N;itheta++)

{
theta = PI*itheta/(N-1); // theta assumes (N+1) values from 0 to PI
iZ = 1+RoundDouble((zH + R*cos(theta)-Zmin)/grid);

desription of the pressure pulse. This is obtained seleting larger N and M values. The redued
interval of de�nition for angular variables, together with the inrease of N and M represents a
good ompromise in limiting the omputation time, without losing in resolution.

8As it will be disussed in Chapter 4, if the aousti soure is assuming axial symmetry in
ylindrial oordinates, the rhoE array is two-dimensional.
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Figure 3.14: Sketh of the APulse main loop proedure. Piture on the left is a shemati

view in two dimensions. Red traks represent protons interating in water and delimit the

aousti soure. Cirles are plane setions of spherial surfaes of inreasing radius R, from

Rmin to Rmax. The blak dot in the entre identi�es the hydrophone position, from where

the pointer, denoted by the blak arrow, goes on sanning the spae all around. Next pitures

represent qualitatively the integrated energy density and the bipolar pulse, to give an idea

of what expeted after the integration and the derivative operation, respetively.

if ((iZ>nZ)||(iZ<=0)) continue;
for (iphi=0;iphi<=M;iphi++)
{

phi = 2*PI*iphi/(M-1); // phi assumes (M+1) values from 0 to 2*PI
iX = 1+RoundDouble((xH + R*sin(theta)*cos(phi)-Xmin)/grid);
if ((iX>nX)||(iX<=0)) continue;
iY = 1+RoundDouble((yH + R*sin(theta)*sin(phi)-Ymin)/grid);
if ((iY>nY)||(iY<=0)) continue;
// rhoE[iX][iY][iZ]=q(R,itheta,iphi) is energy density
F = F + (rhoE[iX][iY][iZ])*sin(theta);

}
}

// DIFFERENCE QUOTIENT
pulse = DIMfact*PI/(2.0*N*M)*(F+R*(F-Fprev)/rstep); // [Pa]
Fprev=F;

}

An additional omment has to be made onerning the derivative. The adopted

formulation results from a simpli�ation of the Poisson Formula (Equation 2.3),

taking into aount a fundamental property of alulus. The integrand is a funtion

of three variables (R, θ, φ), but the integral in two dimensions, with the surfae

element dσ in spherial oordinates given by:

dσ = R2sinθ dθ dφ (3.6)

This means that the R dependene has not to be integrated, and thus it an be

plaed "outside" the integral. Result of the integration will be a funtion of R only.

Derivative an be solved with the produt rule. Therefore, Equation 2.3 is manipu-

lated as follows:

p(~r, t) ∝ ∂

∂ R

∫ R

S~r

q(R, θ, φ)

R
R2sinθ dθ dφ → ∂

∂ R
R

∫ R

S~r

q(R, θ, φ)R2sinθ dθ dφ

→ ∂

∂ R
[R · I(R)] →

(

R
∂I(R)

R
+ I(R)

)

(3.7)
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from whih the formulation used in the APulse algorithm arises, replaing the

derivative with the di�erene quotient.

A result from alulus is also the oe�ient
π

2·N ·M
used in the omputation. It

derives from the Jaobian9 of the oordinate transformation (C: θ, φ)→(D: iθ, iφ),
where "C" indiates a set of ontinuous variables, and "D" refers to the disrete set.

Sine the transformation is given by:

{

θ = iθ · π
N

φ = iφ · 2π
N

(3.8)

the Jaobian matrix for this oordinate hange is:

J =







∂θ

∂iθ

∂θ

∂iφ
∂φ

∂iθ

∂φ

∂iφ






=

[

π
N 0

0
2π
M

]

(3.9)

Therefore, the Jaobian determinant is:

|J | =
2π2

N · M (3.10)

that, onsidering the 1
4π fator in Equation 2.3, redues to the oe�ient used in the

APulse ode formula.

Still on oe�ients inluded in the omputation, DIMfat is a parameter applied

so that the pressure pulse an be expressed in Pasal [Pa℄.

In addition, the role played by environmental parameters has to be taken into

aount. Their e�et an be expressed through the Gruneisen oe�ient. On the

topi, a separated aount will be given in the next Setion.

3.4.3 The Gruneisen Coe�ient

As already pointed out in Chapter 2, onsidering the thermo-aousti mehanism

of pressure pulses generation, the dependene of the signal amplitude on physial

properties of the medium an be ondensed in the Gruneisen Coe�ient Γ:

Γ =
β · v2

Cp
(3.11)

with β [◦C−1℄ thermal expansion oe�ient, v [m/s℄ sound speed, Cp [J/(kg · ◦C)℄

spei� heat oe�ient. These three oe�ients are strongly dependent on environ-

mental parameters, and on temperature in partiular.

The Grunesien oe�ient quanti�es the e�ieny of the thermo aousti meha-

nism, that is the e�ieny in onverting thermal energy into energy propagating as

a pressure wave.

9The Jaobian (named after the German mathematiian K.G.J. Jaobi) is the shorthand for
the determinant of the Jaobian matrix, that is a �rst-order partial derivative matrix de�ning a
transformation of oordinates. The Jaobian determinant is a multipliative fator inluded when
making a hange of variables in multi-dimensional integrals. For this topi, and for alulus in
general, refer to Piskunov's textbook [169℄.
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The Gamma fator appears as a multipliative term in the Poisson Formula

(Equation 2.3). To inlude it in the algorithm for aousti signals omputation, a

parametrization is ourring, onsidering in partiular the e�ets of temperature

variations. Starting from Equation 3.11, this means to look for a parametrization

desribing v, β and Cp
10.

Sound Speed v - In the APulse ode, the value seleted for the sound speed

is the nominal value v = 1500m/s. This approximation has the purpose of �xing

the sampling time in simulation, and therefore the ratio between sampling time in

simulated and aquired pulse, simplifying the signal proessing on simulated data

(Setion 3.5). Conerning the signal amplitude, a muh more detailed desription

is required. For this purpose, I onsider the empirial parametrization proposed by

Wilson [174℄. At the level of auray here requested, we an take the approximated

Wilson formula, as suggested in [175℄11:

v = 1449 + 4.6 · T − 0.055 · T 2 + 0.0003 · T 3 + (1.39 − 0.012 · T ) · (S − 35) + 0.017 · Z
(3.12)

Here, T is water temperature, in Celsius degrees; S is water salinity, in psu12; Z is

depth, in dbars13.

Thermal Expansion Coe�ient β - Conerning the thermal expansion oe�-

ient, a olletion of measurements taken at di�erent water temperature is available

thanks to Kell [178℄. These data have been plotted and an exponential dependene

on temperature is found, as in evidene in Figure 3.15. The �t funtion and the �t

parameters are reported in Equation 3.13.

y = A0 + A1 · (1 − e−x/T1) + A2 · (1 − e−x/T2) (3.13)

A0 = −7 · 10−5; A1 = 1.5 · 10−4; A2 = 1.58 · 10−3; T1 = 14.87109; T2 = 182.02178

Speif Heat Coe�ient Cp - In a similar way, to ompute the water spei� heat

oe�ient as a funtion of water temperature, data taken from a olletion provided

by Stimson in [179℄ have been plotted. As illustrated in Figure 3.16, data points are

well desribed by a polynomial urve. Computation has been arried out onsidering

a 2-order, a 4-order and a 6-order polynomial urve and results are ompared. The

10More information and detailed olletions of data are available in [170℄, in [171℄, in UNESCO
International System of Units in Oeanography [172℄ and in UNESCO International Oeanographi
Tables [173℄.

11Cited in http://www.cms.udel.edu/mast602/
12psu is Pratial Salinity Unit, that is the o�ial sale for salinity sine 1978, [176℄ [177℄. It

de�nes the amount of dissolved salts from measures of ondutivity. Standard value in sea water is
35; fresh water salinity is approximately 0.

13It is ommon in marine siene appliations to express pressure in deibars (1 dbar = 0.1
bar). Conventionally, pressure at sea level is taken as the referene value (0 dbars), following the
standard formulation introdued in UNESCO tehnial papers. Inreasing pressure orresponds to
inreasing depth.
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Figure 3.15: Water Thermal Expansion Coe�ient of Water as a funtion of Temperature.

Blak dots are data point taken from [178℄. Red urve is the exponential urve, that well

�ts experimental measurements. The seleted exponential funtion is: The oloured area

evidenes the range of temperatures that orresponds to liquid water. It is notieable that

the thermal expansion oe�ient is negative if temperature is below 4 ◦C, as in evidene

in the box. Fitting and visualization arried out with Origin (http://www.originlab.
com/).

6-order polynomial �t has been seleted, the �t funtion and the �t oe�ients are

given in Equation 3.14.

y =

∑

n=0,...,6

An · xn
(3.14)

A0 = 4.21721; A1 = −0.00365; A2 = 1.37825 · 10−4; A3 = −2.81845 · 10−6;

A4 = 3.39462 · 10−8; A5 = −2.15592 · 10−10; A6 = 5.65398 · 10−13

To better understand the role of environmental parameters, their ontribution

has been inluded on a separate piee of ode - Gamma.m - (see Figure 3.13), that

is part of the Signal Proessing hain (Setion 3.5). Parametrizations proposed in

this Setion for the sound speed, the thermal expansion oe�ient and the speif

heat value are the ones inluded in the ode to ompute the Gruneisen oe�ient14.

Taking into aount unertainties in the measurement of environmental parame-

ters at the ITEP test beam (as pointed out in Setion 3.2.2), settings applied in the

Gamma.m ode are S = 0 (fresh water) and Z = 0 (sea level). About temperature,

several seletions have been made in the expeted range of values. Investigations on

how variations in temperature a�et the pressure signal amplitude are disussed in

Setion 3.6.4.

14Conerning the spei� heat oe�ient, sine values from parametrization are in [J/g ·
◦C℄,

they have been onverted in [J/kg ·
◦C℄.
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Figure 3.16: Water Spei� Heat Coe�ient as a funtion of Temperature. Blak dots are

data point taken from [179℄. In red, green and yellow, the 2-order, 4-order and 6-order

polynomial �t, respetively. The last is the solution adopted in the simulation. Fitting and

visualization arried out with Origin.

3.5 Signal Proessing on Simulated Data

This Setion is to give some tehnial details onerning preliminary data pro-

essing applied to pressure signals at the output of the simulation hain.

As already disussed in the previous Setion 3.4.3, the ode Gamma.m omput-

ing the Gruneisen oe�ient is inluded in the signal proessing hain, as part of

the salefator omputation, that in addition allows to sale the amplitude of the

aousti signal with the number of protons involved in the interation (see Setion

3.7.1).

Beside the salefator, the most important operation performed on simulated

signals is resampling. This proess inreases the number of samples desribing the

signals and allows a point-to-point omparison with aquired pulses. Coming into

details, sampling time for experimental data is tEXP = 100 ns (Setion 3.2.3), while

for simulated data it is �xed by the grid parameter and the sound speed value, as

explained in Setion 3.4.2, page 60. Setting in the APulse ode grid = 0.3 cm and

speed value v = 1500 m/s (nominal value), one gets tMC = 2 µs, that is a ratio

r =
tEXP

tMC
= 20.

The theory behind the resampling proess is bandlimited interpolation, ruled by

the Shannon's sampling theorem. More on this in [180℄. It is important to underline

that the resampling does not inrease the amount of information assoiated with

the simulated pulse, in a sense that the frequeny ontent stays unhanged up to

the "true" Nyquist frequeny fN = 250kHz, depending on tMC = 2 µs.

In addition, in order to get a more aurate omparison between experimental
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and simulated data, simulated pulses are �ltered, setting the same low-pass �lter

parameters applied to experimental pulses (Butterworth �lter oe�ients and ut-

o� frequeny).

Result of data proessing on simulated pulse, inluding the �ltering, is shown in

Figure 3.17. Salefator is not inluded. Signal proessing and visualization is done

with Otave.
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Figure 3.17: Signal Proessing on Simulated Data - Time Domain. The plot displays the

original APulse output, the resampled pulse and the e�et of �ltering (ut-o� frequeny

= 50 kHz). No salefator is onsidered. Conerning the simulation, the aousti soure is

identi�ed by E2d5n3N5: this means that the ASoure ode selets injetion energy E=200

MeV, ollimator diameter d=5 m, beam pro�le index n=3 (see Table 3.1), number of

primary protons generated N=105. Hydrophone is plaed at nominal position in APulse.

3.6 Investigating the Performanes of the Simulation

The last part of this Chapter is dediated to results of the ITEP test beam

simulation. The several aspets pointed out so far (the Bragg peak phenomenon,

the beam pro�le, the geometry of the detetion, the temperature dependene) will

be examined in details, in order to hek if the omputation arried out inside the

simulation hain is orretly reproduing expetations.

The most important goal of these investigations is in the frame of future develop-

ments: a better understanding of the simulation hain and of its parameters implies

a deeper omprehension of the physis mehanisms. This improved knowledge an

assure a stronger ontrol of the experimental setup in future test-beam experiments.

In addition, a robust and veri�ed Monte Carlo an provide a valid starting point to

build reliable preditions in the neutrino-ase.
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3.6.1 The Energy Deposition Pro�le and the Bragg Peak

This �rst test on the Monte Carlo an be performed without the oupling with

the APulse ode. The goal is to hek that the ASoure simulation reprodues the

proton energy deposition pro�le as expeted aording to the Bragg peak desription

(Setion 3.1).

Manipulations on rhoEmap �le, output of the Geant4 ITEP projet (Setion

A.6), an provide several desriptions to visualize how the Geant4 Monte Carlo

omputes the proton energy deposition in the water tank. For example, Figure 3.18

is the energy deposition longitudinal pro�le. The plot is produed onsidering the

average per proton of the amount of deposited energy. The Bragg peak is well in

evidene, and its position is where expeted, aording to Equation 3.2.
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Figure 3.18: Energy Deposition - Longitudinal Pro�le. The plot displays the shape of

energy deposition along the shower longitudinal development. The horizontal axis is the x
oordinate of the sensitive ell where energy deposition ours. The value has been translated

so that the origin is at the injetion point of partiles in the water tank, in order to make

it signi�ant in terms of proton range. Vertial axis is the total amount of energy released

at range x divided the number of protons involved in the simulation, to get an average

per proton. The value is given in [MeV/m℄ to underline the energy loss along the trak.

Considering the seleted aousti soure (E1d5n3N5 and E2d5n3N5, details in Figure 3.17,

aption), one gets, for E = 100 MeV, maxdose = 6.4457 MeV, range = 7.5 m; for E=200

MeV, maxdose = 4.6376 MeV, range = 25.500 m. Results are well in agreement with

expetation aording to the Bragg peak simpli�ed model, Setion 3.1.1.

3.6.2 Beam Pro�le Dependene

One that the ASoure ode output has been validated, the next step is to

understand how di�erent seletions in the Monte Carlo of the aousti soure a�et

the aousti pulse resulting from the APulse ode.
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The most important set of parameters to onsider is onneted with the de�nition

of the beam pro�le at the primary generator, as explained in Setion A.4. Beam

pro�le settings are spei�ed in the ITEP.ma maro �le (page 121).

A quantitative desription showing the onnetion between the aousti soure

size and the pressure pulse shape is pointed out by Askaryan in [133℄:

feff =
v

2 · ℓ (3.15)

where feff is the e�etive range of the aousti pulse spetrum15, v is the sound

speed, ℓ is the transverse dimension of the aousti soure. The ℓ parameter is

onneted with the shape and extension in spae of the proton energy deposition,

depending on the kinematis of proton injetion, and therefore on beam pro�le

settings.

Several investigation have been arried out to study the e�et of the beam pro�le

model on the aousti pulse shape. Examples in the following onsider injetion

energy E = 200 meV, ollimator diameter d = 5 m, number of injeted protons

N = 105 (seletion E2d5N5). It is important to underline one again the N is the

number of protons generated in the simulation, analogous to the proton intensity

measured with the BCT during the ITEP test beam experiment (see Setion 3.2.3,

page 51). Therefore, it does not equate with the number of protons interating in

water, sine there is a ertain amount of partiles interepting the lead sreen and

being stopped before entering the water tank. The number of "esaping" partiles

is, of ourse, strongly dependent on the beam pro�le setting n (σ1, σ2, p), together
with the ollimator diameter seletion d.

Results shown in the next are obtained keeping �xed the ollimator window

diameter and varying σ1, σ2, p in the primary generator. Computing the aousti

pulse, the reeiver is plaed at the nominal hydrophone position.

Figure 3.19 (time domain) and Figure 3.20 (frequeny domain) ompare signals

generated from aousti soures with di�erent beam pro�le settings. Table 3.1 gives

the omplete list of settings implemented for the analysis.

n σ1 [m℄ σ2 [m℄ p [%℄

1 0.55 2.0 65

2 1.0 2.0 40

3 1.0 2.0 50

4 0.55 2.0 40

5 0.80 2.0 40

6 0.80 2.0 30

Table 3.1: Beam Pro�le Settings.

Results are onsistent with Askaryan predition (Equation 3.15). A narrow beam

(n = 1) implies that partiles travel lose to eah other, and deposit their energy

15The term "e�etive" refers to the fat that the omputation has been developed assuming a
"monohromati" pulse, radiating at a single frequeny. The atual pressure pulse ontains a broad
band of frequenies entered at about feff . Additional details in [152℄.
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t0 = [t(Amin) + t(Amax)/2](see parametrization introdued in Setion 3.6.3). Signal pro-
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Figure 3.20: Aousti Pulse dependene on Beam Pro�le Settings - Frequeny Domain. The

frequeny sale is displayed up to the "true" Nyquist frequeny of simulated pulse

over a restrited region in the water volume. Therefore, the transverse size of the

aousti soure is small, and the aousti signal has a broad frequeny ontent (large

feff ) and a fast evolution in the time domain (the sound transit time aross the

soure transverse size is short). On the ontrary, a wider beam (n = 3) is onsistent

with a more di�use distribution of traks in the water tank, with energy deposition

spreading over a larger volume (larger transverse size ℓ). The onsequene is that

the orresponding signal is shorter in the frequeny domain and longer in the time

domain. A more quantitative approah is disussed in Setion 3.29, Figure 3.30.

In addition, in the narrow beam ase the energy density is larger: the volume

of deposition is smaller, and the total amount of energy released in the water tank
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inreases beause muh more partiles are allowed to pass through the ollimator

window. Sine aording to the thermo-aousti mehanism the pressure perturba-

tion is related to the energy density (Setion 2.1), this explains the behaviour of

the signal amplitude, that has a maximum with beam pro�le settings identi�ed by

n = 1. For additional details on this topi, see Figure 3.31 in Setion 3.7.2.

A better omparison among di�erent beam pro�le models is ahieved onsidering

a normalized amplitude. Results are plotted in Figure 3.21.

Superimposing the experimental aquisition (RUN: E2d5), represented by the

blak thik line, it is possible to get an indiation on the atual beam pro�le during

the ITEP test beam. A learer guide omes from looking at signals in the frequeny

domain, Figure 3.21 (b).

The study developed in this Setion allows to disriminate among di�erent mod-

els of beam pro�le. A too narrow desription an be exluded. On the ontrary, a

guess an be made in favor of a "wide" beam. Considering "wide" models, results are

less sensitive to details in the beam pro�le settings (σ1, σ2, p). The set of parameters

identi�ed with n = 3 has been seleted for further analysis16.

3.6.3 Hydrophone Position Dependene

Investigations on beam pro�le allow to have an indiation onerning the pri-

mary generator setting. Still, onsidering the plot shown in Figure 3.21 (a), there is

some di�erene in the pulse shape between experimental data and simulation, that

annot be easily eliminated introduing additional orretion in beam pro�le param-

eters. The di�erene is in fat mostly a matter of asymmetry, sine the rarefation

(negative) peak is smaller that the ompression (positive) peak, and the disparity is

muh more pronouned in aquired data, than in simulated ones.

Asymmetry of the aousti pulse is onneted with the geometry of the detetion,

that is where the hydrophone is plaed with respet to the aousti soure. Aording

to the desription given in Setion 3.4.2, the energy deposition pro�le, and therefore

the aousti pulse itself, appears di�erent to di�erent reeivers plaed in di�erent

positions. Therefore, the geometry of the detetion plays a major role in a�eting

the result of the simulation.

Looking at Figure 3.21 (a) and keeping in mind these onsiderations on onne-

tion between asymmetry and geometry, sine simulated pulses are omputed setting

hydrophone oordinates to the nominal values (xH = −21.75cm, yH = 10.5cm,

zH = 0.0cm for the ase E = 200 MeV in the APulse ode), the onlusion is

that they do not indiate the "true" loation of the reeiver during the ITEP data

aquisition, and some orretions are required.

To have an indiation on the orretions to apply to nominal hydrophone po-

sition, the next step onsists thus in omputing the aousti pulse, hanging the

hydrophone oordinate values (xH, yH, zH) in the APulse ode. The ASoure

on�guration is the same for every omputation (E2d5n3N5); the salefator is not

inluded.

The �rst approah to the problem is arried on with yH �xed at the nominal

value, and "pushing" the reeiver forward or bakward along the x axis, in order to

16Additional investigations have shown that results obtained with n = 3 are about equivalent
to a single Gaussian model (p = 100), with σ1 = σ2 = σ = 1.5 cm.
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Figure 3.21: Aousti Pulse dependene on Beam Pro�le Settings - normalized sale. Sig-

nals in Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20 are displayed on a normalized amplitude sale; the

experimental pulse (RUN: E2d5) is added.
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explore di�erent "points of listening" to the Bragg peak. Results in the time domain

are inluded in Figure 3.22, details in aption.
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Figure 3.22: Signal dependene on hydrophone position. The aousti pulse omputed with

hydrophone in the nominal position is represented by the thik red line in the plot. Starting

from this position, the hydrophone is moved bak and forth, with step of 0.5 m along the x

diretion. Variation in the signal amplitude is due to the fat that the distane between the

aousti soure and the reeiver hanges with hydrophone oordinates. Inreasing distane

orresponds to dereasing amplitude, and moving forward means getting farther from the

energy deposition (remember there is something before the Bragg peak, but almost nothing

beyond). Changes in distane a�et also the time of arrival of signal to the hydrophone.

A more quantitative approah an be reahed onsidering the Niess-Bertin pa-

rameterization, introdued in [131℄ to give a quantitative desription of the shape

of the pressure pulse using a small number of values. As in evidene in Figure 3.23,

the pulse shape in the time domain an be haraterized by 3 parameters: peak to

peak duration ∆t, half peak to peak amplitude Ap, symmetry fator R/C, that is

the ratio of the amplitude of the rarefation peak to the ompression one.

Figure 3.23: Niess-Bertin Parameters [131℄.
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In this Setion, Niess-Bertin parameters are used to quantify the di�erenes in

the shape of aousti signals as a funtion of the hydrophone position. Figure 3.24

report results for the symmetry fator R/C, inluding di�erent simulations and the

experimental ase RUN: E2d5. The goal is to get an indiation on where to plae

the hydrophone in the simulation to approah the experimental value. Results show

a lear tendeny in favor of the "forward movement". Assuming a linear dependene

between the symmetry fator and the shift in the x diretion, the predition is

that a better agreement with experimental data ould be reahed "pushing" the

hydrophone forward, at about 4.5 m from the nominal position. Details in Figure

3.25, aption.
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Figure 3.24: Symmetry Fator R/C as a funtion of Hydrophone Position. The horizontal

axis is an index identifying the geometry of the detetion: index=1 (red dot) is the result

of omputation at the nominal hydrophone position; index=8 (blak dot) is the symmetry

fator for the experimental aquisition; index=2-4 orrespond to hydrophone moving for-

ward, index=5-7 represent omputation with hydrophone moving bakward. The goal is to

get an indiation on where to move the hydrophone to approah the experimental value of

symmetry fator.

Figure 3.26 drives a omparison, on a normalized sale (time domain and fre-

queny domain), between the experimental pulse (RUN: E2d5) and the output of

the simulation, the latter omputed with hydrophone shifted from nominal position

onsidering the outome from Figure 3.25. It is in evidene that a better agreement

onerning the symmetry fator has been ahieved.

3.6.4 Temperature Dependene

Considerations arried on up to now have been developed taking into aount

normalized amplitude signals. Therefore, before going on with the �nal omparison

between experiment and simulation (Setion 3.7.1), the last topi to investigate

onerns the signal amplitude.

As already widely disussed, environmental parameters, and temperature in par-
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tiular, strongly a�et the signal amplitude, sine they determine the value of the

Gruneisen oe�ient (Setion 3.4.3). Figure 3.27 shows the e�et of water temper-

ature on the aousti signal amplitude. Results are produed varying temperature

values in the range [3.0 - 20.0℄ ◦C, with a step of 1.0 ◦C. It is interesting to no-

tie that, with temperature spanning in the spei�ed interval, the signal amplitude

overs almost two order of magnitude.

3.7 ITEP Test Beam - Results

Investigations on the performanes of the simulation, developed and disussed

in Setion 3.6, have two main intentions. The �rst one is to deeper understand the

phenomenon of thermo-aousti pulse generation. The seond is that Monte Carlo

studies allow to enrih and omplete the data analysis.

As widely underlined in Setion 3.2, several unertainties a�et the data taking.

Outomes ahieved in Setion 3.6 give strong indiations to solve undetermined

parameters. For instane, Setion 3.6.2 produes some hints on the beam pro�le

settings and Setion 3.6.3 answers the question about the geometry of the detetion.

In other words, one that the Monte Carlo has been validated, it an work as an

additional tool for data analysis on ITEP test beam aquisitions, providing extra

lues to interpret the results.
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Dots in the plot are data (1-4) from Figure 3.24 (nominal position and moving forward

results). The green line is the result of a linear �t on data (1-4). The blak line gives the

level of asymmetry of the experimental pulse. The intersetion of the blak line with the

green line gives the predition on the shift to apply in xH.
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Figure 3.26: Comparison between experimental data and simulation. Hydrophone position

in the APulse ode is set onsidering the shift resulting from Figure 3.25.
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◦C. The onsequene is that aousti pulse at low temperature is inverted, that means that

�rst a rarefation and then a ompression ours.

3.7.1 The Best Data/Simulation Comparison

The �rst result oming from the joint e�ort in simulation and data analysis is

the "best" omparison between experimental data and Monte Carlo simulation. The

omparison arried on up to now (Figure 3.26) is ompleted inluding a salefator

depending both on environmental parameters (Gamma.m ode) and on the ratio

between the number of protons in the experiment (BCT measurement, Setion 3.2.3

and in the simulation. The most important outome from the study on the salefator

is that it loses the set of information one an extrat from the simulation, o�ering a

good indiation for the temperature value during the data taking. The "best" value

appears to be T = 15.8 ◦C, results shown in Figure 3.2817.

An additional important point resulting from Figure 3.28 is the order of mag-

nitude of the aousti pulse. The good agreement between experimental data and

Monte Carlo simulation o�ers a on�rmation on the measured value.

The last note is on the time of arrival. The time sale in Figure 3.28 has its

origin at the time of proton injetion in the water tank. The positive peak appears

on the hydrophone after about 7 ·10−5 s. Assuming instantaneous energy deposition,

that is the spill time is muh more shorter than the transit time aross the soure

17For ompleteness' sake, it must be added that the simulated pulse inluded in Figure 3.28 is not
exatly the same shown in Figure 3.26. The simulation is omputed setting xH = −17.25 cm (the
nominal position and a shift of 4.5 cm), yH = 9.5 cm (a orretion of 1.0 cm on nominal position),
zH = 0.0 cm). The idea is to keep unhanging the distane between the reeiver and the ore of
the energy deposition (the Bragg peak, assumed at xBP = −21.75 cm, yBP = zBP = 0.0 cm
in the water tank frame of referene), in order to get the same time of arrival in aquisition and
simulation (time is onneted to distane through Equation 3.5).
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Figure 3.28: Best omparison between experimental data and simulation. Results obtained

right now onsidering the outomes from investigations on the simulation are integrated

inluding the salefator, that is temperature dependent. The best agreement is reahed

seleting T = 15.8 ◦C. The value is ompatible with expetations, aording to information

available during the data taking. Origin of time is at the proton injetion in the water tank.

diameter, the observed time of arrival orresponds to a distane between the soure

and the reeiver of about R ≈ 10.5 cm (Equation 3.5), ompatible with the assumed

geometry of the detetion.

3.7.2 Comparison with Sulak Results

So far so good, results of the ITEP test beam seems to be well onsistent with

preditions of the simulation, and experimental data an be desribed and inter-

preted in the frame of the thermo-aousti mehanism.

The next step onsists in looking for validation somewhere else, moving apart

from my ITEP test beam data set. The hoie goes on the already mentioned Sulak

et al. studies in the �eld of experimental hek out of the thermo-aousti mehanism

[152℄.

The ited paper (in the following, referred to as "Sulak paper") aounts on

deep investigations with proton beams. Two independent data set (in the following,

referred to as "Sulak data") have been olleted, exploiting features of two di�erent

aelerator failities (Brookhaven National Laboratory - BNL and Harward Univer-

sity) and onsidering two di�erent experimental setup and geometry of aquisition.

The �rst experiment was performed at BNL linear aelerator, with 200 MeV pro-

tons interating in a large water tank. Number of protons in the partile beam is

suh that the total deposited energy is in the range 1019 − 1021 eV. The distane

between the hydrophones and the beam is set at 1 m.

A low-energy set (less intense proton beams, for a total deposited energy in the
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range 1015−1016 eV ) has been olleted at the 158 MeV ylotron at Harward, with

hydrophones positioned 8 m o� the beam axis, opposite the Bragg peak.

It is interesting to notie that Sulak data are a�eted by the same kind of uner-

tainties that aompany my data set olleted at ITEP (Setion 3.2). In partiular,

in [152℄ they refer to unertainties in the measurement of the beam intensity and in

the alibration of the transduers.

During the data taking, Sulak and his ollaborators had ontrol on the spill

time, and they ould verify that, under the assumption of instantaneous energy

deposition (spill time shorter than sound transit time aross the soure transverse

size), the signal amplitude was linearly related to the total energy deposited in the

water tank. My intention is thus to hek if data olleted during the ITEP test

beam follow the same tendeny of Sulak results.

The proedure to perform the omparison onsists in extrating data from �gures

inluded in the Sulak paper, both the low-energy and the high-energy set. Sulak data

are onverted in order to have energy in eV and pressure in Pasal.

Conerning the results from the ITEP test beam, for eah run listed in note 4

the total deposited energy is omputed from the Monte Carlo. Going into details,

the omputation onsists in onsidering the output of the Geant4 ASoure ode

with beam pro�le settings following the indiations in Setion 3.6.2, note 16. Total

deposited energy is the total amount of energy released in the sensitive volume.

The value is saled taking into aount the ratio between number of protons in the

experiment (BCT measurement) and number of protons in the simulation (N =

105). An estimate of the error is omputed onsidering a "lower" (σ = 1.0cm)

and an "upper" (σ = 2.0cm) beam pro�le model. The signal amplitude is the Ap

parameter omputed aording to Niess-Bertin de�nition (Figure 3.23). In this ase,

an estimate of the unertainty is evaluated onsidering the signal proessing. The

adopted strategy is to apply a seond order Butterworth �lter with ut-o� frequeny

f0 = 100 kHz and onsider a "lower" (f0 = 50 kHz) and an "upper" (f0 = 100 kHz)
ase, to set the error bars.

Figure 3.29 displays Sulak linearity results, presenting on the same plot both the

low-energy set and the high-energy. Results from the ITEP test beam are added.

Sine data span over several orders of magnitudes both in energy and in pressure

amplitude, they are represented on a logarithmi sale. Details in aption.

Beside the fat that the three data set refer to very di�erent experimental setup,

and that data analysis has been arried out independently and aording to separate

strategies18, the omparison shown in Figure 3.29 is suessful. In fat, not only it

veri�es what stated in the Sulak paper: the low-energy set is onsistent with a linear

extrapolation of the high-energy set. In addition, it shows that the ITEP results

perfetly follow the same trend and data stay in the "right" plae, �lling the empty

region between the low-energy and the high-energy set.

The detailed study of the linearity of the signal amplitude with total deposited

energy is only one of the several aspets that the Sulak paper investigates in depth.

18Tehnial details on Sulak data analysis are not known. Sulak paper refers to some orretions
applied, onerning the beam spill time, the beam radius, the deposition length and distane
between aousti soure and hydrophone.
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Figure 3.29: Linearity of the signal amplitude with the total deposited energy - ITEP and

Sulak data. Sulak data are from two independent experiments performed with proton beams;

blak lines are the outome of two independent analysis and linear �t omputation. Red

dots are ITEP data. The plot is on logarithmi sale. Considering the three data sets, an

important di�erene onerns the hydrophone's position during data aquisition: low-energy

data have been olleted with hydrophone positioned 8 m o� the beam axis; high-energy

data were aquired setting the soure-reeiver distane at 1 m; the hydrophone position in

the ITEP ase is at about 10.5 m from the shower ore. The onsequene of this di�erene

in the geometry of the detetion is in evidene. Sine the signal amplitude sales with the

distane between the aousti soure and the reeiver, this explains why the high-energy

data set, olleted at larger distane, lies on a lower line.

Among the other topis the paper faes and illustrates, there are: signal period ver-

sus beam diameter, signal amplitude versus beam diameter, signal amplitude versus

temperature, signal amplitude versus distane between soure and reeiver. These

investigations aim to prove that thermo-aousti mehanism of sound generation

is dominant over alternative mehanisms, suh mirobubbles and avitation19. Ex-

perimental results are well supported by the simulation, omputed assuming the

thermo-aousti hypothesis, and o�ering a validation of the model it self.

Beause of the limited amount of experimental data olleted at ITEP, and the

little ontrol on mahine settings, geometry and environmental parameters, ompar-

ison between Sulak and ITEP experiment annot go muh further that the hek of

the linearity trend.

19Information on avitation and bubble dynamis an be looked up in [181℄.
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Nevertheless, Sulak results an still be onsidered a fruitful soure of information,

in partiular they o�er a valid tool of omparison to perform additional test of the

simulation hain. Moreover, sine the ITEP simulation is based on the thermo-

aousti hypothesis and sine it well desribes the outome of the ITEP experiment

3.7.1, if the Monte Carlo shows agreement with Sulak results, this onstitutes a

further on�rmation of the thermo-aousti model at the ITEP test beam.

A �rst investigation an be dediated to explore the relation between the signal

period τ (duration of the aousti pulse in the time domain) and the beam diameter

D. The aount given in the Sulak paper, based on Equation 3.15, adopts the naive

desription aording to whih the half period of the bipolar pulse is onneted with

the transit time aross the beam diameter, through the relation:

τ =
2 · D

v
(3.16)

(the beam diameter is related with the soure transverse dimension ℓ). The signal

period is independent of the beam energy and intensity.

Controlling the beam diameter, Sulak and his ollaborators ould plot the signal

period versus the beam diameter, and hek the validity of the predition.

To ompare with Sulak results, I onsider the aousti pulses investigated in

Setion 3.6.2 (Figure 3.19). For eah event, I take as the beam diameter the weighted

mean of the σ parameters listed in Table 3.1, D = [p ·σ1 +(1−p) ·σ2]/100. I assume

the signal period as τ = 2.25 · ∆t, where ∆t is the Niess-Bertin parameter (Figure

3.23)20. The error bar is the ten perent of the value, onsidering the unertainty in

the de�nition of the pulse duration.

Sulak results and the outome of the ITEP Monte Carlo are plotted in Figure

3.30. The trend is onsistent with the predition, and the agreement with the model

is quite good.
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Figure 3.30: Signal Period versus Beam diameter. Sulak data (blak dots) are taken from

Sulak paper [152℄. Red dots are the outome of the ITEP Monte Carlo. The blue line is the

expetation, aording to Equation. 3.16.

20∆t is approximately the half period. The orretion 0.25 · ∆t aounts for the "tails" in the
pulse shape.
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An additional hek an be performed onsidering signal amplitude. Sulak paper

refers to Askaryan omputation, assuming signal amplitude proportional to f2, and

therefore the following relation with the beam diameter D:

A ∝ 1

D2
(3.17)

Figure 3.31 displays results of the ITEP simulation, obtained hoosing for the

signal amplitude the value at the positive peak. The error bar is the ten perent of

the value, to take into aount any unertainty in the model and �utuations in the

peak amplitude due to the asymmetry of the bipolar pulse. The plot shows that the

outome of the ITEP Monte Carlo follows the predition.
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Figure 3.31: Signal Amplitude versus Beam Diameter. Outome of the ITEP Monte Carlo

is ompared with expetation, that assumes a 1/D2 dependene of the signal amplitude on

the beam diameter D. The plot is represented in logarithmi sale. Sine Sulak results in

[152℄ are given in arbitrary units, they annot be ompared on the same plot with the ITEP

simulation.

3.8 Conlusions

The disussion presented in this Chapter an be onsidered a onlusive aount

on the ITEP test beam experiment. A shemati list of the most notieable results

of the study are:

1. The outome of the Geant4 Monte Carlo well reprodues the expetations

onerning the energy deposition pro�le of protons in water. In partiular, the

Bragg peak behaviour is simulated aording to the model (Setion 3.6.1)

2. Combining outomes from data analysis and Monte Carlo simulation, it is

possible to have indiations on some aquisition parameters that an on�rm

and enrih the knowledge of the experimental setup. In partiular, the beam

pro�le model is disussed in Setion 3.6.2, the geometry of the detetion in

Setion 3.6.3, the Gruneisen oe�ient in Setion 3.7.1.
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3. ITEP experimental data set is in good agreement with Sulak data onerning

linearity between the signal amplitude and the total deposited energy (Setion

3.7.2). In addition, results shown in Figure 3.29 give the order of magnitude

of expeted aousti signals generated from proton indued showers in water.

4. The development of the Monte Carlo has given the opportunity to progress in

the understanding of the thermo-aousti mehanism. Several aspets of the

model are well desribed and their e�et on the pressure pulse generation is

under ontrol.

5. Additional validation of the simulation hain developed for the ITEP projet

omes from the agreement with Sulak well established results in the frame of

the thermo-aousti hypothesis (Setion 3.7.2).

Item 4 in the above list is important for planning future experiments to perform

alibration measurements with test beams. A mandatory reommendation for the

future is to inlude a strit ontrol on environmental parameters and geometry.

The suessful omparison with Sulak results (item 5 in the list) indiates that the

simulation hain, developed for proton indued showers in the frame of the ITEP

test beam experiment, is well adequate to desribe the thermo-aousti phenomenon

of pressure pulse generation. This onlusion thus assures that the Monte Carlo an

be applied as a valid tool to explore the neutrino ase, as it will be disussed in the

next Chapter.
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Chapter 4

Aousti Signal from

Neutrino-indued Hadroni

Showers

4.1 From Protons to Neutrinos

Ahievements reahed with the ITEP proton beam test, di�usely desribed in

Chapter 3, an be taken as a starting point for future developments. In partiular,

suessful omparison with Sulak data represents an additional on�rmation of the

thermo-aousti mehanism as the main responsible for the pressure pulse gener-

ation. At the same time, sine results have been ahieved with the support of a

dediated simulation (ASoure and APulse), they validate our understanding and

our desription of the mehanism itself. Work done with protons, both in simulation

and in data analysis, has thus provided tools and tehniques to extend the study of

the aousti signal to the neutrino-ase.

Conerning neutrinos, sine experimental data are of ourse not available, the

whole topi has to be faed with simulation.

As already widely disussed in Setion 3.4, the simulation hain an be desribed

as made up of two elements, referred to as ASoure and APulse, the �rst one

dediated to the reprodution of the aousti soure, the seond one devoted to the

omputation of the aousti pulse. It is important to underline one again that they

onstitute two independents steps in the omputation proedure, in a sense that

they have been devised and written separately, and they an be tested and used

independently. ASoure stays upstream, APulse stays downstream, and they are

onneted sine output from the former plays the role of input for the latter (see

Figure 3.13).

Keeping onentrated on the APulse step of the omputation, the notieable

point is that the ode an be adapted to aept as input any energy deposition,

or, in other words, beside minor hanges in the ode, any energy deposition "map"

an "feed" the APulse program. Therefore, moving from protons (test-beam) to

neutrinos (the relevant ase for underwater neutrino telesopes), the most immedi-

ate hoie is to try the APulse program ombined with neutrino-related aousti

soures.
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4.2 CORSIKA Showers

Results shown in this hapter are obtained feeding APulse with energy depo-

sition patterns oming from the simulation of neutrino-indued hadroni showers

propagating in water. The traking of the partiles in the shower and the evaluation

of their energy losses is omputed with a modi�ed version of the CORSIKA ode.

CORSIKA (COsmi Ray SImulations for KAsade) [182℄ is a program for de-

tailed simulation of extensive air showers. The program was originally written to

work as the bakbone of the simulation system of the KASCADE surfae array ex-

periment. It still onstitutes a referene for osmi air experiments, and has been

implemented in Auger, as well.

Taking the CORSIKA pakage as a starting point, people from the ACoRNe Col-

laboration (Setion 2.4) have adapted it to make it suitable for submarine applia-

tions. In partiular, T. Sloan has modi�ed the ode to simulate high-energy showers

propagating in water. His e�orts are doumented in [183℄. The major hange onsists

in onsidering a medium of onstant mass density (ρ = 1.025 g/cm3) instead of the

variable density air atmosphere. The modi�ation of the medium density a�ets the

threshold for the LPM e�et1 In addition, sine showers transverse development in

water is limited if ompared to the air ase, a smaller radial binning is required.

Thanks to a personal ommuniation with Sloan, I was provided the results of

his work, i.e. a simulation ode, that plays the role of ASoure, produing rhoEmap

�les to be used as input for the APulse program. In the following, I will refer to

the output of the CORSIKA ASoure as "CORSIKA Showers".

The ACoRNe Collaboration results in the �eld, inluding both the study of the

aousti soure (performanes of the CORSIKA Showers simulation) and of the

aousti pulse generation, are extensively desribed in [140℄. The material in the

ited paper onstitutes a term of omparison for the study disussed in this hapter.

4.2.1 CORSIKA ASoure

Going into details of the Monte Carlo simulation of the aousti soure, for eah

np = log10Ep[GeV ] (np = 2, ..., 11), a olletion of 100 individual CORSIKA proton

indued showers is produed and stored in �les. These data �les are in the format

of an energy "map" in ylindrial oordinates, assigning a ouple of values (longitu-

dinal, transverse) to identify the the annular region along the shower axis where the

energy is deposited. Therefore, axial symmetry is assumed, the longitudinal index

pointing to the penetration depth along the shower axis, the transverse index fol-

lowing the radial development of the partile shower. Longitudinal slies are equally

spaed, volume of deposition hanges with the radius. In addition, to better de-

sribe the transverse energy pro�le, the binning is omputed so that the inner radii

are paked more losely.

An ultra-high-energy neutrino propagating in water an interat with nule-

ons in the medium and generate a partile asade (Setion 1.3.1). The CORSIKA

ASoure Monte Carlo is based on the simpli�ed assumption aording to whih a

CORSIKA proton indued shower is equivalent to a neutrino indued hadron shower

1LPM threshold depends on medium density: order of magnitude is 102 TeV in water, 1017 TeV
in air at standard temperature and pressure [132℄.
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at the same energy. In other words, the CORSIKA shower olletion reprodues the

hadroni part of the partile asade generated at the neutrino interation point.

Considering the ASoure ode as provided by Sloan, the input is nν = log10Eν

[GeV℄, de�ning the primary neutrino energy. The model assumes that the amount of

energy transferred to the hadroni hannel EH is a fration of the primary neutrino

energy:

EH = y · Eν (4.1)

where y is the Bjorken saling variable representing the ollision inelastiity [184℄. y
variable distributes in the range (0, 1), aording to its probability density funtion

P (y) that is depending on neutrino di�erential ross setion, and thus on neutrino

energy. Looking at the details of the omputation, the normalized P (y) is propor-

tional to the di�erential ross setion:

P (y) =
1

σTOT

dσ

dy
(4.2)

To generate a y value, the standard Monte Carlo trik of the inverse transform

sampling method is followed [185℄ and the umulative funtion F (y) is onsidered:

F (y) =

∫ y

0
P (y′)dy′ (4.3)

The umulative funtion goes from 0 to 1. Therefore, one that umulative funtion

tables are built up for every energy deade2, a random generation selets F (ȳ),

and the orresponding ȳ is omputed inverting the relation in Equation 4.3 and

assuming linear interpolation. ȳ identi�es EH (Equation 4.1); np is the integer value

losest to n = log10EH and it selets the shower olletion. A saling fator C =

EH/10np is applied to take into aount the di�erene between np and n. At last, a
random generation piks out one of the 100 CORSIKA proton-indued showers in

the olletion, de�ning the rhoEmap to be used in APulse.

4.2.2 Feeding APulse with CORSIKA Showers

Coming to omputational details in the APulse step of the simulation hain,

the bakbone of the algorithm (sum over spherial surfaes and di�erene quotient)

stays unhanged, therefore the ode in Appendix C and the disussion in Setion

3.4.2 still onstitute a referene on the topi. Modi�ations are introdued to take

into aount hanges in the geometry of the aousti soure and of the detetion

point.

Conerning the soure, in the ase of CORSIKA showers, the energy deposition

map is given in ylindrial oordinates and assuming axial symmetry for partiles

generation and propagation in the hadroni shower. As antiipated in Note 8, Chap-

ter 3, the APulse ode is modi�ed to aept CORSIKA shower rhoEmap as input

�le.

Moreover, the time resolution (sampling time of simulated pulses) is onneted

to the binning through the rstep parameter, that is set at 0.005 m. Assuming

a onstant sound propagation speed (Equation 3.5), this setting orresponds to a

sampling frequeny in the simulation fMC = 300kHz.

2The Monte Carlo ode makes use of muon neutrino ross setion data.
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About the geometry of the detetion, an important hange is onneted to the

topi antiipated in Note 7, Chapter 3. Inreasing the distane between the soure

and the reeiver, the angular extension of the aousti soure in the hydrophone "�eld

of listening" beomes muh more smaller. Therefore, there is no need to onsider

the whole solid angle in the surfae integral3 and, at the same time, a more aurate

angular resolution is needed, to better desribed the (almost point-like) aousti

soure. It is important to underline that settings to apply in the APulse ode

depend on the distane between the hydrophone and the aousti soure. In other

words, this means that the angular aeptane and the angular resolution has to be

tuned with the reeiver position with respet to the shower ore.

As disussed in Setion 2.3, pressure pulses are attenuated while propagating in

sea water and attenuation beomes more important with inreasing distane from

the aousti soure. Sine the study of the aousti pulse generation in the neu-

trino ase involves large soure-reeiver distanes, sound attenuation should play

a role, altering the frequeny ontent of the signal far from the generation point.

Nevertheless, in the preliminary study presented in this hapter, the ode used for

omputation is based on the Poisson formula (Equation 2.3), and thus attenuation

is not inluded in the simulation.

The last omment onerns the fat that the algorithm used for omputation

has been developed to study the ITEP test beam ase, that is a situation in whih

the reeiver is lose-by and the aousti soure dimensions are omparable with

the geometry of the detetion. Therefore, I expet poorer performanes at larger

distanes, when the aousti soure appears as point-like in the hydrophone "�eld

of listening".

4.3 The neutrino-ase results

In the following, the proedure to test the APulse ode oupled with the COR-

SIKA ASoure Monte Carlo is desribed.

The �rst set of results shown in this setion are relative to the ase Eν =

109 GeV = 1018 eV . The seleted energy value is in the expeted energy range for

GZK osmi neutrinos, Figure 1.9. To take into aount �utuations in the neutrino

interations with matter, the rhoEmap onsidered as aousti soure is the average

of 1000 neutrino events. In other words, one that nν = log10Eν [GeV ] is set, 1000

generations of the y-Bjorken variable are performed, and 1000 proton showers at

the orresponding EH are piked out. The aousti soure used as input �le for the

APulse omputation is the arithmeti mean of the seleted showers.

Figure 4.1 reprodues an histogram of the distribution of the y-Bjorken sal-

ing variable. The mean value is oherent with the preditions of the parton model,

aording to whih only about 20% of the primary neutrino energy goes into the

hadroni hannel [82℄.

3A proper normalization fator is required, to take into aount that integration is performed
over a restrited angular portion: the Jaobian omputed in Equation 3.10 assumes that θ and φ
are de�ned to over the whole solid angle.
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Figure 4.1: y-Bjorken saling variable distribution. Neutrino initial energy is Eν = 1018 eV .

Figure 4.2 is the longitudinal pro�le of the energy deposition, Figure 4.3 is

the radial pro�le, at several penetration depth. Results are onsistent with expe-

tations; more plots of this kind, at di�erent energies, an be heked in [140℄.

The longitudinal pro�le data are used to deide the hydrophone position settings

to inlude in the APulse ode for omputing the aousti signal at the reeiver.

Aording to the model, a oherent signal is expeted only over a restrited angular

range (the so-alled soni "panake", Figure 2.1). The maximum aousti pulse

ours at the maximum of the energy deposition, therefore the most straightforward

hoie is to selet xH oinident with xmax, the depth at whih the energy deposition

pro�le in Figure 4.2 shows its maximum4.

Figure 4.4 is a �rst look at the result of the omputation, performed setting

xH = xmax, yH = 0, zH = R, distane of the hydrophone from the shower axis.

More details in aption. The amplitude is given in Pasal, assuming for the Gruneisen

oe�ient the parametrization disussed in Setion 3.4.3. Environmental param-

eters are set as following: temperature T=13.7 ◦C, salinity S=38.7, depth D=3500

m. These values are assigned onsidering data olleted at the sub-marine sites in-

vestigated by the NEMO Collaboration in the Mediterranean Sea [99℄.

Figure 4.5 enters into details of the aousti pulse shape in the time domain,

onsidering a larger number of simulated pulses, and examining in partiular how

the amplitude of the positive peak of the pressure pulse and the symmetry oe�ient

R/C (Figure 3.23) hange with inreasing distane from the aousti soure. In this

very preliminary study, a onstant error is assigned to eah value in the plot, to get

the relative error larger for values omputed at larger distanes. This beause, as

already underlined, the APulse algorithm is optimized for lose-by reeivers and

extended soures, and larger unertainty is expeted at large R. No error bars are

added to the symmetry fator values.

Conerning the symmetry fator R/C, in Figure 4.5 plot [b℄ we see that the

symmetry fator approahes 1 as the distane inreases. This makes sense, sine

4Another possibility is to evaluate the position xmed, de�ned as the depth at whih the energy
deposition "splits in two" (onsidering the umulative of the deposition pro�le, half the energy is
deposited behind xmed, the other half beyond) and then take xH = xmed.
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Figure 4.3: Energy Deposition - Radial Pro�le. xmax is the depth at whih the longitudinal

pro�le has its maximum (see Figure 4.2). Neutrino initial energy is Eν = 1018 eV .

the further the hydrophone is, the more point-like the aousti soure appears, and

therefore the more the pressure signal approahes a perfet bipolar pulse. The out-

ome is onsistent with result reported by Askaryan [133℄, who suggested to use a

measurement of the symmetry fator as an indiation on the distane between the

aousti soure (neutrino interation point) and the reeiver. Figure 4.6 develops

more deeply the omparison with Askaryan, evidening a dependene on the shower

development (longitudinal and transverse size), and therefore on the shower energy.

Details in aption.
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Figure 4.6: Symmetry fator versus distane. Comparison with Askaryan simulation results

[133℄. It is interesting to notie that the �t funtion I seleted well desribes, in both ases,

the dependene of the symmetry fator on distane. This very preliminary analysis allows

to advane the hypothesis that y0 �t parameter is related to the value of R/C ratio at

small distanes and that R0 parameter seems to be onneted with the transition from

near to far �eld onditions (see Equation 4.4). The distane ρ around whih the transition

ours is of ourse depending on the shower energy, sine E0 de�nes the longitudinal and

radial development of the energy deposition. Results of the �t are: plot [a℄, y0 = 0.56,

R0 = 316.5m; plot [b℄, y0 = 0.64, R0 = 144.5m.

Conerning Figure 4.5 plot [a℄, a more detailed study of signal amplitude

dependene on distane an be arried on following the aount given in [152℄.

Considering the ase of a ylindrial energy deposition ("hot rod"), the so-alled

near �eld regime extends up to a distane:

ρ =
L2

λ
(4.4)

where L is the length (longitudinal size) of the aousti soure, λ is the wavelength

of the aousti pulse, onneted with the soure diameter (transverse size) through

Equation 3.15, λ = 2 · D. If distane R between the shower axis and the reeiver

ful�ll the near �eld regime requirements, that is R < ρ, the model predits the signal

amplitude varying as 1/
√

R. The ase R ≫ ρ identi�es the far �eld regime, where a

1/R amplitude dependene on distane is expeted (ylindrial wave) and an almost

symmetri bipolar pulse is predited. We expet a transition from near �eld to far

�eld onditions in a range around ρ. Introduing in Equation 4.4 the values orre-

sponding to the CORSIKA shower energy deposition, the transition is estimated at a

distane around 200-400 meters. Results shown in Figure 4.7 follow the expetations.

An additional hek is signal amplitude versus energy. Askaryan predited

a linear dependene, and my simulation outome on�rms the result, as shown in

Figure 4.8, details in aption.
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Figure 4.7: Signal amplitude versus distane. The results are onsistent with the preditions

of the model. Near �eld and far �eld regime are distinguished, the transition is at the distane

sale predited by Equation 4.4. Plot [a℄ reprodues results of the omputation on linear

sale, plot [b℄ on logarithmi sale, to better evidene the hange of slope at the transition.
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Figure 4.8: Signal amplitude versus initial neutrino energy. A linear dependene omes up,

in agreement with preditions. Simulation is arried on assuming zH = 1km, xH = xmax,

environmental parameters as disussed in the text. The horizontal axis is neutrino initial

energy Enu, that di�ers from the shower energy EH beause of the y-Bjorken saling fator

(Equation 4.1). Table 4.1 lists the y-Bjorken saling variable for eah energy, omputed as

the average over 1000 random generations. If amplitude is plotted versus EH , the result of

the �t (A ∝ E1.02) is in very good agreement with Askaryan, who reported A ∝ E1.07 [133℄.

The blak line identi�es the noise level measured by the NEMO-OνDe submarine station

[146℄. It provides an indiation for a rough estimate of the energy threshold for neutrino

aousti detetion. Improvements in the signal to noise rejetion are ahieved inluding

mathed �lter and beam forming tehniques, see text for details.
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Figure 4.9: Frequeny spetrum of the aousti pulse, omputed assuming zH = 1km,

xH = xmax (no attenuation is inluded in the simulation). The energy of the hadroni

shower is EH = 1011. The outome in the plot is the absolute value of the Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) omputed in Otave. The most of the frequeny ontent is in the frequeny

range [10-50℄ kHz.
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The blak line in the plot identi�es the noise level reported by the NEMO Col-

laboration as result of the measurements taken in the Mediterranean Sea by the

NEMO-OνDe submarine station (see Setion 2.4) [146℄. The value aounted for the

average aousti sea noise is 5 mPa RMS, in the band [20-43 kHz℄, that is where

neutrino-indued aousti signals are expeted in the frequeny domain (see Figure

4.9). Combining the NEMO-OνDe results and the outome of the simulation, pre-

liminary information on the signal to noise ratio an be extrated. In partiular, the

omparison allows to advane a rough estimate of the energy threshold for aousti

neutrino detetion. A window of observation is open at about 1011 GeV in neutrino

energy; GZK expetations and several top-down models (Z-bursts) predit neutrinos

in this range (see Setion 1.2.1 and Figure 1.9).

In addition, it is important to underline that the approximate indiation oming

from Figure 4.8 has big room for improvement, sine a omparison in amplitude is

not the only strategy for signal to noise rejetion. Additional tehniques, as mathed

�lter [186℄ and beam forming [187℄, are available to lower the energy threshold and

inrease the signal to noise ratio; their appliation to the neutrino ase in underwater

environment is under study [145℄ [144℄ [188℄ [150℄.

log(Eν [GeV]) y-Bjorken

4 0.42079

5 0.33401

6 0.25903

7 0.24137

8 0.21452

9 0.19976

10 0.21297

11 0.18820

12 0.20608

13 0.19285

Table 4.1: y-Bjorken saling variable. For eah neutrino initial energy, the orresponding

y-Bjorken is the result of an average over 1000 random generation (Setion 4.2.1). Values

in the table are used to ompute energy of the hadroni shower from initial neutrino energy

in Figure 4.8.

The next topi is related to investigations on the soni "panake". The matter

is onneted to the shape of the wave front during the propagation, and the model

predits strong anisotropy (the "panake"), and a onnetion between the line of

listening and the shower axis. As suggested by Askaryan in [133℄, the shape of the

panake an provide some hints on the diretion of the neutrino propagation.

Simulation is arried on �xing the shower energy (EH = 1011GeV ), seleting a

distane from the shower axis (zH = 1 km) and moving the hydrophone along the

x diretion, omputing the aousti pulse at di�erent xH. Results an be plotted as

funtion of bf Θ:

Θ = arctan

(

xH − xmax

R

)

(4.5)
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Θ identi�es di�erent "lines of listening": Θ = 0 is when xH = xmax, with the line of

listening perpendiular to the shower axis; this ondition de�nes the median plane.

Θ = 0.035◦ orresponds to xmed. The geometry illustrating Θ de�nition is skethed

in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: De�nition of the angle Θ and a sketh of the geometry.

Results are presented in Figure 4.11-4.14. Figure 4.11 displays the value of the

peak pressure versus Θ and ompares the outome of the simulation work with

results of previous studies. The plot an be onsidered an image of the "panake".

It is important to notie that the peak amplitude of the pressure pulse redues of

about one order of magnitude for an angular shift of about 1.5◦, and the redution

is of a fator one hundred if the shift is of about 5◦.

The additional horizontal sale in Figure 4.11 represents the position of the

hydrophone along the shower axis, with respet to xmax. It displays the segment

orresponding to the angular window of 6◦ around the position where the maximum

is exhibited, if the distane between the soure and the reeiver is 1 km. The result

an o�er some lues when working out the projet for an underwater aousti neu-

trino telesope, designed as an array of hydrophones. The segment, in fat, provides

indiations on the relative distanes between aousti sensors in the array and an

yield some hints for seletion algorithms and signal reonstrution. For instane,

assuming the neutrino interation ourring 1 km away from the hydrophone array,

a luster of hydrophones, in proximity of the median plane and whose spaing is

about 50m, an interept and reonstrut the "panake"5. Alternatively, having a

5Nevertheless, the hane to reonstrut the whole "panake" in underwater environment ap-
pears quite remote. A spaing of 50 m between sensors, in fat, limits the main advantage of the
aousti tehnique in water. As disussed in Setion 1.3.3, the possibility to omplement and ex-
tend the Cherenkov telesope lies on the large value of sound attenuation length, that o�ers the
opportunity of a sparse array of sensors, the only pratial solution to go beyond the km3. However,
a ompromise solution an be onsidering a ertain number of lusters (randomly?) distributed in
the instrumented volume.
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Figure 4.11: Peak pressure versus angle Θ (de�ned in Equation 4.5). The blue line is

the result of the present simulation, arried out as disussed in the text and ompared

with results of previous works, as they are presented in [140℄. Entering the details, the

ACoRNe Collaboration arried on the omputation of pressure pulses using three di�erent

parametrization of the aousti soures ("NB" is the short for "Niess, Bertin" and refers

to the work presented in [131℄ and [145℄; "SAUND" refers to the ativity ompleted by

Vandenbrouke, Gratta and Lehtinen in the framework of the SAUND experiment (Setion

2.4) and reported in [142℄; "ACoRNe" is the outome of the studies arried out by the

ACoRNe Collaboration using CORSIKA, see Setion 4.2). The omparison is suessful,

in partiular with "ACoRNe", in agreement with the fat that in both ases, the same

CORSIKA showers are used as aousti soure. The additional horizontal sale shows the

segment along the shower axis orresponding to the angular window in the plot, for zH=1

km (see the text for details).

single hydrophone rather than a luster, a displaement of about 50m with respet to

the median plane should not rule out the possibility of deteting the aousti pulse.

These preliminary reasoning thus suggests some guidelines for seletion algorithms

in data analysis.

Additional information for reonstrution omes from onsidering not only the

peak pressure, but taking into aount others parameters useful to haraterize the

bipolar pulse in the time domain, suh as pulse asymmetry, pulse duration and pulse

entre. Figure 4.12 arries on the omparison with results reported in [189℄, reprodu-

ing the variation of the pulse asymmetry with angle. Analogue to the symmetry

fator R/C, the asymmetry parameter a is an additional variable to quantify the
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di�erene between the rarefation (negative) peak and the ompression (positive)

peak of the aousti bipolar pulse:

a =
|Amax| − |Amin|
|Amax| + |Amin|

(4.6)

The asymmetry parameter is positive when the ompression peak (Amax) is larger

that the rarefation peak (Amin), it is negative vie versa, and it is equal to zero if

the pressure pulse is perfetly symmetri.

Figure 4.12: Pulse asymmetry versus angle - a omparison with previous studies. The

outome of the simulation (blue line) is ompared with results of previous works (for details

about the plot legend, see Figure 4.11, aption). The result is onsistent with ACoRNe

predition, but there is an important disrepany at small angles.

Looking at Figure 4.12, the trend of the omputation arried out for this work is

onsistent with previous studies, and in good agreement with ACoRNe results, but

there is a signi�ant di�erene at small angles, sine the aousti pulses following

from my simulation look muh more symmetri. This result was already in evidene

in Figure 4.6, where the agreement with Askaryan's result shows that, moving away
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from the soure, the aousti signal in the median plane approahes quite fast a per-

fetly symmetri bipolar pulse. Moreover, beside the fat that the asymmetry value

is di�erent at small angles, the outome of this work exhibits a "peak" at about 0.3◦

that resembles the result produed by the SAUND Collaboration. In onlusion, the

variation of the asymmetry parameter with angle must be investigated further, with

additional statistis of simulation, sine it an be a valid tool for signal reonstru-

tion. Figure 4.13 shows the omplete set of asymmetry values in the angular window

[-6◦,6◦℄.
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Figure 4.13: Pulse asymmetry versus angle in the angular window (-6◦,6◦).

Figure 4.14 and 4.15 omplete the study, reporting the variation with Θ of the

pulse duration ∆t and the pulse enter t0 (both de�ned aording Niess-Bertin

parametrization, Figure 3.23). Results are in agreements with expetations.

In partiular, for what onerns t0, an easy hek omes from the fat that it

represents the time of arrival of the perturbation to the hydrophone, that is the

interval required to travel the distane between the hydrophone and the soure,

at the speed of sound (Equation 3.5). In this ase, v = 1566.5 m/s, omputed in

APulse, using parametrization in Equation 3.12 and environmental parameters from

results of the NEMO Collaboration measurements. A good estimate of the distane

is the value R′ reported in Figure 4.10, that is the distane from the hydrophone to

the "ore" of the energy deposition:

R′
=

√

R2 + (xmax − xH)2 or R′
=

R

cosΘ
(4.7)

Combining Equation 3.5 and 4.7, a 1
cosΘ dependene for t0 is expeted, as it is veri�ed

in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.15 shows the result for ∆t. The plot on�rms the expetations, aording

to whih the pulse duration inreases if moving away from the median plane.
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Figure 4.14: t0 (pulse entre) versus angle. The blue line is the output of the simulation

onerning the t0 parameter, as de�ned aording Niess-Bertin parametrization. The red

line is the result of the alulus, taking into aount Equation 3.5 and 4.7. The outome

in the plot is valid under the assumption of onstant sound speed, and thus ray-traing

omputation for sound propagation.
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Figure 4.15: ∆t (pulse duration) versus angle.

The same onlusion is in evidene in Figure 4.16, that reprodues the outome

of the simulation in the time domain, for several hydrophone positions.
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Figure 4.16: Aousti pulses in the time domain, for several hydrophone positions. Pulse

duration has a minimum if the aousti pulse is omputed in the median plane. This plot

should be ompared with Figure 2 in [142℄, but the urves are not easily superimposable,

beause of the di�erene in the asymmetry parameter at small angles.

The last topi presented in this setion is a preliminary omparison to previ-

ous studies onerning the harateristis of simulated aousti pulse in the time

domain. Two omparisons are arried out, and results are presented in the form of

a table, following Niess's report in [131℄.

The �rst omparison onerns the ase of an hadroni shower with EH = 107

GeV, "listened" from a distane zH = 400m and with hydrophone plaed at the

shower maximum (xH = xmax). Table 4.2 summarizes the results, listing data re-

ported by Niess in [131℄ and adding the outome of this study. My omputation

assumes that eah amplitude has been saled aording to the Gruneisen fator

evaluated with environmental parameters given in [131℄6.

Ap[µPa] ∆t[µs] R/C [%℄

Askaryan [133℄ 25 17 100

Learned [139℄ 3 20 50

Dedenko [190℄ 44 10 75

Niess [131℄ 47 10 35

this work 26 16 87

Table 4.2: Aousti pulse harateristis (EH = 107 GeV, and zH = 400m) - Comparison

with previous studies. Lines 1-4 are taken from [131℄. Parameters listed in the table are

de�ned in 3.23.

6In [131℄, the author laims to use β = 2.1 · 10−4K−1, Cp = 3.6 · 103J · kg−1
· K−1. No

mention is given onerning the speed of sound used in the omputation, therefore the nominal
value v = 1500m/s is assumed.
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Looking at the listed results, it is of interest that the signal duration is pretty

similar in all ases. Di�erenes in amplitude an be related to di�erent energy de-

position distribution, and may be orreted taking into aount unertainties. The

most signi�ant disrepany among the several omputation onerns the symmetry

fator. This point, as already underlined, should be investigated more deeply. My

result is in very good agreement with Askaryan's: this may be onneted to the fat

that the algorithm of omputation in APulse omes from the aount given in [133℄.

The seond omparison onsiders results presented in [140℄ and in [142℄, or-

responding to the aousti pulse generated from an hadroni asade with energy

EH = 1011 GeV and "listened" at zH = 1 km. Results are listed in Table 4.3. The

signals are assumed saled at the Gruneisen oe�ient fator given in [140℄.

Ap[mPa] ∆t[µs] R/C [%℄

SAUND [142℄ 52 9 73

SAUND [140℄ 47 19 67

ACoRNe [140℄ 80 16 64

this work 68 13 95

Table 4.3: Aousti pulse harateristis (EH = 1011 GeV, and zH = 1 km) - Comparison

with previous studies. Two di�erent data set for SAUND are due to the fat that data in

line 1 refers to omputation arried out by the SAUND Collaboration [142℄, and line 2 is

the outome produed by the ACoRNe Collaboration, using the SAUND parametrization

of the shower pro�le [140℄. Parameters listed in the table are de�ned in 3.23.

Again, the most signi�ant disrepany onerns the symmetry fator, as already

disussed in Figure 4.12. Taking into aount the de�nition of Ap, di�erenes in the

symmetry fator orrespond also to di�erenes in the reported amplitude. Variations

in the pulse duration look less signi�ant. Moreover, it is interesting to underline

that line 1 and line 2 in the table are omputed onsidering the same parametrization

of the shower pro�le ("ASoure" step of the simulation) and an independent om-

putation of the aousti pulse ("APulse" step of the simulation); on the ontrary,

line 2 and 3 ome from di�erent ASoure and the same APulse; line 3 and line

4 have, again, the same ASoure, and a di�erent APulse. The onlusion is that

�utuations in the results of di�erent studies may be due both to the Monte Carlo of

neutrino interation and both to the algorithm of omputation of the aousti pulse.

This short omment provides a on�rmation about the need of additional investiga-

tions in the �eld, in order to improve the omputation of expeted neutrino-indued

aousti signals.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Outlook

The review presented in Chapter 1 - 2 attests that neutrino astronomy is

a very lively �eld of researh and douments developments and ahievements

in neutrino detetion. Cherenkov apparatuses onstitute the present generation of

neutrino telesopes. Several projets are ongoing, exploiting ie, fresh water and sea

water as natural target for neutrino interations. Existing telesopes have already

been able to test tehnologies and reonstrution strategies to investigate neutrino

events. Tehnial solutions and resoures developed for optial detetors enable the

deployment of sub-marine (or in-ie) infrastrutures with instrumented volume up

to about 1 km3.

Next generation telesopes have to onsider the integration of alternative teh-

niques, to omplement Cherenkov observations, and to extent the detetor sensitive

volume beyond the km3. Radio and aousti proposals ful�l the requirements, a lot

of work is in progress to hek the feasibility of the tehniques for ultra-high-energy

neutrino detetion.

Conerning in partiular the aousti tehnique, the ativity onentrates in the

development of aousti modules (hydrophones and glaiophoes), the alibration of

sensors, the simulation of expeted neutrino-indued aousti pulses, the investiga-

tion of data analysis tehniques and reonstrution strategies. Another major topi

is the evaluation of the aousti noise bakground in seleted andidate site. Suh

measurements are important to estimate the performanes of the aousti tehnique

and provide hints for noise rejetion algorithms.

The idea of aousti detetion was advaned by Askaryan in the late '50s. The

mehanism that auses the generation of aousti pulses as a onsequene of ultra-

high-energy neutrino interations is the thermo-aousti model. Energy released in

the medium indue a perturbation of the thermal equilibrium that propagates as a

pressure wave.

An outline of the main features to be onsidered when evaluating the feasibility

and the performanes of the aousti detetion evidenes four fundamental steps,

interlinked and orrelated to eah other.

The �rst step onsists in modeling ultra-high-energy neutrino intera-

tions, in order to alulate the map of the energy deposition. (the ASoure blok

in the simulation hain desribed in Chapter 3). The ritial point at this level is the

fat that neutrino-nuleon ross setion is not ompletely determined, and assump-
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tions are based on extrapolations from lower energy experimental data. In addition,

the ourrene of the LPM e�et alters the development of eletro-magneti showers,

introduing �utuations in the energy deposition longitudinal pro�le.

The seond step is the de�nition of the aousti signature expeted from

neutrino interations (the APulse blok in the simulation hain). Assuming a model

for neutrino interation, that is a known energy deposition pro�le, the goal of these

studies is to ompute expeted neutrino-indues aousti pulse. This stage of the

alulus should inlude a model of sound propagation, to get a more aurate de-

sription of the generate aousti pulse in the frequeny domain The environmental

property should also be taken into aount, sine they a�et the signal amplitude.

The outome of this seond step of investigation is ruial, sine it provides hints

for the next feature, that is the design of reonstrution strategies for aousti

neutrino detetion and bakground noise rejetion. The most promising strategies

in this �eld are mathed �lters and beam forming tehniques.

Reonstrution algorithms are onneted with the last topi in the list, that is

the de�nition of the optimized geometry of an hydrophone array to be imple-

mented in an underwater (or in-ie) neutrino telesope. An important outome of

this step is the opportunity to set detetor sensitivity to neutrino events.

The present work onentrates on the �rst two topis of the above list (energy

deposition pro�les and aousti pulse omputation); it onsiders the ase of aousti

detetion in water. The goal of this thesis onsists in using protons (the simulation

ode implemented to study the proton test beam) to better understand the neutrino

ase. Protons are the appetizer and neutrinos the main ourse, nevertheless protons

onstitute a rih premise, sine a lot of work has been arried out in the framework of

the ITEP test beam, an experiment we did to test the aousti tehnique, employing

the ITEP protosynhrotron aelerator failities.

The ITEP test beam experiment, desribed in Chapter 3, has validated the

possibility of a thermo-aousti detetion of partiles, sine aousti signals resulting

from proton beam interations in water have been registered with hydrophones. In

addition, it has been a fruitful test-benh to get familiar with tehniques and devies

for aousti detetion in underwater environment. Preliminary results on proton

beams have been ompleted and omplemented with the important ontribution of

a dediated Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo allowed a ontrol on the model

parameters, gaining a deeper understanding of the thermo-aousti mehanism and

setting the onditions for future test beam experiments.

The suessful omparison between aquired data and simulated pulse, and the

agreement with with preditions of the thermo-aousti model and with results pro-

dued by Sulak et al (in partiular for what onerns hydrophone energy alibration

and linearity of the pulse amplitude with the total deposited energy, Figure 3.29)

has given support to the simulation algorithm, enabling to move to the neutrino

ase, transferring the ahievements aquired with protons.

The study of the neutrino ase, disussed in Chapter 4, onsiders neutrino-

indued hadroni showers as aousti soure. The outome of the omputation pro-

dues results in agreement with the model for what onerns the signal amplitude

dependene on the distane between the aousti soure and the reeiver (Figure

4.7). The symmetry fator is a parameter evaluating the ratio between the rarefa-
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tion peak and the ompression peak of the pressure pulse. Conerning the symmetry

fator, results from the simulation are in agreement with Askaryan results, allowing

to advane an hypothesis on a orrelation between the symmetry fator (i.e. the

shape of the aousti pulse) and the distane from the soure (Figure 4.6).

Signal amplitude shows a linear variation with primary neutrino energy, in very

good agreement with Askaryan results. In addition, ombining the outome of the

simulation with measurements performed with the NEMO - OνDE station on sea

noise level in Catania test site, a preliminary indiation on neutrino energy threshold

aessible to aousti detetion an be ahieved (Figure 4.8). The resulting value

(Eν ∼ 1011 GeV) is ompatible with GZK events, and with several top-down models.

Nevertheless, it must be underlined that the seleted threshold an be lowered and

signal-to-noise ratio an be inreased if mathed �lters and beam forming tehniques

are taken into aount.

Investigations on the "aousti panake" onsists in exploring the shape of the

pressure pulse if the hydrophone is moved away from the median plane, that is

the position, orthogonal to the partile shower axis, at whih the signal exhibits the

maximum value. Results onerning the peak pressure variation in the panake are in

good agreement with previous studies (Figure 4.11). Information available from the

plot an provide hints for the design of the array geometry. Some disrepanies are

observable in the pulse asymmetry, the simulation presented in this work produing

a muh more symmetri pulses than results from previous omputation. The pulse

duration is also reported, the pulse duration inreases for pulses registered o� the

median plane.

The last topi presented in the analysis is the omparison with previous studies,

reported in Table 4.2 and 4.3. Results show a very good agreement with the ompu-

tation of Askaryan, relative to pressure pulses from hadroni asades with energy

EH = 107 GeV. Considering the ase of hadroni asades with energy EH = 1011,

some disrepanies are aounted, mostly for what onerns the pulse asymmetry.

This deviation evidenes the presene of some unertainties are in the model, and

may be due to di�erenes both in the simulation of ultra-high-energy neutrino in-

terations and in the aousti pulse omputation algorithm.

Conerning the neutrino ase, results presented in this thesis have to be on-

sidered preliminary. In the top list of future developments there is the introdution

of sound attenuation in the omputation, and more areful investigations in the

frequeny domain. In addition, some optimizations of the simulation hain may be

inluded, to get a more e�ient omputation.

A onlusive remarks underlines the fat that stronger ooperation between peo-

ple working in the �eld should be enouraged, to better ross-heks methods and

results, and to faster progress in the de�nition of expeted neutrino signatures.

The ARENA Workshops ontribute, in this sense, to reate a ommunity in whih

ahievements and results an be shared, arrying on, at the same time, a lose rela-

tionship between alternative tehniques and "traditional" Cherenkov detetion. As

widely underlined in Chapter 1, e�orts of people involved in the �eld of neutrino

telesopes should stay foused on hybrid detetion, and on the opportunity of

ross-alibration and oinidenes with di�erent experiments. The hallenge of os-

mi neutrino detetion is a very hard task to manage, and we annot a�ord to waste

any sign of these elusive partiles.
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Appendix A

Geant4 Simulation of the ITEP

Test Beam

In the following, I will give a desription of the Geant4 Monte Carlo ode I used

as ASoure ode for the ITEP test beam simulation1. I will pay attention in parti-

ular to the implementation, for the ITEP appliation, of the so-alled Mandatory

User Classes: DetetorConstrution and PrimaryGeneratorAtion, sine they play

a ruial role in reproduing the experimental setup and de�ning the aousti soure

shape.

A.1 The main method

To build a Geant4 appliation, the �rst ondition is the main method, that must

be inluded by the user and it is required to omplete the simulation program.

The �rst operation to perform inside the main method is to reate an instane

of the toolkit lass G4RunManager:

G4RunManager* runManager = new G4RunManager;

The RunManager assumes a leading role in ontrolling the two main phases in the

�ow of the program: initialization (build the simulation) and ation (run the simu-

lation).

Initialization proedures inlude desription of the geometry and de�nition of

the physis proesses taken into aount:

runManager->SetUserInitialization(new ItepDetectorConstruction);
runManager->SetUserInitialization(new ItepPhysicsList);

ItepDetetorConstrution is an example of a user initialization lass derived from the

toolkit lass G4VUserDetetorConstrution. It implements the detetor geometry

and the materials used in detetor onstrution, and it de�nes the detetor sensitive

regions. A detailed desription will be disussed in Setion A.2.

ItepPhysisList is derived from G4VUserPhysisList and allows to de�ne the atalog

1 The main referene I follow in this aount is "Geant4 User's Guide for Appliation
Developers",
http://geant4.web.cern.ch/geant4/UserDocumentation/UsersGuides/
ForApplicationDeveloper/html/
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of available partiles and the list of ativated physis proesses.

Both DetetorConstrution and PhysisList are Mandatory User Classes, sine no

simulation an work if they are not de�ned.

For what onerns ation managing, the most important instrution is

runManager->SetUserAction(new ItepPrimaryGeneratorAction);

that makes the partiles generator, reating an instane of the toolkit lass G4VUser

PrimaryGeneratorAtion. This is where the proton beam injetion mehanism is

spei�ed, inluding the beam pro�le design. Details will be presented in Setion A.4.

PrimaryGeneratorAtion is a Mandatory User Class as well: simulation requires the

de�nition of primaries.

Other ation proedures involve the setting of objets that speify any additional

operations one an request during the run (the exeution of the program), during

the event (eah run an onsist of several events), and during the step-by-step simu-

lation (eah elementary slie of ation that onstitutes the event itself - suh as any

ourrene of interation or detetion proess). Examples of these Optional User

Ation Classes are in the following lines:

runManager->SetUserAction(new ItepRunAction);
runManager->SetUserAction(new ItepEventAction);
runManager->SetUserAction(new ItepSteppingAction);

Typial tasks requested at di�erent stages of the program an be the information

olletion, or the omputation of physial quantities, or the enabling of output �les.

Initialization takes plae with the instrution:

runManager->Initialize();

that is responsible to arrange the simulation aording to what previously seleted

with initialization methods.

At last, we have got the method:

G4int numberOfEvent = 1;
runManager->BeamOn(numberOfEvent);

that ativates the simulation itself.

RunManager methods Initialize and BeamOn hek the existene of the Manda-

tory User Classes.

In addition, the main method is where Visualization and User Interfae

proedure are inluded and initialized.

The following lines reate the User Interfae session for interative mode and

gets the pointer to the User Interfae manager:

G4UIsession* session = new G4UIterminal();
G4UImanager* UI = G4UImanager::GetUIpointer();

The User Interfae manager ontrols the exeution of ommands. A ommon usage

onsists in de�ning a maro in whih a list of ommands is inluded, both Geant4

built-in ommands - suh as the setting of verbosity and of visualization attributes2-

2See "List of built-in ommands", Setion 7.1 of "Geant4 User's Guide for Appliation Devel-
opers", referene in Note 1.
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and user-de�ned ommands - suh as detetor and generator on�guration param-

eters (see Note 4 and Note 7, and examples at page 115). The maro �le is then

passed as argument at the program exeution.

if(argc!=1) // Batch mode
{
G4String command = "/control/execute ";
G4String fileName = argv[1];
UI->ApplyCommand(command+fileName);
}

This solution has been adopted when exeuting the ITEP appliation. The advantage

is that parameters an be hanged at exeution time, with no need of re-ompiling

the soure ode.

Visualization is managed and initialized via the VisManager:

G4VisManager* visManager = new G4VisExecutive;
visManager->Initialize();

If any visualization interfae has been de�ned, the VisManager has to be deleted at

the end of the program:

delete visManager;

The proedure of deleting the RunManager

delete runManager;

terminates the simulation.

A.2 Geometry: ItepDetetorConstrution

This setion goes into details of the Mandatory User Class ItepDetetor Con-

strution de�ned for the ITEP appliation.

The basi idea when building the geometry in Geant4 an be depited with the

onept of "Chinese box": volume elements are a series of nested boxes, responding

to a �xed hierarhy that alls "mother volume" the outer one, the ontainer, rep-

resenting the Universe, that is the experimental hall, and "daughter volumes" the

inner ones. This tehnique of nested volumes allows to easy speify the oordinate

system for the simulation. The origin of the frame of referene is plaed at the very

entre of the mother volume, and for eah daughter volume the position relative to

the mother has to be de�ned.

The other important point to underline is that DetetorConstrution omes in

two phases: logial volumes and physial volumes.

The �rst step is the building of logial volumes, that means pure geometry,

with some physial properties, but without a onrete plaement in the experimental

hall. To selet the shape, one an hoose from a detailed atalog, that inludes

fundamental elements, as parallelepipeds, instanes of the toolkit lass G4Box, or

ylinders, instanes of the toolkit lass G4Tubs. More omplex elements an be

designed, overing the possibility of reproduing every preise detail in a partile

detetor.

One that the shape is build, the logial volumes are ompleted with onstrutive
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details (materials) and the de�nition of sensitive regions in the detetor, that are

elements able to register the passage of partiles and to ollet data.

Physial volumes are evolution of logial volumes when physial information

on position (plaement and rotation) is added. This allows to move from a generi de-

sription to the onrete puntual geometry of the partiular appliation one wants

to implement.

The ase of the the ITEP test beam geometry is rather simple, sine elements

to be reprodued onsist only on a water tank and a ollimator, realized as a lead

sreen with a irular hole, the sreen thik enough to stop partiles that pass outside

the hole. Everything has to be plaed inside the mother volume that represents the

Experimental Hall.

Materials - Sine Geant4 is suitable for very advaned detetor simulations, it

admits the possibility to selet a very large number of materials, inluding both

elements and ompounds. In our ase, the point is easy, beause we are onsider-

ing a shemati simulation in whih we have vauum in the Experimental Hall (the

mother volume), simply water in the tank (no details on water salinity are inluded)

and a lead sreen with a vauum hole to ollimate the proton beam.

Going into details of the ItepDetetorConstrution soure �le, let's hek how di�er-

ent materials are implemented in the ode.

Elements → elements de�nition is required to build up materials:

G4Element* H = new G4Element("Hydrogen","H",z=1.,a=1.01*g/mole);
G4Element* O = new G4Element("Oxygen","O",z=8,a=16.00*g/mole);
G4Element* N = new G4Element("Nitrogen","N", z=7.,a=14.01*g/mole);

Water →material "Water" is a mixture of 2 omponents, Element "Hydrogen"

and Element "Oxygen", added in the standard proportion. The material density is

�xed at the ideal value of 1 g/cm3.

density = 1.000*g/cm3;
G4Material* H2O = new G4Material("Water", density, ncomponents=2);
H2O -> AddElement(elH, natoms=2);
H2O -> AddElement(elO, natoms=1);

Alternatively, NIST3 data are available in Geant4 and materials an be uploaded

from the database. For instane:

#include "G4NistManager.hh"
G4Material* H2O = G4NistManager::Instance()->FindOrBuildMaterial("G4_WATER");

Vauum → material "Vauum" is material "Air" at very low density. "Air"

is de�ned as a mixture of Element "Nitrogen" and Element "Oxygen" in standard

proportion, de�ned through the fration-mass parameter.

3NIST, National Institute of Standards and Tehnology, http://www.nist.gov/
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G4Material* air = new G4Material("Air", density= 1.290*mg/cm3, ncomponents=2);
air->AddElement(N, fractionmass=0.7);
air->AddElement(O, fractionmass=0.3);

G4Material* vacuum = new G4Material("Vacuum", density= 1.e-5*g/cm3,
ncomponents=1, kStateGas, STP_Temperature, 2.e-2*bar);

vacuum->AddMaterial(air, fractionmass=1.);

Lead → material "Lead" is made up with standard atomi lead.

G4Material* Pb = new G4Material("Lead", z= 82., a= 207.2*g/mole,
density= 11340*kg/m3);

Volumes - This paragraph shows in details the onstruting of volumes for the

ITEP appliation. As already underlined, the geometry is kept simple and shemati.

Mother Volume → The following lines onstrut the mother volume:

G4double mother_x = 0.6*m;
G4double mother_y = 0.3*m;
G4double mother_z = 0.3*m;
// -- shape: BOX
G4Box* mother_box = new G4Box("mother_box",mother_x,mother_y,mother_z);
// -- logical volume: materials added
mother_log = new G4LogicalVolume(mother_box,Vacuum,"mother_log",0,0,0);
// -- physical volume: placement
mother_phys = new G4PVPlacement(0,G4ThreeVector(),mother_log,"mother",0,

false,0);

In reating the box shape, the toolkit lass G4Box asks for half size, and therefore the

mother box is onstruted with dimensions Lx = 120 cm, Ly = 60 cm, Lz = 60 cm
(the x-axis is oinident with the beam axis). In this way, the ITEP tank an easily

�t inside.

The box beomes a logial volume speifying the material ("Vauum", in this ase).

No other physial properties are added, sine the mother volume is a non-sensitive

volume, and no magneti �eld is turned on (the orresponding G4LogialVolume

arguments are set to 0).

Conerning the plaement, the most important point to notie is that the �fth

argument, that is where the ontaining volume has to be spei�ed, is set to 0,

and therefore it identi�es the mother volume as the outermost volume. The mother

volume is plaed with no rotation (the �rst argument in G4VPlaement is set to 0).

An empty G4ThreeVetor means that it is plaed with no translation: as already

explained, the mother volume itself de�nes the frame of referene.

Water Tank → To build the water tank, the same sequene desribed for

the mother volume is followed, that is passing through the logial volume and the

physial volume.

Here notie one again that geometry is kept simple and approximated: the basin

plasti walls are not onsidered and the simulation simply takes into aount the -

not realisti - ase of a parallelepiped made of water, plaed with no physial support

inside the experimental hall and entered at the mother volume.
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G4double basin_x = 0.4725*m;
G4double basin_y = 0.251*m;
G4double basin_z = 0.23535*m;
G4Box* basin_box = new G4Box("basin_box",basin_x,basin_y,basin_z);
basin_log = new G4LogicalVolume(basin_box,H2O,"basin_log",0,0,0);
basin_phys = new G4PVPlacement(0,G4ThreeVector(),basin_log,"basin",mother_log,

false,0);

The basin dimensions are as listed in 3.2.1, with a small orretion in the z extension,

to take into aount the fat that the tank is only 90% �lled.

Is it lear from spei�ation given to reate basin_log that the basin volume is not

made sensitive. As it will disussed below, only a restrited portion of the water

tank (the Grid) onstitutes the sensitive region.

Lead Sreen and Collimators → To simulate the e�et of the ollimators,

an easy and shemati solution is to plae a lead sreen just outside the water tank,

right before the beam injetion point. A "hole" is produed in the sreen, entered at

the beam axis. Aording to Geant volume reation riteria, this is obtained plaing

a ylinder made of vauum in the lead sreen, at the position where the ollimator

window is expeted. The radius of the ylinder (diaphragmRadius) an be set to any

values or ontrolled through a user-de�ned ommand in terminal4.

G4double screen_x = 5.*cm;
G4double screen_y = 25.1*cm;
G4double screen_z = 23.535*cm;
G4double innerRadiusOfTheHole = 0.*cm;
G4double outerRadiusOfTheHole = diaphragmRadius;
// Screen
G4double screenCenter = -basin_x-screen_x; // screen thickness: 10 cm
G4Box* screen_box = new G4Box("screen_box",screen_x,screen_y,screen_z);
screen_log = new G4LogicalVolume(screen_box,Pb,"screen_log", 0,0,0);
screen_phys = new G4PVPlacement(0,G4ThreeVector(screenCenter,0,0),

screen_log,"screen",mother_log,false,0);
// Hole
G4double halfhightOfTheHole = screen_x;
G4double startAngleOfTheHole = 0.*deg;
G4double spanningAngleOfTheHole = 360.*deg;
G4Tubs* hole_tube = new G4Tubs("hole_tube",innerRadiusOfTheHole,

outerRadiusOfTheHole, halfhightOfTheHole,startAngleOfTheHole,
spanningAngleOfTheHole);

hole_log = new G4LogicalVolume(hole_tube,Vacuum,"hole_log",0,0,0);
G4RotationMatrix* fieldRot = new G4RotationMatrix();
fieldRot->rotateY(90.*deg);
// Rotation is required to place the hole into the screen
hole_phys = new G4PVPlacement(fieldRot,G4ThreeVector(0,0,0),hole_log,"hole",

screen_log,false,0);

Looking at the above lines, we an notie that the sreen is plaed inside the mother

volume, translated in order to put it at the beam output, and entered with the

beam axis. The hole is entered with the sreen, thus the ollimator is assumed as

entered with the beam axis. The sreen is thik enough to stop protons passing

through it.

4 The toolkit lass G4UIMessanger allows to de�ne new ommands to apply in the terminal,
in order to have more �exibility in modifying the detetor. An instane ItepDetetorMessenger has
been reated, and the ommand /Itep/detetor/setCollRad has been implemented.
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Sensitive Detetor: Grid and Cells - So far so good, even if with some shemati

desriptions, the ITEP test beam experimental setup has been reprodued. The next

step is to make it a detetor, that means a region in spae able to register the passage

of protons. Remembering the goal of the ASoure ode, that is the omputation of

a map of deposited energy, water has to be made sensitive.

Ideally, what one wants is to know the energy density in eah position P ≡
(x, y, z) of the water tank, but this possibility is impratiable in a disrete ompu-

tation. The onrete solution is to produe a sensitive grid, omposed of small ubi

ells, and ollet the information of the amount of energy deposited inside eah ell.

The energy density at the position identi�ed with the ell entre is omputed divid-

ing the total amount of energy in the ell for the ell volume. The smaller is the ell

volume, the more aurate is the approximation.

Of ourse, the larger is the sensitive region, and the smaller are the sensitive

ells, the larger is the amount of information olleted and stored, and the longer

is the omputation time requested to omplete the simulation. Sine reduing the

omputation time is important, the �rst reommendation is thus avoiding to waste

resoures. For instane, it is no use to keep trak of what happening in regions where

nothing is atually happening, that is widely outside the expeted range of protons

in water. In other words, there is no need to make the whole water tank a sensitive

detetor.

The solution adopted is a ubiGrid, with a side of 30 cm, thus smaller that the whole

basin, plaed inside the basin, entered at the position where most of the energy is

deposited. The Grid is then hopped in ells, and eah ell is made sensitive.

Conerning the ell size, a good ompromise is ahieved setting the ube side

at the value 0.2 cm. As it is explained in Setion 3.4.2, this value onstraints the

sampling time of the simulated aousti pulse.

Grid and ell size are spei�ed with the user-de�ned ommands /Itep/dete-

tor/setGridDim and /Itep/detetor/setGridNCells, as explained in Note 4.

Going into details:

// GRID
G4double xGridHalfLength=15.*cm,yGridHalfLength=15.*cm,zGridHalfLength=15.cm;
G4double gridPos_x =-(basin_x-xGridHalfLength),gridPos_y = 0.*cm,

gridPos_z = 0.*cm;
G4Box* grid_box = new G4Box("grid_box",xGridHalfLength,yGridHalfLength,

zGridHalfLength);
grid_log = new G4LogicalVolume(grid_box,H2O,"grid_log",0,0,0);
grid_phys = new G4PVPlacement(0,G4ThreeVector(gridPos_x,gridPos_y,gridPos_z),

grid_log,"grid",basin_log,false,0);

As shown in Figure 3.12, the seleted grid dimensions are enough to ontain most

of the partiles generated in the simulation.

To hop the grid in ells, the idea is to exeute in sequene N = 150 uts along

the x, the y and the z diretion. The toolkit lass G4PVReplia is used to uniformly

divide the grid.

Sine the grid side is 30 cm, with the seleted N the above ited value of 0.2 cm is

obtained for the ell side.

The following lines implement the division in ells.

// -- along x
G4double halfchop = xGrigliaHalfLength/N, chop=2*halfchop;
G4Box* slice_box = new G4Box("slice_box",halfhchop,yGrigliaHalfLength,
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zGrigliaHalfLength);
slice_log = new G4LogicalVolume(slice_box,H2O,"slice_log",0,0,0);
slice_rep = new G4PVReplica("slice_rep",slice_log,grid_log,kXAxis,N,chop,0);
// -- along z
G4Box* layer_box = new G4Box("layer_box",halfchop,yGrigliaHalfLength,halfchop);
layer_log = new G4LogicalVolume(layer_box,H2O,"layer_log",0,0,0);
layer_rep = new G4PVReplica("layer_rep",layer_log,slice_log,kZAxis,N,chop,0);
// -- along y
G4Box* chamber_box = new G4Box("chamber_box",halfchop,halfchop,halfchop);
chamber_log = new G4LogicalVolume(chamber_box,H2O,"chamber_log",0,0,0);
chamber_rep = new G4PVReplica("chamber_rep",chamber_log,layer_log,kYAxis,

N,chop,0);

The last step reates the sensitive detetor aGridSD. The proedure onsists in

ativating as sensitive the chamber_log element, that is the inner portion in the

volume hierarhy, as lear from the above lines.

chamber_log->SetSensitiveDetector( aGridSD );

An additional omment has to be done onerning visualization attributes.

SetVisAttributes method is applied to set olors and visualization options. In parti-

ular, volumes visibility an be seleted. It is important to notie that if visualization

is ativated, the omputation time inreases with the number of elements set as

visible. This is why I deided to make the ells invisible, keeping the grid ontour

only, as implemented in the following lines:

slice_log->SetVisAttributes(G4VisAttributes::Invisible);
layer_log->SetVisAttributes(G4VisAttributes::Invisible);
chamber_log->SetVisAttributes(G4VisAttributes::Invisible);

Visualization properties an be set at the User Interfae Terminal level, also.

A.3 Partiles and Physis Proesses in the Simulation:

ItepPhysisList

As already pointed out in A.1, ItepPhysisList is an instane of the toolkit

mandatory user lass G4VuserPhysisList.

Physis List is where partiles and physis proess to be used in the simulation

must be de�ned, and range ut-o� for all partiles must be set. Di�erent appliation

require di�erent Physis List, that is di�erent physis model and di�erent levels of

approximation.

The soure ode used for the ITEP appliation is modelled on the ExN03PhysisList,

written for ExampleN03 and distributed with the Geant4 toolkit.

The three fundamental methods to be implemented are:

ConstructParticle(); // construct particles
ConstructProcess(); // construct processes and register them to particles
SetCuts(); // set a range cut value for particles

The ConstrutPartile() method evokes methods for bosons, leptons, mesons and

baryons onstrution5.

5The omplete list of partiles inluded in the simulation is: Gamma, Eletron, Positron,
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For eah partile, a list of proesses has to be spei�ed with the ConstrutProess

method6.

AddTransportationmethod is evoked to assign transportation proess to eah partile

de�ned in ConstrutPartile.

Setting uts means �xing the low energy limit on seondary prodution. In

Geant4 jargon, the "ut" is seondary prodution threshold distane. The use of

the term "ut" is somehow improper, sine partiles are not ut out of the simula-

tion when the lower limit in energy is reahed, but they stop to produe seondaries.

Geant4 asks for a threshold given as a distane. The default value, adopted in the

simulation, is 1.0 mm, ompatible with the size of sensitive elements in the ITEP

appliation, that is 2.0 mm. This value is elaborated for eah partile and it orre-

sponds to di�erent energies depending on material. If requested, the output of the

simulation lists the so-alled Material-Cuts Couples, as reorded in the following

lines.

Materials : Vacuum Lead Water
Production cuts : gamma 1 mm e- 1 mm e+ 1 mm
========= Table of registered couples ==============================
Index : 0 used in the geometry : Yes
Material : Vacuum
Range cuts : gamma 1 mm e- 1 mm e+ 1 mm
Energy thresholds : gamma 990 eV e- 990 eV e+ 990 eV
Index : 1 used in the geometry : Yes
Material : Lead
Range cuts : gamma 1 mm e- 1 mm e+ 1 mm
Energy thresholds : gamma 100.511 keV e- 1.36128 MeV e+ 1.28002 MeV
Index : 2 used in the geometry : Yes
Material : Water
Range cuts : gamma 1 mm e- 1 mm e+ 1 mm
Energy thresholds : gamma 2.90186 keV e- 347.138 keV e+ 338.695 keV
====================================================================

A.4 Beam Pro�le and Injetion: ItepPrimaryGeneratorA-

tion

The third mandatory user lass is derived from the toolkit lassG4VUserPrimary

GeneratorAtion. This is the most important step in the simulation: the reprodution

of the beam pro�le is, in fat, ruial, sine it strongly determines the shape of the

energy deposition, that is the aousti soure, and thus the aousti pulse.

Going into details of the soure ode, the GeneratePrimaries method de�nes

the properties of primaries and sets the values for eah event: what partiles are

employed as primaries, the momentum diretion, the injetion energy of primaries,

the injetion vertex position. Almost eah parameter of the primary generator an

MuonPlus, MuonMinus, NeutrinoE, AntiNeutrinoE, NeutrinoMu, AntiNeutrinoMu, PionPlus, Pi-
onMenus, PionZero, Eta, EtaPrime, KaonPlus, KaonMinus, KaonZero, AntiKaonZero, KaonZero-
Long, KaonZeroShort, Proton, Antiproton, Neutron, AntiNeutron

6In the following, the omplete list of proesses for eah partile. Gamma: GammaConversion
(e+e− pair prodution), ComptonSattering, PhotoEletriE�et. Eletron and Positron: Multi-
pleSattering, eIonisation, eBremsstrahlung. Positron only: G4eplusAnnihilation. MuonPlus and
MuonMinus: MultipleSattering, MuBremsstrahlung, MuPairProdution (e+e− pair prodution),
MuIonisation. Charged Hadrons: MultipleSattering and hIonisation. Where appliable: Deay.
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be ontrolled through user-de�ned ommands, spei�ed in the exeution maro7.

void ItepPrimaryGeneratorAction::GeneratePrimaries(G4Event* anEvent)
{ // Momentum Direction (Unit Vector)

G4ThreeVector v(1.0,0.0,0.0); // (v_x,v_y,v_z)
// Selecting protons as primaries and extracting particle properties
G4ParticleTable* particleTable = G4ParticleTable::GetParticleTable();
G4String particleName;
G4ParticleDefinition* pcledef = particleTable->FindParticle(particleName =

"proton");
G4double charge = pcledef->GetPDGCharge();
G4double mass = pcledef->GetPDGMass();
// Kinematics
G4double Kinergy = inj_energy; // inj_energy can be set at 100 MeV or 200 MeV
G4double Energy = Kinergy + mass;
G4double Momentum = sqrt(Energy*Energy-mass*mass);
G4ThreeVector P = v*Momentum;
// * BEAM PROFILE *
// Extracting the injection vertex for each proton in the beam
double Xfix = -60.*cm; // (at the edge of the mother volume)
for(int i =0; i<NofVertex;i++) // NofVertex=10^5

{ G4double percent = G4UniformRand();
G4double rndY =0;
G4double rndZ =0;
if(percent<= |fraction|) // Gaussian1

{ rndY = G4RandGauss::shoot(0,sigma_y1);
rndZ = G4RandGauss::shoot(0,sigma_z1);

}
else // Gaussian2

{ rndY = G4RandGauss::shoot(0,sigma_y2);
rndZ = G4RandGauss::shoot(0,sigma_z2);

}
G4ThreeVector vertex_pos(Xfix,rndY,rndZ);
G4PrimaryVertex* vertex = new G4PrimaryVertex(vertex_pos,0.);

// (vertex pos., time)
G4PrimaryParticle* particle = new G4PrimaryParticle(pcledef,P[0],P[1],P[2]);
particle->SetMass(mass);
particle->SetCharge(charge);
vertex->SetPrimary(particle);

// generated vertexes add up to constitute the Event
anEvent->AddPrimaryVertex(vertex);

}
}

Protons are seleted as primary partiles. The momentum is alulated from

kinematis, diretion is spei�ed by the unit vetor v, that is onstant for eah

proton and along the x axis.

The beam pro�le simulation onsists in the extration of the injetion vertex for

eah primary proton in the beam, that is the position from whih the proton starts

its trak, entering the water tank with the momentum spei�ed above, moving along

the x axis.

The x oordinate of the vertex is �xed at the mother volume edge, behind the

lead sreen. The y and z oordinates are extrated aording to the model, that is

assumed, both in y and in z, as a onvolution of two Gaussian distributions. The

Gaussian distributions are entered in 0, at the beam axis, and the σ parameters

(σy1, σy2, σz1, σz2) have to be spei�ed. In addition the model requires the setting

of a "fration", that is a number between 0 and 1 expressing the perentage of

7Analogous to the ase desribed in Note 4, the instane ItepPrimaryGeneratorMessaenger has
been implemented, with a list of setting ommands, as /Itep/generator/setSigma, /Itep/genera-
tor/setKinergy, /Itep/generator/setNofVertex, /Itep/generator/setFration.
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ourrene of Gaussian1 over Gaussian2. As shown in the lines above, a uniform

random extration (perent) deides whih of the two Gaussian has to be seleted

for the vertex position extration. If Gaussian1 is seleted, y oordinate is extrated

aording to a Gaussian with σ = σy1 and z oordinate is extrated following a

Gaussian distribution with σ = σz1. σy2 and σz2 ome into play when the extrated

perent value orresponds to Gaussian2. Of ourse, the model an be redued to a

simple Gaussian distribution setting fraction = 1.

In my investigations, sigma values are set assuming symmetry in y and z, but the
ode is implemented to aept also a beam pro�le with σy 6= σz.

In the following, I will de�ne an index n to indiate di�erent beam pro�les. Eah

n orresponds to a set of three numbers (σ1, σ2, p, where p is the seleted fration

value). Detailed investigations on how di�erent seletions in the beam pro�le set of

parameters a�et the pulse shape in the simulation is examined in Setion 3.6.2.

Simulation is in three dimensions (spae-simulation). Time dimension is ex-

luded, sine instantaneous energy deposition hypothesis is assumed, as spei�ed

in the line that de�nes the G4PrimaryVertex.

A.5 Optional User Classes: ItepEventAtion, ItepGridSD, Itep-

GridHit

Mandatory User Classes are what needed to build an appliation and to make

the simulation work. But simulation results annot be used further8 if information

on partile traking is not opportunely olleted and stored. Optional User Classes

thus ome to help.

Analogous to the de�nition given when desribing the ITEP test beam data (see

Setion 3.2.3, page 51), an event in the simulation is a single ourrene of the

phenomenon of the proton beam injetion into the water tank. Sine the struture

of the simulation is rather simple, eah run onsists of one event only, and therefore

no partiular operation is requested at the RunAtion level.

The G4UserEventAtion level, on the ontrary, is implemented with the ITEP

appliation instane ItepEventAtion. It is where the managing of the output �le is

performed.

The lass has two main methods, beginOfEventAtion() and endOfEventAtion().

This last method, in partiular, has been exploited to set options for the reation of

the output �le, as the output �le name and the list of quantities to inlude in the

output �le.

Information reorded in the output �le at the EventAtion level omes from the

HitColletion, that is where details on the step-by-step simulation are stored. This

objet is evoked via ItepGridSD, that is an instane from the abstrat base lass

G4VSensitiveDetetor de�ning the proprieties of the Sensitive Detetor. The three

main methods are Initialize, ProessHits and EndofEvent.

The Initialiaze method reates a HitColletion assoiated with the Sensitive

Detetor "Grid".

8A note to remember that the purpose of this �rst ASoure stage in the simulation hain is to
produe an energy deposition map to be used as aousti soure, in order to get an input for the
next step in the simulation hain, APulse.
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gridCollection = new ItepGridHitsCollection(SensitiveDetectorName,
collectionName[0]);

ProessHits is responsible for extrating and storing physis and geometry

information into Hits.

A G4Step in Geant4 is a physis proess ourring in the Sensitive Detetor.

For eah G4Step in the simulation, G4Trak identi�es the partile involved in the

proess. Every partile generated or reated in the full simulation has its own trak

identi�ation number. Physi information is transferred to eah newHit through set

methods:

ItepGridHit* newHit = new ItepGridHit();
newHit->SetTrackID (aStep->GetTrack()->GetTrackID());
newHit->SetEdep (aStep->GetTotalEnergyDeposit());

"newHit" is an objet of type ItepGridHit, derived from the abstrat base lass

G4VHit. The point is that the user an build her/his own hit type for eah sensitive

region in the detetor. The advantage is that the list of information reorded and

stored in the simulation is a user-de�ned property, suitable for the spei� applia-

tion one wants to implement.

In my ase, I de�ned the following list: trak identi�ation number (trak ID), ham-

ber identi�ation number (hamberNb), layer identi�ation number (layerNb), slie

identi�ation number (slieNb), ell volume (ellVol), ell position (ellPos), energy

deposited into the ell (Edep).

Information on geometry are olleted through G4Touhable. A G4Touhable is

a geometrial entity with a unique plaement in the detetor. It allows to identify

eah sensitive ell and to distinguish eah replia in the grid. Set methods transfer

information from G4Touhable to G4Hit.

const G4VTouchable *touchable = aStep->GetPreStepPoint()->GetTouchable();
newHit->SetChamberNb(touchable->GetReplicaNumber(0));
newHit->SetLayerNb(touchable->GetReplicaNumber(1));
newHit->SetSliceNb(touchable->GetReplicaNumber(2));

Numeri argument in GetRepliaNumber identi�es the hierarhi level in the grid

onstrution.

Information given as ell identi�ation number has to be hanged into ell o-

ordinates in order to get the ell position geometry. This operation is essential in

order to build the energy map.

G4double XCell = touchable->GetTranslation().x()/cm;
G4double YCell = touchable->GetTranslation().y()/cm;
G4double ZCell = touchable->GetTranslation().z()/cm;
G4ThreeVector position(XCell,YCell,ZCell);
newHit->SetCellPos(position);

To get physial properties of the ell, suh as the ell volume, the touhable has

to be made "solid":

G4Box *touchable_solid = (G4Box*)touchable->GetSolid();
G4double vol = touchable_solid->GetCubicVolume()/cm3;
newHit->SetCellVol(vol);
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Sine both physial and geometrial information have been stored into the hit,

the last ation in the ProessHit method is to insert the newHit into the HitColle-

tion:

gridCollection->insert(newHit);
return true;

EndofEvent method is evoked at the end of the event. The only operation asked

at this stage is to ompute the statistis of hits reorded in the HitColletion:

G4int NbHits = gridCollection->entries();

A.6 G4Simulation Output: the Energy Deposition Map

�le rhoEmap

The simulation run is guided through a maro �le (see page 111) where built-in

and user-de�ned ommands are spei�ed, as pointed out in Note 2, 4 and 7.

Conerning user-de�ned ommands, they allow to set detetor and generator

parameters. Lines below are extrated from ITEP.ma maro �le.

# -- ITEP detector commands
/Itep/detector/setGridDims 15 15 15
/Itep/detector/setGridCells 150 150 150
/Itep/detector/setCollRad 2.5 cm
/Itep/detector/update
# -- ITEP generator commands:
/Itep/generator/setNofVertex 10000
/Itep/generator/setKinergy 200 MeV
/Itep/generator/setSigmaY1 1.00 cm
/Itep/generator/setSigmaZ1 1.00 cm
/Itep/generator/setSigmaY2 2. cm
/Itep/generator/setSigmaZ2 2. cm
/Itep/generator/setFraction 50
/Itep/generator/update

From the above settings, the Grid is a ube with a 30 m side. 150 uts are operated

along x, y and z, obtaining thus a ell side of 0.2 m. Collimator diameter is set at 5

m. For what onerns the primary generator, seleted values for sigma parameters

and fration orrespond to the beam pro�le identi�ed with n = 3 (see Table 3.1).

Setting traking verbosity level "/traking/verbose 1", the output of the simu-

lation prints out a detailed report on eah G4Trak generated during the run. In

Appendix B, I report some extrats from the output, pointing out signi�ant parts

and evidening the onnetions with elements aounted in this Chapter.

A sample of the G4OutputFile of the ASoure ode, written as de�ned in Ite-

pEventAtion, is in the following lines:

trackID cellID zID yID xID Edep x y z V
...
99988 215598 78 74 2 1.01324 -46.75 0.7 -0.1 0.008
99988 305598 78 74 3 1.1626 -46.55 0.7 -0.1 0.008
...
99988 11465595 75 74 127 12.8442 -21.75 0.1 -0.1 0.008
99987 35119 79 73 0 0.883224 -47.15 0.9 -0.3 0.008
99987 125119 79 73 1 0.95753 -46.95 0.9 -0.3 0.008
...
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Conerning the �le format: trakID is trak identi�ation number; ellID is ell iden-

ti�ation number; zID is layer identi�ation number; yID is hamber identi�ation

number; xID is slie identi�ation number; Edep is the amount of energy, in MeV ,

that partile identi�ed by trakID releases into the ell; x is the x-oordinate of

the ell entre (in cm); y is the y-oordinate of the ell entre (in cm); z is the

z-oordinate of the ell entre (in cm); V is the ell volume, in cm3.

Comments: ellID is obtained ombining xID, zID, yID in order to get a unique

identi�ation number, di�erent for eah of the Ncell = 1503 ells that onstitute

the grid; ells are all the same in size, therefore V is always the same.

It is lear from the lines reported above (and from extrats of G4Trak Informa-

tion in Appendix B) that the Geant4 Simulation follows eah partile trak in its

propagation through the sensitive detetor, registering if something (an interation)

is ourring, ausing an energy loss.

The G4OutputFile is not an energy deposition map, yet, therefore further pro-

essing is needed. In partiular, we are not interested in whih partile (trakID) is

releasing energy in the sensitive detetor, but in where (ellID) the energy deposition

is ourring and in how muh is the total amount of energy released in eah ell.

In other words, in order to build the Energy Deposition Map, we have to add up

energy deposition ourrenes happening in the same sensitive element (ell) of the

sensitive detetor (grid), forgetting information about traks.

The OutputMaker. ode has been written to elaborate the G4OutputFile and

to produe the Energy Deposition Map requested as input for the APulse stage.

Information is enoded aording to the format showed below, where rhoE is om-

puted, for eah ell, as a fration of Edep over V .

cellID rhoE x y z
...
33672 4978.61 -47.15 -0.5 -0.9
33673 12644.6 -47.15 -0.3 -0.9
33674 15433.9 -47.15 -0.1 -0.9
33675 13453.2 -47.15 0.1 -0.9
...

This �le format points out the importane given to the grid, rather than to partiles.

It is muh more easy to manipulate and it is the way information is passed as a

rhoEmap at the next stage of omputation, APulse.
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Appendix B

Investigating the ITEP Monte Carlo

Output of the Geant4 Simulation

The output here disussed has been produed running the ITEP appliation with

detetor and generator settings spei�ed in Setion A.6. The only di�erene is in the

NofVertex parameter, that here is put at the value 10, in order to speed up the

omputation.

The �rst information is a list of generated primary partiles. For eah primary

proton, the PrimaryVertex (X, Y, Z, time) is given, omputed aording presriptions

desribed in Setion A.4. The X oordinate is �xed and the time oordinate is always

zero, beause beam pro�le in time is assumed instantaneous. Y and Z values are

extrated aording to the beam pro�le model spei�ed in the generator settings.

Conerning the momentum, it is always along the x axis.

10 vertices passed from G4Event.
[...]
G4PrimaryTransformer::PrimaryVertex (-600(mm),-2.8958(mm),39.7114(mm),0(nsec))
Primary particle (proton) --- Transfered with momentum (644.445,0,0)
G4PrimaryTransformer::PrimaryVertex (-600(mm),12.7595(mm),-12.371(mm),0(nsec))
Primary particle (proton) --- Transfered with momentum (644.445,0,0)
[...]

Sine the diaphragm radium is set at 2.5 m, if Y or Z are extrated greater that

this value, the generated proton is outside the ollimator windows and is stopped

in the lead sreen without reahing the water tank. This is the ase of the �rst

partile in the list above. From G4Trak Information, we see it is identi�ed with

TrakID=4. Its ParentID is 0 sine it is a primary partile. Following in details its

destiny through the volume de�ned in the ITEP appliation, we see that its path is

omposed of 11 steps. Transportation proess is responsible of leading it from the

the vauum mother volume to the sreen boundary. This �rst step length is 2.75 m,

that, Remembering the ITEP geometry details (Setion A.2), orresponds to the

vauum spae between the mother edge and the sreen edge. One that the proton

enters the lead sreen, it keeps moving inside the sreen, and it does not reah the

water tank, loosing all its energy beause of hadroni ionization proesses.
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********************************************************************************
* G4Track Information: Particle = proton, Track ID = 4, Parent ID = 0

********************************************************************************
Step# X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm) KinE(MeV) dE(MeV) StepLeng TrackLeng NextVolume ProcName

0 -600 -2.9 39.7 200 0 0 0 mother initStep
1 -572 -2.9 39.7 200 0.000162 27.5 27.5 screen Transport
2 -562 -2.5 40 171 29 10.9 38.4 screen hIoni
3 -553 -2.59 40.6 146 24.7 8.83 47.3 screen hIoni
4 -546 -3.07 42 122 24.1 7.15 54.4 screen hIoni
5 -540 -3.9 42.9 102 20.5 5.67 60.1 screen hIoni
6 -536 -4.81 43.8 81.5 20.2 4.56 64.6 screen hIoni
7 -532 -5.33 44.3 63.5 18.1 3.59 68.2 screen hIoni
8 -530 -5.55 44.6 46.7 16.7 2.83 71.1 screen hIoni
9 -527 -5.46 44.8 29.2 17.5 2.21 73.3 screen hIoni

10 -526 -5.53 45.3 9.96 19.3 1.52 74.8 screen hIoni
11 -526 -5.56 45.3 0 9.96 0.306 75.1 screen hIoni

The next ase is TrakID=5, that is still a primary proton. In this ase, extrated

injetion vertex is so that the partile passes through the hole in the lead sreen and

enters the water tank. From this step on, it keeps moving through the sensitive ells

of the grid, beause of transportation proesses. In most of the ases, the step length

is 2 mm, that orresponds to the geomtri boundary of the ell1.

For what onern energy loss (dE), the ase is oherent with the expeted Bragg

peak behaviour, as desribed in Setion 3.1.1: a small amount of energy is lost along

the proton path, the energy loss inrease as instantanoeus kineti energy dereases

(Equation 3.1). Most of the energy deposition ours at the end of the path, at

the Bragg peak. The position where the proton stops is at X=-22.0 m. This value

orresponds to a distane from the water tank edge of 25.25 m, ompatible with

the range value alulated from the Simpli�ed Physial Model illustrated in Setion

3.1.1.

********************************************************************************
* G4Track Information: Particle = proton, Track ID = 5, Parent ID = 0

********************************************************************************
Step# X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm) KinE(MeV) dE(MeV) StepLeng TrackLeng NextVolume ProcName

0 -600 12.8 -12.4 200 0 0 0 mother initStep
1 -572 12.8 -12.4 200 0 27.5 27.5 hole Transport
2 -472 12.8 -12.4 200 0.000202 100 128 chamber_rep Transport
3 -470 12.8 -12.4 199 0.897 2 130 chamber_rep Transport
4 -468 12.8 -12.4 198 0.827 2 132 chamber_rep Transport
5 -466 12.8 -12.4 197 0.881 2 134 chamber_rep Transport
6 -466 12.8 -12.4 197 0.324 0.809 134 chamber_rep hIoni

:--- List of 2ndaries - #SpawnInStep=1(Rest=0,Along=0,Post=1), #SpawnTotal= 1 ---
: -466 12.8 -12.4 0.412 e-
:--------------------------- EndOf2ndaries Info ----------------------------
7 -464 12.8 -12.4 196 0.69 1.19 136 chamber_rep Transport
8 -462 12.8 -12.4 195 0.864 2 138 chamber_rep Transport
9 -460 12.7 -12.4 194 0.9 2 140 chamber_rep Transport

[...]
129 -228 16.1 -13.6 30.3 3.55 2 372 chamber_rep Transport
130 -226 16 -13.6 26.4 3.97 2 374 chamber_rep Transport
131 -226 16 -13.6 25.5 0.845 0.365 374 chamber_rep Transport
132 -224 15.9 -13.7 21.6 3.91 1.64 376 chamber_rep Transport
133 -222 15.8 -13.7 16.2 5.4 2 378 chamber_rep Transport
134 -221 15.8 -13.7 8.83 7.39 1.9 379 chamber_rep hIoni
135 -220 15.8 -13.7 8.36 0.468 0.0989 380 chamber_rep Transport
136 -220 15.8 -13.7 0 8.36 0.886 380 chamber_rep hIoni

1The StepLength is limited by a physis proess ourrane or if a geometri boundary is
reahed.
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In addition, we see that TrakID=4 produes a seondary eletron, identi�ed

with TrakID=11. ParentID points at the proton trak we have desribed already.

Details on the seondary eletron path are listed in the following.

********************************************************************************
* G4Track Information: Particle = e-, Track ID = 11, Parent ID = 5

********************************************************************************
Step# X(mm) Y(mm) Z(mm) KinE(MeV) dE(MeV) StepLeng TrackLeng NextVolume ProcName

0 -466 12.8 -12.4 0.412 0 0 0 chamber_rep initStep
1 -466 12.8 -12.4 0.39 0.0224 0.0948 0.0948 chamber_rep msc
2 -466 12.8 -12.4 0.361 0.0292 0.0948 0.19 chamber_rep msc
3 -465 12.9 -12.3 0.342 0.019 0.0948 0.284 chamber_rep msc
4 -465 13 -12.3 0.318 0.0234 0.0948 0.379 chamber_rep msc
5 -465 13.1 -12.3 0.298 0.0203 0.0948 0.474 chamber_rep msc
6 -465 13.1 -12.2 0.273 0.0253 0.0948 0.569 chamber_rep msc
7 -465 13.2 -12.2 0.242 0.0304 0.0948 0.664 chamber_rep msc
8 -465 13.3 -12.2 0.22 0.0219 0.0948 0.759 chamber_rep msc
9 -465 13.4 -12.2 0.202 0.0186 0.0948 0.853 chamber_rep msc
10 -465 13.5 -12.2 0.182 0.0202 0.0948 0.948 chamber_rep msc
11 -465 13.5 -12.2 0.153 0.0282 0.0948 1.04 chamber_rep msc
12 -465 13.6 -12.1 0.125 0.0288 0.0948 1.14 chamber_rep msc
13 -465 13.6 -12.1 0.0727 0.0519 0.0948 1.23 chamber_rep msc
14 -465 13.6 -12.1 0 0.0727 0.0829 1.32 chamber_rep eIoni
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Appendix C

APulse ode

The ode inluded is the full APulse. soure ode, as it has been used in the

simulation hain for the Itep Test Beam Appliation.

Detailed omments an be found in Chapter 3, Setion 3.4.2.

// ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
// Giulia De Bonis
// 20/03/2008
// (rev1.0 25/08/08)
//
// AcPulse code computes the Acoustic Pulse from an input rhoEmap.
//
// rhoEmap comes from AcSource.
// AcSource is Geant4 Monte Carlo Simulation of the ITEP Test Beam.
// ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

#define PI 3.1415926536

double RoundDouble (const double theNumber)
{

return floor (theNumber + 0.5);
}
// This function allows an univocal managing of rounding operation.

// **************************** Declarations ******************************//
int ii,jj,kk; // loop indexes

double xH,yH,zH; // Hydrophone Position

double Dcm2m,EMJ,DIMfact; // unit conversion factors

double v; // sound speed

double grid;

// Integration Parameters
double Rmin,Rmax,rstep,Tmin,Tmax,tstep;
int nbinR,nbinT,N,M;

// rhoEmap
double Xmin,Xmax,Ymin,Ymax,Zmin,Zmax; // rhoEmap size
int nX,nY,nZ;
int nline;
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double ***rhoE; // energy density

double E,V,x,y,z;
int dum1,dum2,dum3;
int i,j,k;

int iR,itheta,iphi,iZ,iX,iY;
double R=0.,T=0.,theta=0.,phi=0.;
double thetamax=-1.0e10,thetamin=1.0e10,phimax=-1.0e10,phimin=1.0e10;

double F=0.,Fprev=0.,pulse=0.;
double pmax=-1.0e10,pmin=1.0e10;
double t1=0.,t2=0.;

char InputFile[150],OutputFile[150];
FILE *input,*output;
// ****************************** MAIN PROGRAMM *****************************//
int main(int argc,char **argv)
{
// **************************** Input Selection ****************************//

if (argc==1)
{

printf(" Specify the input file (including the complete path)\n");
printf(" USAGE - type: ./AcPulse InputFileName\n");
return 0;

}

if(argc!=1)
{
sprintf(InputFile,argv[1]);
//* InputFile *//
printf("\nInputFile: %s\n",InputFile);

}
// ************************** Hydrophone Selection **************************//

// Hydrophone Position [cm]
xH = -21.75;
yH =10.5;
zH = 0.;
printf ("Selected Hydrophone:\n");
printf (" xH = %lf\n",xH);
printf (" yH = %lf\n",yH);
printf (" zH = %lf\n\n",zH);

//******************************* Parameters *********************************//
// Unit Conversion Factors
// -----------------------
Dcm2m = 0.01; // LENGHT
EMJ = 1.6e-13; // ENERGY
DIMfact = (EMJ)/(Dcm2m*Dcm2m*Dcm2m); // DimFact to get Pressure in PASCAL

// Simulation Parameters (from AcSource Monte Carlo)
// -------------------------------------------------
grid = 0.2; // [cm]

// rhoEmap is given over a grid divided in cubic cell.
// The cell side is the "grid" value here declared -
// it defines the spatial resolution of the simulation and
// it provides a lower constraint on the sampling time of the sim. pulse.

// Integration Parameters
// ----------------------
// --> angular variables: theta, phi
N = 1000; // dtheta = PI/N
M = 2000; // dphi = 2*PI/M

// --> radius: R
Rmin=0;
nbinR=100;
rstep=0.3; // [cm] - It cannot be lower than grid
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Rmax=Rmin+(nbinR-1)*rstep;

printf("Integration Parameters:");
printf("\n Rmin = %lf cm",Rmin);
printf("\n Rmax = %lf cm",Rmax);
printf("\n rstep = %lf cm",rstep);
printf("\n nbinR = %d",nbinR);

// --> time t connected to distance R through propagation velocity: T=R/v
v=1500.; // [m/s]

// To compute the sampling time, v is fixed at the nominal value, and
// assumed constant (homogeneous medium).

tstep=rstep*Dcm2m/v; //[s] - sampling time ts.
// Using the nominal value for v, ts=2.0 microseconds

Tmin=Rmin*Dcm2m/v;
nbinT=nbinR;
Tmax=Tmin+tstep*nbinT;
printf("\n Tmin = %.8lf s",Tmin);
printf("\n Tmax = %.8lf s",Tmax);
printf("\n tstep = %.8lf s",tstep);
printf("\n nbinT = %d\n",nbinT);

//* OutputFile *//
sprintf(OutputFile,"AcPulses/acsig.dat");

//***************************** Initialization ******************************//
Xmin = 1.0e10;
Xmax = -1.0e10;
Ymin = 1.0e10;
Ymax = -1.0e10;
Zmin = 1.0e10;
Zmax = -1.0e10;

//************ Open InputFileSIM - Xmax,Xmin,Ymax,Ymin,Zmax,Zmin ************//

if ((input = fopen(InputFile, "r")) == NULL)
{

printf("\nCannot open file %s\n\n",InputFile);
printf ("\nPress ENTER to continue.\n\n");
getchar (); // wait for input
return(1);

}

printf("\n*** InputFile OPEN ****\n\n");

nline = 0;

while (!feof(input))
{
fscanf(input,"%i%lf%lf%lf%lf",&dum1,&E,&x,&y,&z);

// ! ! ! Input File format ! ! !
// Change here if rhoEmap comes from different AcSource code.

if(x>=Xmax)Xmax=x;
if(y>=Ymax)Ymax=y;
if(z>=Zmax)Zmax=z;

if(x<=Xmin)Xmin=x;
if(y<=Ymin)Ymin=y;
if(z<=Zmin)Zmin=z;

nline=nline+1;
}

fclose(input);
// The input file is scanned to determine the acoustic source size

printf("%i lines READ\n\n",nline);
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printf(" Xmax = %lf Xmin = %lf\n",Xmax,Xmin);
printf(" Ymax = %lf Ymin = %lf\n",Ymax,Ymin);
printf(" Zmax = %lf Zmin = %lf\n\n",Zmax,Zmin);

nX=RoundDouble((Xmax-Xmin)/grid);
nY=RoundDouble((Ymax-Ymin)/grid);
nZ=RoundDouble((Zmax-Zmin)/grid);

printf(" nX = %d\n",nX);
printf(" nY = %d\n",nY);
printf(" nZ = %d\n",nZ);

//******************** Dynamical allocation of a 3D array ********************//
rhoE = (double***) malloc((nX+1) * sizeof(double**));
for(ii=0; ii<=nX; ii++)

{
rhoE[ii] = (double**) malloc((nY+1) * sizeof(double*));
for(jj=0;jj<=nY;jj++)

rhoE[ii][jj] = (double*) malloc((nZ+1) * sizeof(double));
}

// rhoE[nX+1][nY+1][nZ+1]=[0...nX][0...nY][0...nZ]
//**************************** rhoE Initialization ***************************//

if(rhoE!=NULL)
{
for(ii=0;ii<=nX;ii++)

{
for(jj=0;jj<=nY;jj++)
{

for(kk=0;kk<=nZ;kk++) rhoE[ii][jj][kk]=0; // INITIALIZATION
}

}
}

else
{
printf("rhoE not allocated\n");
printf ("\nPress ENTER to continue.\n\n");
getchar (); // wait for input
return(1);

}
//***************** Open InputFileSIM - Filling the rhoE array ***************//

if ((input = fopen(InputFile, "r")) == NULL)
{
printf("\nCannot open file %s\n\n",InputFile);
printf ("\nPress ENTER to continue.\n\n");
getchar (); // wait for input
return(1);

}

while (!feof(input))
{
fscanf(input,"%i%lf%lf%lf%lf",&dum1,&E,&x,&y,&z);
i=RoundDouble((x-Xmin)/grid);
j=RoundDouble((y-Ymin)/grid);
k=RoundDouble((z-Zmin)/grid);
rhoE[i][j][k]=E;

}
fclose(input);
printf("\n*** InputFile CLOSED ****\n");

//***************************** Open OutputFile *****************************//
//******* Sum over spherical surface, difference quotient, --> ACPULSE ******//

if ((output = fopen(OutputFile, "w")) == NULL)
{
printf("\nCannot open file %s\n\n",OutputFile);
printf ("\nPress ENTER to continue.\n\n");
getchar (); // wait for input
return(1);

}
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printf("\n*** OutputFile: %s ****\n",OutputFile);
printf("\n*** OutputFile OPEN ****\n");

// Sum over spherical surfaces, radius R, centered at the hydrophone position
for (iR=0;iR<nbinR;iR++)
{

R=Rmin+rstep*iR; //
T=Tmin+tstep*iR; // T=R/v
F=0.; // initialization of the sum value
printf("\n R=%lf\tT=%.8lf",R,T);
for (itheta=0;itheta<=N;itheta++)

{
theta = PI*itheta/N; // theta assumes (N+1) values from 0 to PI
iZ = 1+RoundDouble((zH + R*cos(theta)-Zmin)/grid);
if ((iZ>nZ)||(iZ<=0)) continue;
for (iphi=0;iphi<=M;iphi++)

{
phi = 2*PI*iphi/M; // phi assumes (N+1) values from 0 to 2*PI
iX = 1+RoundDouble((xH + R*sin(theta)*cos(phi)-Xmin)/grid);
if ((iX>nX)||(iX<=0)) continue;
iY = 1+RoundDouble((yH + R*sin(theta)*sin(phi)-Ymin)/grid);
if ((iY>nY)||(iY<=0)) continue;
// rhoE[iX][iY][iZ]=q(R,itheta,iphi) is energy density
F = F + (rhoE[iX][iY][iZ])*sin(theta);

// thetamax/min e phimax/min
// source size - angular extension (hydrophone point of view)
if(rhoE[iX][iY][iZ]!=0.)
{

if(phi>=phimax)phimax=phi;
if(phi<=phimin)phimin=phi;
if(theta>=thetamax)thetamax=theta;
if(theta<=thetamin)thetamin=theta;

}
}

}
// F*(PI/N)*((2.*PI)/M) = F*dtheta*dphi
// --> JACOBIAN of the coord. transformation: (theta,phi)-->(itheta,iphi)

// DIFFERENCE QUOTIENT
pulse = DIMfact*PI/(2.0*N*M)*(F+R*(F-Fprev)/rstep); // [Pa]
// (from the Poisson formula)

// NOTE: The Gruneisen Coefficient GAMMA(Temperature, Salinity, Depth)
// has to be taken into account to compute the signal amplitude
// as a function of environmental parameters: pulse=GAMMA*pulse;

printf("\tp=%lf\n",pulse);
fprintf(output,"%.8lf %lf\n",T,pulse);
Fprev=F;

// Search for pmax/pmin
if(pulse>=pmax)

{
pmax=pulse;
t1=T;

}
if(pulse<=pmin)

{
pmin=pulse;
t2=T;

}
}

fclose(output);
printf("\n*** OutputFile CLOSED ****\n\n");
free(rhoE);
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//************************** END of MAIN PROGRAM *************************//

printf("----------------------\n");
printf("|*** END OF PROGRAM ***|\n ----------------------\n");
printf("\nPress ENTER to continue\n\n");
getchar (); // wait for input

return 0;
}

// **** END of MAIN PROGRAMM ****
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